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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of November 2002!
posted: Originally in 2002, 2nd Edition - July 2012

This page begins with November 18 and ends with November 19. These photos were originally posted back
in 2002, but were somehow "lost" until recently. Now that they have been found, We are going to the effort
to repost them - with the hope that they may be enjoyed by a few people. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin November 2002
These 3 Autumn Color shots were taken near Mitake, along the Upper Tama River, on November 18th.

MtMitake6_Tama
RiverColor07RC

MtMitake6_Tama
RiverGinkgo06aRC
MtMitake6_Tama
RiverGinkgo06RC

The first 2 of these photos were taken near Mitake, along the Upper Tama River, on November 18th. Note that the first shot is the same as the third shot in the previous row,
this one is merely a framed version of that shot. The third shot was taken near our apartment on November 19th.

MtMitake6_Tama
RiverGinkgo06bRC

MtMitake6_Tama
RiverColor26RC

Mitaka_
Flowers02RC

End November 2002's Photos
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at these old photos which have been found and reposted. We hope that you found something
which made your visit worthwhile and enjoyable.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of November 2003!
posted: Originally in 2003, 2nd Edition - July 2012

This page begins with November 1 and goes through November 15, 2003. These photos were originally
posted back in 2003, but were somehow "lost" until recently. Now that they have been found, We are going
to the effort to repost them - with the hope that they may be enjoyed by a few people. Click on any thumbnail
to begin.

Begin November 2003
On November 1st and 2nd Kazuya and I went to the city of Nikko in hopes of seeing great fall colors.

NikkoDaiya
River01RC

NikkoDaiya
River03RC
NikkoBonzai
MapleRC

Temple).

Nikko is famous for the number of Shrines and Temples in the area, so of course we visited the most famous of them. In this row you can see some shots of Rinno-ji (Rinno

Nikko_
Rinnoji03RC

Nikko_
Rinnoji04RC
Nikko_
Rinnoji06RC

Here are 2 more shots of Rinno-ji (Rinno Temple) and a shot of a 5-story pagoda at Tosho-gu Shrine.

Nikko_
Rinnoji10RC
Nikko_
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Rinnoji09RC

Pagoda01RC

In this row are 3 shots of Tosho-gu Shrine.

Nikko_
Toshogu06RC

Nikko_
Toshogu07RC
Nikko_
Toshogu01RC

The first 2 shots in this row show Tosho-gu Shrine and the 3rd shot is Futarasan Shrine.

Nikko_
Toshogu09RC

Nikko_
Toshogu11RC

Nikko_
Futarasan01RC

In first position in this row is a shot of Taiyuin Mausoleum and then an additional shot of Rinno-ji (Rinno Temple). The 3rd shot shows some fall color along the Daiya River,
which runs through Nikko City.

Nikko_
Taiyuin05RC

Nikko_
Rinnoji05RC

NikkoDaiya
River10aRC

Here is another shot of the Daiya River fall color in first position. The 2nd shot is the first shot of the following day - November 2, 2003. We took a bus up to this Akechi-daira
Ropeway and took it to the top. From there we hiked along a trail and eventually ended up at Chuzenji Lake, which can be seen in the background of the 3rd photo. The waterfall is
Kegon Falls and at 97 meters in height, it is one of Japan's three highest waterfalls.

NikkoDaiya
River12aRC

Nikko_Akechi
dairaRopeway01aRC

The first shot in this row shows a zoomed shot of Kegon Falls. The 2nd and 3rd shots show Mt. Nantai (2,486 m = 8,156 ft)
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Nikko_Akechidaira
PanoramaNantaiSan09RC
Nikko_Akechi
daira13RC
Nikko_Akechi
daira04RC

Here is Kazuya at Akechi-daira (Akechi Plain or flat spot) and then a shot of Chanoki-daira (Chanoki Plain or flat spot). The 3rd shot shows that we finally arrived at Chuzenji
Lake and found 1 tree which still contained some good color.

Nikko_Chuzenji
Lake04RC
Nikko_Akechidaira
Trail17_KazuyaRC

Nikko_Chanoki
daira02RC

Here is a closer shot of that Maple Tree with the good color. As you have probably noticed, the fall colors peaked before we got here, so this one tree was the greatest color
we saw. The 2nd shot is cropped to show 2 monkeys after they stole some food from a small girl. The 3rd shot shows some dangerous looking clouds moving in.

Nikko_Chuzenji
Lake06RC

Nikko_Chuzenji
Lake11a_MonkeyRC

Nikko_Chuzenji
Lake12RC

Here is a shot of Kazuya and I sitting down and relaxing for a few moments before heading down to Nikko in the bus. The 2nd shot shows the huge Torii which marks the
highway entrance to this area.

Nikko_Chuzenji
Lake14RC

Nikko_Chuzenji
Lake16RC

These 2 final shots were taken near Mitake, along the Tama River on November 15, 2003. The first shot shows the Tama River and a beautiful yellow Ginkgo Tree. The 2nd
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shot is a closer one of the Ginkgo Tree.

TamaRiv2003
_Ginkgo15_16aRC
TamaRiv2003
_Ginkgo29RC

End November 2003's Photos
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at these old photos which have been found and reposted. We hope that you found something
which made your visit worthwhile and enjoyable.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of November 2004!
posted: December 1st, 2004

This month's photos cover the final weekend of October and all of November. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

This row is the final weekend of October, all taken at Showa Kinen Park. The first shot is a bamboo "art work". The 2nd photo is a field of Cosmos flowers - taken in the rain,
and the 3rd photo is a single cosmos flower, notice the rain on it!

ShowaKinenPkOct01RC.jpg

ShowaKinenCosmosOct14RC.jpg

ShowaKinenCosmosOct22RC.jpg

This row starts a climb of Mt. Iwadono and a hike to an area called Chigootoshi. First photo is on the trail going to Mt. Iwadono, 2nd photo is another kind of red berries, and
thrid photo is Mt. Iwadono from the trail going to Chigootoshi.

IwadonoYama03RC.jpg

IwadonoYamaRedBerries01RC.jpg

IwadonoYamaFromTrail03RC.jpg

First photo shows me climbing up an old chain on the way to Chigootoshi, an amazing "trail". Next photo is another shot of Mt. Iwadono, from a different angle, and 3rd shot
is the Chigootoshi Area - one huge rock mountain!

IwadonoYamaFromTrail06RC.jpg

Chigootoshi02RC.jpg

OtsukiNov04RC.jpg

First photo is a silhouette of me on Chigootoshi. Next photo is a strange rocky summit plant, and 3rd shot is me being silly at the spot where the previous photo was taken.
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OtsukiNov27RC.jpg

ChigootoshiWeirdPlant07RC.jpg

OtsukiNov36RC.jpg

First photo is on the way back to Otsuki Station from Chigootoshi. Next photo is the next weekend, taken from Mt. Mitake, nice fall colors, despite the clouds hanging in the
air! The 3rd shot is a late fall flower, sorry don't know the name of it.

MtMitake13_FallColor2004
Panorama_18_19RC.jpg
TrailtoOtsuki
Station01RC.jpg

MtMitake13_FallFlower
2004_03RC.jpg

First photo is another kind of Toad Lily, you've seen several colors and varieties of this plant over the past year. The next 2 photos show some great fall colors along the upper
Tama River.

TamaRiverToadLily
Nov2004_07RC.jpg

TamaRiverNov06_2004
Fall08GinkgoRC.jpg

TamaRiverNov06_2004
Fall15RC.jpg

The first photo in this row contrasts a spring and fall shot, taken from about the same place, of Okutama Lake. The 2nd shot is a nice fall shot of Pampas Grass with a nice fall
background, and the 3rd shot is the same area, but concentrating on the distance rather than the close stuff.

OkutamaLakePanorama
Spring_FallRC.jpg

OkutamaLkArea
Nov2004_21aRC.jpg

OkutamaLake
Nov04_02bRC.jpg

The first shot shows a pretty scene along the Tama River walking back to Okutama Station from Okutama Lake, about a 3 hour walk, and it was pitch dark by the time we got
to the station. Even this shot was late enough in the evening so that I had to push the digital camera to an ASA setting of 400, which is why the photo shows so much graininess. The
2nd photo is my DVD collection as of Aug 20, 2004 - this photo is no longer current! By the way, here is a link to my entire DVD collection if you're asking yourself what might be good
to rent for the weekend! Click Here. The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on title to sort that way if you desire. This link will open a new browser window.
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OkutamaLkTO
StationOldRd06aRC.jpg
DVDShelf20Aug2004
ResizeSmall.jpg

That's all for this month, hope that you found something you enjoyed out of the limited selection which there is.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 2 - the best of November
2005!

Go To Page:

posted: December 2nd, 2005

We were fortunate and Kazuya had off one day each of the 4 weekends during November - so there are
some photos from every weekend. This first page covers the first 2 weekends of the month and the 2nd
page covers the 2nd two weekends of the month. We were also fortunate in that every weekend all month
was beautifully clear blue skies! Click on any thumbnail to begin.

The first photo is the only shot of the first weekend - the sun shining through the trees as we were climbing Mt. Takao on November 5th. The 2nd 2 shots show some pretty
decent fall color at Okutama on November 12th.

OkutamaNov12Fall
Color01RC

OkutamaNov12Fall
Color02RC

Nov05_TakaoSanSun
_TreesRC

We hiked along the old original road from Okutama Station to Okutama Lake, it has been turned into a trail. The first 2 shots in this row show some fairly decent fall colors on
the mountains. The 3rd shot shows an interesting blue berry, sorry - don't know what it is.

OkutamaNov12FallColor03RC

OkutamaNov12FallColor04RC

OkutamaFallBerries01RC

The first shot here shows some more fall color against a blue sky. The 2nd shot is another kind of blue berry - also do not know the name of this one. The 3rd shot is one
more fall color tree.

OkutamaNov12FallColor07RC

All 3 photos in this row show the beautiful fall colors along the trail.
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OkutamaNov12
FallColor12aRC

OkutamaAreaFall
ColorNov12_11RC

OkutamaAreaFall
ColorNov12_13RC

The first photo here shows the Tama River Gorge from a spot along the trail. The 2nd photo shows some native pampas grass against a hillside and a beautiful blue sky and
the 3rd shot is me at the spot we stopped to eat our lunch.

OkutamaAreaFall
ColorNov12_22RC
OkutamaNov12
FallColor16RC

OkutamaAreaFallColor_
DanielNov12_02RC

The first shot in this row shows some amazing yellows! The 2nd and 3rd shots are looking up a valley with some decent colors.

OkutamaNov12RAW_02RC

OkutamaNov12FallColor30RC

OkutamaNov12FallColor31RC

The first photo here also shows some amazing yellows. The 2nd shot is Mt. Sogaku and Mt. Gozen from a spot along the trail - you have seen a similar picture taken in the
summer (see May 2005's photos Page 2, Row 9 or Click Here for that image to open in a new window). The 3rd shot is a beautiful Fall Lindou flower.
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OkutamaNov12RAW_06RC
OkutamaNov12RAW_05RC

Okutama_FallLindou03RC

The first image in this row is a single red leaf on a very small weed. The 2nd two shots are more Fall Lindou flowers, similar but not exactly the same, so that is why I included
both of them.

OkutamaNov12Fall
Color35aRC

OkutamaNov12RAW_
FallLindou01RC

OkutamaNov12RAW_
FallLindou02RC

The first photo is again Mt. Sogaku & Mt. Gozen, but from a different spot along the trail. The 2nd shot, the final one of this weekend, is actually a panorama of 3 shots taken
from the Okutama Station Platform.

OkutamaNov12FallColor
Panorama_40_41_42RC

OkutamaNov12
RAW_08RC

Just below this and below the white line you can find a link to the Annual Christmas Letter (password
required). Please go to Page 2 and look at those images too. You'll find some great fall color photos.

(will open in new window)
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 2 - the best of November
2005!

Go To Page:

posted: December 2nd, 2005

This page covers the final 2 weekends of November! Enjoy a fall color tour of Mitake and Musashi Itsukaichi.
Click on any thumbnail to begin.

On November 19th we went out to Sawai and Mitake. At Sawai you can find the Sawa-noi Sake Brewery, so we got off the train there, drank some Sake and then hiked up
along the Tama River to Mitake, ate our lunch, enjoyed the fall colors and ultimately went home. These 3 photos are near the outdoor restaurant/drinking area at the brewery. In the 2nd
shot you can actually see tables and people eating.

Sawai_FallColor
_Nov19_06RC

Sawai_FallColor
_Nov19_07RC
SawaiNov19_
FallColor_04RC

The first shot is still at Sawai, actually taken while sitting at one of the tables. The 2nd shot is from a footbridge across the Tama River. The 3rd shot shows a red maple,
pampas grass and the Tama River.

MitakeNov19_
FallColor_10RC
SawaiNov19_
FallColor_07RC
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These 3 shots are all of the same tree. One is taken by me and 2 by Kazuya.

Mitake_FallColor
_Nov19_13RC
MitakeNov19_
FallColor_19RC

Mitake_FallColor
_Dan_Nov19_25RC

The first shot is a well known practice climbing rock for novice climbers - nice colors. The 2nd 2 shots are the now famous Ginkgo Tree on the far side of the river and the Red
Maples on this side of the river for framing. You see pictures of this area every year, but this year it seems like the colors are exceptionally gorgeous and the skies were definitely the
most clear we have ever seen when we photographed this area. Amazing!

MitakeNov19_Fall
ColorRAW_03RC

MitakeGinkgoNov19
_FallColor_22RC
MitakeNov19Ginkgo_Fall
ColorRAW_04RC

All 3 shots here are the same trees, different angle and a few moments difference in time. In the center shot you can see all the way to the ridge in the background, first time
we've ever been able to see that in a photo. (You can find a 2,000 x 1,516 pixel image - [950 KB] of this shot HERE - will open in new window).

MitakeNov19Ginkgo_
FallColorRAW_09RC
Mitake_FallGinkgo
Color_Nov19_34RC

Here are 3 more shots in the same area. The 2nd shot shows Kazuya in front of one of the Red Maple trees.
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Mitake_Fall
Color_Nov19_47RC

MitakeNov19Ginkgo_
FallColorRAW_11RC
MitakeGinkgoNov19_
FallColor_27RC

The first 2 shots are about an hour later, sun has changed angle to a significant degree. The 3rd shot shows some red vines hanging from the Mitake Bridge.

Mitake_FallGinkgoColor
_Nov19_51RC

MitakeNov19Ginkgo
_FallColorRAW_14RC
MitakeNov19_
FallColorRAW_16RC

Here is the final weekend of the month. We went to Musashi Itsukaichi and soaked in Tsuru-Tsuru Hot Spring for a while and when we left we walked down the road to an ice
cream stand and found these three fall color shots.

ItsukaichiNov27FallColor02RAWRC

ItsukaichiNov27FallColor03RAWRC

ItsukaichiNov27FallColor06RAWRC

This is now a link to a separate web page showing 3 photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV.

Dec 2005 DVD Collection - 3 Photos
Movie of Home Theater System
& New TV Pictures
(new window)
Just below this and below the white line you can find a link to the Annual Christmas Letter (password
required). That's all for this month, Thank you very much for taking the time to look!
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(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 2 - the best of November
2006!

Go To Page:

posted: November 30th, 2006

On November 4th and 5th Kazuya and I climbed Mt. Kumotori (2,018 meters = 6,620 feet) for the 5th time.
Mt. Kumotori is where we hope to see the greatest sunsets in the world (See "Special Items" Page - 2002).
The following weekend (November 12th) we went out to Mitake, on the Upper Tama River, hoping that the
special Ginkgo tree would be at it's most beautiful yellows. On November 18th we climbed Mt. Takao just
because we wanted to get outdoors and do something. Then, on November 25th, we went to Jindai
Botanical Garden on one final fall color quest. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin November 4th
While climbing Mt. Kumotori we found an "Earth Star" or Geastrum sp. We see these puffball related fungi from time to time, but it was the first time we've seen one which
was not already split open. The "puffball" is about 20 mm (0.75 inches) across. The next shot shows me and some pretty nice fall colors. An interesting thing about this Mt. Kumotori
climb was that at the foot of the mountain the trees were all still green. About 1/2 way up it was peak fall colors, and then at the top - the leaves were pretty much all gone. The 3rd
shot shows more fall colors.

Nov04_KumotoriTrail
Geastrum_sp03RC
04NovKumotoriUpTrail_
Daniel04RC

Nov04_Kumotori_UpTrail
Color05RC

The first shot is another fall color shot. The 2nd shot shows some larch trees (Larix sp.) dressed in their fall colors - this was about 1.5 hours below the summit. The 3rd shot
shows the clouds rolling in and some more larch trees at 3:05 PM. We reached the summit at about 4:00 PM.

Nov04_Kumotori_
NearSummitClouds01RC
Nov04_Kumotori_Up
TrailColor09RC

04NovKumotori
UpTrail14RC

The first shot in this row was also at 3:05 PM - more larch trees. The 2nd shot is me at the summit sign at 4:47 PM. You can see how thick the clouds were getting, thanks to
the flash. By this time we had found our normal camp spot and had the tent set up and camp all prepared. The 3rd shot is Kazuya (no flash) - also at 4:47 PM. Probably needless to say
- we saw no sunset at all this day.
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Nov04_Kumotori_Near
SummitClouds02RC
04NovKumotoriSummitSign_
Daniel01RC

Nov04_Kumotori_Summit_
Kazuya_CloudsRAW02RC

End November 4th, Begin November 5th
This row starts with sunrise on the 5th of November. The first shot was taken at 5:49 AM. The next shot was at 5:50 AM. The 3rd shot was taken at 5:59 AM.

Nov05_Kumotori_
SummitSunrise01RC

Nov05_Kumotori_
SummitSunriseRAW03RC

Nov05_Kumotori_
SummitSunriseRAW04RC

First shot here was at 6:00 AM. The next shot was at 6:09 AM and the 3rd shot was at 6:10 AM - where did the sun go between the 2nd shot and the 3rd shot?! I don't recall!

Nov05_Kumotori_Summit
SunriseRAW06RC
Nov05_Kumotori_Summit
SunriseSignRAW05RC

05NovKumotori
Sunrise07RC

The first shot in this row was taken at 6:11 AM. The 2nd shot - the sun getting a bit larger - was taken at 6:12 AM. The 3rd shot was also taken at 6:12 AM.
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Nov05_Kumotori_
SummitSunrise08RC

Nov05_Kumotori_
SummitSunrise09RC

05NovKumotoriSunrise
_Sign_Fuji12RC

The first shot in this row was taken at 6:14 AM - that's Mt. Fuji with snow on the top. The 2nd shot was taken at 6:19 AM, the sun is all the way above the horizon now. In
the 3rd shot, if you look closely, you can see our tent down there. It looks far away, but it's actually just about 5 minutes below the summit.

Nov05_Kumotori_Summit
SunriseFuji11RC

05NovKumotori
Sunrise21RC
05NovKumotoriSunrise_
TentSpot22RC

This shot of Mt. Fuji was taken at 6:20 AM. The 2nd shot is looking back at the summit hut at 6:28 AM as we descended back to our tent to make breakfast. The 3rd shot was
also taken at 6:28 AM.

Nov05_Kumotori_Summit
SunriseTimeHut17RC

Nov05_Kumotori_Summit
SunriseFuji18RC

05NovKumotori
Sunrise_Fuji23RC

The first image here was taken from our tent spot at 7:17 AM, after breakfast. The next shot, also at 7:17 AM, shows the fall colors lower on the mountain. It was taken from
our tent spot. The final shot in this row was taken at 7:18 AM - Kazuya at the tent spot.
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Nov05_Kumotori_Summit
SunriseColors21RC
Nov05_Kumotori_
SummitSunriseFuji19RC

Nov05_Kumotori_SummitSunrise
KazuyaTentSpot22RC

The first shot here - a panorama - was taken as we hiked down the trail; it's looking back at the summit hut area. The 2nd shot is an area of dead trees which are nicely
"greyed out". The 3rd shot is Mt. Fuji, taken looking through a larch tree.

Nov05_Kumotori_Summit
SunriseTentSpot24_25RC

05NovKumotoriDown
TrailLarch03RC
05NovKumotoriDown
TrailSnags01RC

The first photo in this row is a final shot of Mt. Fuji and that's me standing there. The 2nd shot is a very picturesque snag with a fine blue sky. The 3rd shot is one more of fall
colors further down the mountain.

05NovKumotoriDown
Trail_Daniel05RC

Nov05_Kumotori_DownTrail
FallColors01RC
05NovKumotoriDownTrail
Snag09aRC

End Page 1, but Begin November 5th continues on Page 2

(will open in new window)

Thanks so much for taking the time to look. Please continue on to Page 2 for a continuation of our
descent of Mt. Kumotori and also for the continuation of this month's adventures.
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 2 - the best of November
2006!

Go To Page:

posted: November 30th, 2006

The photos on this page continue with the descent of Mt. Kumotori, picking up at 9:12 AM on November 5th,
and continue through the end of the month. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

November 5th Continues From Page 1
The first photo in this row was taken at 9:12 AM, was saved in RAW format, and then enhanced a bit to accentuate the yellows. The next 2 shots show Kazuya on Mt.
Nanatsuishi (7 stones Mountain). The first shot shows him as we ascended to the peak and the final shot is at the peak. As you can read, it's 1,757.3 meters (= 5,765 feet).

Nov05_Kumotori_DownTrailFall
ColorsRAW04RC

Nov05_
NanatsuIshi04RC
Nov05_
NanatsuIshi03RC

In this first photo, taken from the summit of Mt. Nanatsuishi, you can look back at Mt. Kumotori and see the summit hut (look closely). By the way, from the trailhead, to the
summit of Mt. Kumotori is a good 5.75 hour hike! The 2nd and 3rd shots show some fall color as we continued our descent.

Nov05_KumotoriSummit
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FromNanatsuIshi06RC

Colors06RC

TrailColors17RC

Here are the final 2 shots from the Mt. Kumotori descent - 2 more fall color shots.

Nov05_KumotoriDownTrail
FallColorsRAW07RC

Nov05_KumotoriDownTrail
FallColorsRAW11RC

End November 5th, Begin November 9th
Sometimes we see great sunsets from our office window at Haneda Airport. This one was taken on November 9th and shows Mt. Fuji.

Nov09Fuji_HanedaAirportRC

End November 9th, Begin November 12th
On November 12th we went out to Mitake - that's the place where we always find that incredibly yellow Ginkgo, with the Red Maples in the foreground. I think you'll recognize
this spot from November's photos of past years (See Special items from 2002, at the bottom of the front page, and also November 2005's photos). The first 2 shots here are the Upper
Tama River in all it's splendiferous beauty. The 3rd shot is the Ginkgo Tree.

Nov12_TamaRiver
Mitake06RAWRC

Nov12_TamaRiver
Mitake13RAWRC

Nov12_TamaRiver
Mitake15RAWRC

Here are 3 shots of the Ginkgo Tree. It's not so great this year. Actually maybe we were only too early for it to be great.

Nov12_TamaRiverMitake
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19RAWRC

21RC

21RAWRC

The first shot here is taken looking through the highway bridge near Mitake Station - it's very steep down to the river. The 2nd shot is a shot of some very nice looking older
buildings - taken from underneath the Ginkgo Tree. The 3rd shot is the Tama River, taken from a footbridge.

12NovMitake26RC

Nov12_TamaRiverMitake30RAWRC
12NovMitake29RC

One more shot of the Tama River, showing some kayakers and one final shot of the Ginkgo Tree.

Nov12_TamaRiverMitake36RAWRC
Nov12_TamaRiverMitake32RC

End November 12th, Begin November 18th
On November 18th we climbed Mt. Takao and - lo and behold - it looked like downtown. There were more people at the summit than we have EVER seen. The first shot is a
nice red branch and the 2nd shot shows the summit crowd - compare this crowd with THIS CROWD - the 2nd shot in that row (new window). Mt. Takao is only 599 meters (1,965 feet),
so even the faint of heart can climb it with relative ease. I guess all of these "faint of heart" people went out there to search for fall colors.

Nov18_MtTakaoSummit
FallColor01RC

Nov18_MtTakaoSummit
CrowdofPeople05RC

End November 18th, Begin November 25th
On November 25th Kazuya and I went to Jindai Botanical Garden, the one near our house. We hoped to see some good fall colors more or less in our own neighborhood. It
was a bright sunny day and we were not disappointed. All 3 pictures in this row show the red maple leaves.
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JindaiBGFallColor10RC

Nov25_JindaiBotGardenRAW11aRC

JindaiBGFallColor17RC

The first shot in this row shows one final Maple Tree. The 2nd shot is the Pampas Grass, which they always have growing in the big lawn area - the clouds make it look like
there is some smoke or something coming from the heads of the Pampas Grass. The 3rd shot is a very beautiful reflection of Bald Cypress Taxodium distichum and Pampas Grass on the
pond. Can you believe this reflection? Nothing was done to this picture to enhance any colors either! There is also a fine larger size JPG file of this shot AND the first shot in Row 12;
please check it HERE it's 1.2 MB and 2,000 x 1,355 pixels.

Nov25_JindaiBot
Garden19RC

JindaiBGFall
Color23RC

JindaiBGFallColor31RC
or HERE for 1.2 MB larger JPG file

The first shot in this row is one more of the Bald Cypress/pond reflection - I increased the saturation in this photo, so it's not quite natural. The final shot is a Cacao (Cocoa)
(Theobroma cacao) blossom inside of the Jindai Botanical Garden greenhouse.

JindaiBGFallColor38_
Cocoa
FlowerRC

Nov25_JindaiBotGarden_
Taxiodium_ReflectionRAW04RC
or HERE for 1.2 MB larger JPG file

End November 25th, End Page 2, End November 2006's Photos
This is a link to a separate web page showing a Relatively NEW photo of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our new Sharp Aquos
TV. You can see the new DVD Shelf here too.

    April 1, 2006 DVD Collection,
Movie of Home Theater System
& New TV Pictures
(new window)

(will open in new window)
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Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the site this month. Any feedback is always appreciated.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 3 - the best of November
2007!

Go To Page:

posted: November 30th, 2007

This page actually begins with October 31st, pictures which came too late for last month's pages! Then, it
goes through November 12th. Here are the first fall colors, trips to Hyakuhiro Waterfall, Jindai Botanical
Garden and a sunset at Haneda Airport. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin October 31st
On October 31st I had to work, but Kazuya had the day off, so he went out to Mitake in search of fall colors. He didn't find many colors, but the pictures of his 2 lunches are
quite attractive.

31Oct_MitakeFallColor13_
OzawaBreweyTofuRC

31Oct_MitakeFallColor33_
Tamagawaya_SobaMealRC

End October 31st, Begin November 3rd
On November 3rd we both had the day off so we traveled out to Okutama and then took a bus to the Mt. Kawanori trailhead bus stop. We hiked up the trail to the big
waterfall (Hyakuhiro Waterfall). These first 3 shots show some fall colors beginning to look nice on the mountains which we could see from the trail.

Nov03_KawanoriTrail_
FallColor11RC

Nov03_KawanoriTrail_
FallColor12aRC

Nov03_KawanoriTrail_
FallColor14a_BESTRC

Here is another fall color shot, then Kazuya standing on a vertical wall taking a picture of a fall flower and then another color shot.

Nov03_KawanoriTrail_
FallColor20a_BESTRC

03Nov_KawanoriTrail
FallColor43aRC
Nov03_KawanoriTrail_
FallColor24_KazuyaRC

Three more fall color pictures.
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Nov03_KawanoriTrail_
FallColor31RC

Nov03_KawanoriTrail_
FallColor32aRC

Nov03_KawanoriTrail_
FallColor35a_BESTRC

And another 3 fall color shots - funny, it didn't appear as hazy as these photos make it look.

Nov03_KawanoriTrail_
FallColor38aRC

Nov03_KawanoriTrail_
FallColor44RC

Nov03_KawanoriTrail_
FallColor49RC

Some nice yellows and oranges and a closer shot of some pretty bush - maybe a species of Sumac.

Nov03_KawanoriTrail_
FallColor54_BESTRC

Nov03_KawanoriTrail_
FallColor59RC
03Nov_KawanoriTrail
FallColor74RC

Here is a small waterfall on the way to the big one. The 2nd and 3rd shots are the same area, but the 3rd shot is zoomed in more.

Nov03_KawanoriTrail
_Waterfall01RC
03Nov_KawanoriTrail
FallColor85RC
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The first shot is the final one of fall colors before we arrived at the waterfall. We found out that this waterfall is more then 40 meters (120 feet) in height - a nice waterfall. If
you compare these photos with those of February 2007 HERE you can see that this waterfall has a lot more rocks at its base than it used to have. I suppose that this happened during
the huge typhoon caused flood of September.

Nov03_KawanoriTrail_
FallColor69RC
Nov03_Kawanori_
BigWaterfall02RC

Nov03_Kawanori_
BigWaterfall07RC

Three more shots of the Hyakuhiro Waterfall.

Nov03_Kawanori_
BigWaterfall11RC

03Nov_KawanoriTrailFallColor
108_HyakuhiroWaterfallRC

Nov03_Kawanori_
BigWaterfall18RC

One final shot of fall color on the way back down the trail to the bus stop.

Nov03_KawanoriTrail_
FallColor77RC

End November 3rd, Begin November 7th
On November 7th Kazuya had another day off which I did not and he went to Jindai Botanical Garden - the one near our house. Check out that Chrysanthemum waterfall! The
2nd and 3rd shots show some fall color in the pond, which should become very beautiful later in the month.
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Nov07_JindaiBGChrysanthemum03a
_WaterfallRC

Nov07_JindaiBG44_Pond_
FallColorRC
Nov07_JindaiBG45_Pond_
FallColorRC

End November 7th, Begin November 12th
On November 12th we had a fantastic sunset here at the office. I took these 3 shots from the window. The big mountain in the 1st and 2nd shots is Mt. Fuji.

Nov12_HanedaSunset01RC

Nov12_HanedaSunset03RC

Nov12_HanedaSunset05RC

End November 12th, End Page 1
2008 USA (68 KB) and Japanese (63 KB) Refrigerator Door Size Calendar PDF's

And, that shows you what we saw from October 31st through November 12th. Thanks so much for
taking the time to look. Please continue on to Page 2 for the continuation of November.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 3 - the best of November
2007!
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posted: November 30th, 2007

The photos on this page start with November 14th and continue through the 23rd - Fall Colors at Okutama
and Mt. Takao. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin November 14th
best one.

On November 14th Kazuya had a day off, but I had to work. He went to ICU (International Christian University) near our house and took some fall color pictures - here is the

Nov14_ICU_FallColors04RC

End November 14th, Begin November 17th
On the 17th we both had the day off and we went out to Okutama and Okutama Lake and took a BUNCH of fall color pictures. Unfortunately it was quite hazy and we were
both disappointed in what we got. The first shot here was terribly hazy, this "fixed" image came about merely by adjusting the exposure. The 2nd shot was "fixed" using the "Shadows
and Highlights" tool of ACDSee. The 3rd shot, on the Okutama Old Road (Mukashi Michi), was likewise, "fixed".

Nov17_OkutamaLake_FallColor
31a_BESTRC

Nov17_OkutamaLake_FallColor
39a_BESTRC
17Nov_Okutama
FallColors52sRC

The first shot here was also fixed - the exposure was adjusted. The 2nd shot was not in need of fixing. A nicely colored shot. This persimmon tree shot also, did not need any
fixing, it was close enough so that the haze did not interfere.
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Nov17_OkutamaLake
_FallColor43aRC

Nov17_OkutamaOldRoad49
_PersimmonsRC
Nov17_OkutamaOldRoad_
FallColor52RC

The first shot of this hillside did not need any fixing. The 2nd shot needed some exposure adjustment to make these reds come out so vivid. The 3rd shot was adjusted with
the "Shadows and Highlights" tool and this is the result.

17Nov_Okutama_MukashiMichi
_FallColors73RC

17Nov_Okutama_MukashiMichi
_FallColors107eRC

Nov17_OkutamaOldRoad
_FallColor72aRC

None of these shots needed any adjusting. They were all close enough so the haze was not a bother. Some beautiful reds, wouldn't you agree?

Nov17_OkutamaOldRoad
_FallColor78RC

Nov17_OkutamaOldRoad_
FallColor89_BESTRC

Nov17_OkutamaOldRoad
_FallColor90RC

A Yuzu tree (Citrus junos) showing the fruits and the Tama River - 2 shots with different zoom factors. In the 2nd shot you can see the road above the river.

Nov17_OkutamaOldRoad_Fall
Color106_YuzuRC
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End November 17th, Begin November 19th
On the 19th I had to work, but Kazuya had the day off and went to Mt. Takao. He captured these fall colors very majestically.

Nov19_MtTakao_Fall
Colors14_BESTRC

Nov19_MtTakao_
FallColors41_SummitRC

Nov19_MtTakao_
FallColors44_SummitRC

And here are 3 more photos from Kazuya's trip to Mt. Takao on the 19th - fantastic!!

Nov19_MtTakao_FallColors
48_SummitRC
Nov19_MtTakao_FallColors
45_Summit_BESTRC

Nov19_MtTakao_FallColors
46_Summit_BESTRC

End November 19th, Begin November 23rd
On Friday, November 23rd, I had a day off (National Holiday), but Kazuya had to work. I went to Mt. Takao and also Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro. The first picture in this row shows
some fall colors and the incredible crowd at the bottom of the mountain! It's rare to see such a crowd at Mt. Takao. The 2nd shot shows a picnic table - I didn't do a thing to it - it's
totally natural leaf fall. I stopped in this hidden area of the summit for a short break before continuing to Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro. The 3rd shot is looking through the forest between Mt.
Takao and Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro.

Nov23_TakaoSanGuchi
FallColor06RC

Nov23_TakaoSanSummit_
PicnicTableFallColor17RC

These 3 shots are all in the same area as the 3rd one in the previous row - on the trail between Mt. Takao and Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro.
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Nov23_TakaoSan_
MomijiDaiFallColor34RC

Nov23_TakaoSan_
MomijiDaiFallColor39RC
Nov23_TakaoSan_
MomijiDaiFallColor30RC

A very picturesque Persimmon Tree at the summit of Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro.

Nov23_MtKobotoke_Shiro_Fall
Color49_PersimmonsRC
Nov23_MtKobotoke_Shiro_Fall
Color54_PersimmonsRC

End November 23rd, End Page 2
2008 USA (68 KB) and Japanese (63 KB) Refrigerator Door Size Calendar PDF's

And, that shows you what we saw from November 14th through the 23rd. Thanks so much for taking
the time to look. Please continue on to Page 3 for the conclusion of this month's adventures.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 3 of 3 - the best of November
2007!

Go To Page:

posted: November 30th, 2007

This page continues with November 24th and goes through the end of the month - fall colors at Mt. Mitake
and Mitake, the famous Ginkgo Tree. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin November 24th
On the 24th I went to Mt. Mitake in search of Fall Colors. Kazuya had to work so I had to go alone. The first photo is a shot looking ahead on the trail near the summit. The
2nd shot is a Fall Lindou (Gentiana scabra var. buergeri) with frost on it - look closely. The 3rd shot shows some nice colors on Mt. Otsuka.

Nov24_MtMitake10_Trail
_FallColorRC

Nov24_MtMitake39_Trail
_FallColorRC
Nov24_MtMitake35_Trail
_FallLindouRC

After I finished on Mt. Mitake I hiked down to the Tama River at Mitake and walked the river trail. Some incredible colors along there! The 3rd shot here is the famous Ginkgo
tree which we try to photograph every year. The yellows and reds are very nice this year. This photo, at 1:03 PM, has not been retouched or played with in any way.

Nov24_TamaRiver51
_FallColorRC

Nov24_TamaRiver60
_FallColorRC

Nov24_TamaRiver65_
FallColor_GinkgoRC

Nov24_TamaRiver101_
FallColorRC

Nov24_TamaRiver114
_FallColor_BESTRC

Here is one more shot of the Ginkgo and 2 shots walking along the river.

Nov24_TamaRiver67s
_FallColor_GinkgoRC

Here is a shot of the river with the sun reflecting off it - looking through a Red Maple. The 2nd and 3rd shots are the famous Ginkgo again, but later in the afternoon (2:38 &
2:42 PM respectively).
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Nov24_TamaRiver129_
FallColorRC

Nov24_TamaRiver135_FallColor
_Ginkgo_BESTRC

Nov24_TamaRiver147_FallColor
_Ginkgo_BESTRC

Here are the final 2 shots from this adventure. A Red Maple and the Ginkgo from above and after the sun has left it (3:03 PM).

Nov24_TamaRiver160
_FallColor_BESTRC
Nov24_TamaRiver170
_FallColor_GinkgoRC

There is a 1.19 MB collage of 4 of the best fall color pictures taken along the Tama River at Mitake on November 24th available HERE.

Nov24_TamaRiver_Mitake_FallColor_51_60_65_147RC_Smaller

End November 24th, End Page 3, End November 2007's Photos
This is a link to a separate web page showing some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV.

    November 11, 2007 DVD Collection,
Movie of Home Theater System
& Sharp Aquos TV Pictures
(new window)
By the way - Kazuya is still maintaining his blog, which exhibits different photos than shown here
(mostly - I have used some of his though). It looks very nice and you can find it HERE. (Click on the
"Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
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Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the site this month, I hope you found something you
enjoyed looking at. Any feedback is always appreciated.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 3 - the best of November
2008!

Go To Page:

posted: November 30th, 2008

This page begins with November 2nd and takes you through the 21st of the month - trips to Mt. Mitake and
Mt. Hinode, Jindai Botanical Garden and Mt. Takao. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin November 2nd
On November 2nd Kazuya and I went out to Mt. Mitake and to Mt. Hinode. The fall colors were not yet very much in evidence, but the first 2 pictures here show one tree which
had some color. The 3rd shot is a small late fall flower - Swertia japonica. It's a very cute flower.

Nov02_Hinode_
FallColors01RC

Nov02_Hinode_
FallColors04RC

Nov02_Hinode_
Swertia_japonica03RC

Here are 3 more Swertia japonica flowers. The 3rd shot shows a very beautiful colored one.

Nov02_Hinode_
Swertia_japonica05RC

Nov02_Hinode_
Swertia_japonica16RC

Nov02_Hinode_
Swertia_japonica20RC

Here is some kind of round seed heads in the first shot. The 2nd and 3rd shots are Fall Lindou or Tripterospermum japonicum.

Nov02_Hinode_
RoundSeedHeads02RC

Nov02_Hinode_
Lindou02RC
Nov2_MtHinode18_Trip
terospermumJaponicumRC

The first shot here is another kind of Lindou - Gentiana scabra var. buergeri. The 2nd shot is the Tripterospermum japonicum - a seed pod - and the 3rd shot is the
Tripterospermum japonicum - a flower.
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Nov02_Hinode_Lindou06RC

Nov02_Hinode_Lindou07RC

Nov02_Hinode_Lindou11RC

The first photo in this row is a Pertya scandens flower. The 2nd shot is a Gentiana scabra var. buergeri with a bee collecting pollen and the 3rd shot is a tiny little thing Ainsliaea apiculata.

Nov02_Hinode_Pertya_
scandens02RC

Nov02_Hinode_Ainsliaea
_apiculata02RC
Nov2_MtHinode26_Gentiana
ScabraVarBuergeriRC

End November 2nd, Begin November 15th
On November 15th Kazuya and I went to Jindai Botanical Garden to check out the Annual Chrysanthemum Display. Can you believe the many types of Chrysanthemums which
there are? Here are 3 photos which give you a small idea of what exists.

Nov15_JindaiBG_
Chrysanthemum01RC

15Nov_JindaiBG_
Chrysanthemum10RC
15Nov_JindaiBG_
Chrysanthemum05RC

Here is one individual flower and one incredible plant. Can you believe that photos 1 and 3 are just one Chrysanthemum plant?
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Nov15_JindaiBG_
Chrysanthemum02RC
Nov15_JindaiBG_
Chrysanthemum05RC

Nov15_JindaiBG_
Chrysanthemum06RC

The first shot here is another individual flower. The 2nd shot is a collage of 3 photos. It shows the Chrysanthemum Waterfall. The 3rd shot is Dahlia flowers. These plants were
about 12 feet (4 meters) in height.

Nov15_JindaiBG_Chrysanthemum17
_Waterfall_CollageRC

Nov15_JindaiBG_
Dahlia04RC
15Nov_JindaiBG_
Chrysanthemum14RC

Here is a shot of those very tall Dahlia plants and it also shows a small section of the famous Jindai Botanical Garden Pampas Grass. The 2nd shot shows the Bald Cypress
beginning to show some fall color.

Nov15_JindaiBG_
Dahlia06RC

Nov15_JindaiBG_Fall
Color04_PondRC

End November 15th, Begin November 21st
On November 21st Kazuya had to work and I went to Mt. Takao alone to check out the fall colors. The first 2 pictures here were taken near the base of the mountain beautiful red maple leaves. The 3rd shot was taken near the summit, at Momiji-Dai (Maple Tree Plateau), but it's not a maple tree!
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Nov21_Takao_san_
FallColors05RC

Nov21_Takao_san_
FallColors11RC

Nov21_Takao_san_MomijiDai
_FallColors03RC

These 3 shots were all taken at or near Momiji-Dan. The first 2 shots show beautifully colored red maple leaves and the 3rd shot is a shot looking through the Pampas Grass at
the mountains in the background.

Nov21_Takao_san_MomijiDai
_FallColors07RC

Nov21_Takao_san_MomijiDai
_FallColors15RC

Nov21_Takao_san_MomijiDai
_FallColors17RC

Here are 3 more shots of beautiful fall colors at Momiji-Dai. The 3rd shot is 2 magnificent leaves laying on the ground.

Nov21_Takao_san_Momiji
Dai_FallColors19RC

Nov21_Takao_san_Momiji
Dai_FallColors27RC

Nov21_Takao_san_Momiji
Dai_FallColors34RC

End November 21st, End Page 1
2009 USA (176 KB) and Japanese (178 KB) Refrigerator Door
Size Calendar PDF's

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for a
continuation of this month's adventures.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
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If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 3 - the best of November
2008!

Go To Page:

posted: November 30th, 2008

The photos on this page were all taken on November 22nd at Sawai and Mitake in Western Tokyo - lots of
good fall colors can be found here. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin November 22nd
On November 22nd Kazuya and I went out to Sawai and Mitake, in Western Tokyo, to hike up the Tama River and see the Fall Colors. Of course our ultimate goal was the
famous Ginkgo Tree which we photograph every year in November. These first 3 shots show beautiful fall colors at Sawai.

Nov22_Sawai_
FallColor02RC

Nov22_Sawai_
FallColor05RC

Nov22_Sawai_
FallColor07RC

We continued hiking up the river from Sawai and just kept seeing more and more incredible Fall Colors!

Nov22_Sawai_
FallColor09RC

Nov22_Sawai_
FallColor17RC

Nov22_Sawai_
FallColor24RC

The first shot here is taken looking through water, interesting effect, eh? The 2nd shot is a Banana Tree along the river and the 3rd shot is a nice Red Maple with some
Pampas Grass and the Tama River in the background.

Nov22_Sawai_Mitake023
_FallColorRC

Here are 3 more beautiful shots of Red Maple leaves.
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Nov22_Sawai_
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Nov22_Sawai_
FallColor41RC

Nov22_Sawai_
FallColor48RC

Nov22_Sawai_
FallColor52RC

Here is another shot of Fall Colors, a shot of the river, notice the raft full of people coming down the river, and another shot of red leaves.

Nov22_Sawai_
FallColor66RC

Nov22_Sawai_
FallColor77_RaftersRC

Nov22_Sawai_
FallColor80RC

Here are the first shots of the famous Ginkgo Tree. The first shot was taken from the footbridge at 11:37 AM. There is a larger image of this shot available HERE. In 2nd
position is a landscape mode photo taken at 11:39 AM and then the 3rd shot is zoomed in more and there is a larger image of this shot available HERE.

Nov22_Mitake_FallColor
_Ginkgo09RC
Nov22_Sawai_Mitake056_
FallColor_GinkgoRC

Nov22_Sawai_Mitake058_
FallColor_GinkgoRC

Here is a final shot from the footbridge and then 2 shots from under the Red Maple Trees so that the photos show both red and yellow. Be mentally prepared for several more
shots of this Ginkgo Tree!

Nov22_Mitake_
FallColor_Ginkgo10RC

Nov22_Sawai_Mitake061
_FallColor_GinkgoRC

Nov22_Mitake_
FallColor_Ginkgo17RC

Here are 3 more shots from under the Red Maple Trees. There is a larger version of the second photo available HERE. For the 3rd shot I have applied the "Sheet Metal" effect
available in ACDSee. By the way, the time is now 11:46 AM.
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Nov22_Mitake_
FallColor_Ginkgo23sRC

Nov22_Mitake_FallColor
_Ginkgo23SheetMetalRC
Nov22_Sawai_Mitake064_
FallColor_GinkgoRC

And another 3 shots of the Ginkgo Tree and the Red Maples. Note that the 3rd shot has the red leaves on the bottom instead of the top. It's very difficult to find a spot where
the framing is precisely what one wants.

Nov22_Mitake_Fall
Color_Ginkgo24RC

Nov22_Sawai_Mitake069_
FallColor_GinkgoRC

Nov22_Mitake_Fall
Color_Ginkgo27RC

Still searching for that spot where the framing is exactly what we want. The time is now 11:49 AM.

Nov22_Mitake_
FallColor_Ginkgo28RC

Nov22_Mitake_Fall
Color_Ginkgo29_BESTRC

Nov22_Mitake_
FallColor_Ginkgo30RC

Note how the sun's rays show up so well in the first shot. In the 2nd shot Kazuya finally found a spot where the yellow Ginkgo is completely surrounded by Red Maple leaves.
There is a larger version of the second photo available HERE.

Nov22_Mitake_Fall
Color_Ginkgo31_BESTRC

Nov22_Mitake_Fall
Color_Ginkgo34RC
Nov22_Sawai_Mitake077
_FallColor_GinkgoRC
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There is a larger version of this first photo available HERE. In 2nd position is a nice shot with the Ginkgo well framed on all sides by the Red Maple leaves. In the 3rd shot we
are looking back at the Ginkgo as we walk up-river. You should note the reflection in the river. There is a larger version of the third photo available HERE.

Nov22_Sawai_Mitake079_
FallColor_GinkgoRC
Nov22_Mitake_
FallColor07RC

Nov22_Mitake_
FallColor_Ginkgo40RC

End Page 2, but November 22nd continues on Page 3
This is a link to a separate web page showing some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV.

    November 11, 2007 DVD Collection,
Movie of Home Theater System
& Sharp Aquos TV Pictures
(new window)
Kazuya has just - updated his blog with his latest photos and writings and it is very beautiful. If you
want to take a look at it you can find it HERE. (Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the
new window.)

2009 USA (176 KB) and Japanese (178 KB) Refrigerator Door
Size Calendar PDF's

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
conclusion of this month's adventures.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 3 - the best of November
2008!
posted: November 30th, 2008
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The photos on this page continue November 22nd and go through the end of the month - more fall colors.
Click on any thumbnail to begin.

November 22nd Continues From Page 2
In the second photo you can see Kazuya near a field of Pampas Grass we found as we hiked up the river (this shot is out of order for the purpose of landscape and portrait
mode balance). After we ate our lunch we crossed the river and then went back downriver on the other side. As we approached the Ginkgo Tree we saw this costumed lady which some
guy had obviously hired to slowly step around for him to photograph. There is a larger version of the first photo available HERE and a larger version of the third photo available HERE.

Nov22_Mitake_Fall
Color22s_KazuyaRC
Nov22_Mitake_Fall
Color_Ginkgo52_LadyRC

Nov22_Mitake_Fall
Color_Ginkgo53_LadyRC

Here is one shot looking straight up through the famous Ginkgo Tree. In the THIRD photo you see the small stand of Red Maple Trees where we took the shots of the Ginkgo
earlier in the day. In the SECOND shot we have crossed back to the other side and we are now standing under the Red Maples shown in the 3rd photo. The time is now 1:36 PM, so the
sun angle has changed significantly. There is a larger version of the SECOND photo available HERE.

Nov22_Mitake_
FallColor_Ginkgo60RC

Nov22_Mitake_
FallColor29RC
Nov22_Sawai_Mitake104
_FallColor_GinkgoRC

So, here are 3 more shots of the famous Ginkgo taken around 1.5 - 2 hours earlier than the shots on the previous page. The lighting is significantly different.

Nov22_Mitake_Fall
Color_Ginkgo65_BESTRC

Nov22_Sawai_Mitake109_
FallColor_Ginkgo_BESTRC

Nov22_Sawai_Mitake114_
FallColor_GinkgoRC

Two nicely framed shots of the Ginkgo followed by a shot of some red leaves. Note the group of 5 or 6 leaves in the center of the photo with the sun shining through them.
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Nov22_Sawai_Mitake115
_FallColor_GinkgoRC

Nov22_Mitake_Fall
Color_Ginkgo73RC

Nov22_Mitake_
FallColor37RC

Nov22_Mitake_Fall
Color_Ginkgo77RC

Nov22_Mitake_Fall
Color_Ginkgo83RC

Here are nearly the final ones. The time of these photos was 1:55 PM.

Nov22_Mitake_Fall
Color_Ginkgo76RC

The final 2 Ginkgo Shots and also the last ones from this date. The last shot was taken from above - on the cliff above the river - at 2:04 PM.

Nov22_Mitake_FallColor
_Ginkgo86RC

Nov22_Mitake_FallColor
_Ginkgo95RC

End November 22nd, Begin November 23rd
On the 23rd of November Kazuya and I went to Nogawa Park and found this incredibly orange colored Bald Cypress (Taxodium distichum).

Nov23_NogawaPk_FallColor01
_TaxodiumRC

Nov23_NogawaPk_FallColor02
_TaxodiumRC

We also found these incredibly red Jack-in-the-Pulpit (Arisaema sp.) berries as well as some Fall Cherry trees (a variety which blooms in the fall rather than the spring). The
3rd shot is some unknown red berried tree.
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Nov23_NogawaPk_FallColor06
_ArisaemaRC

Nov23_NogawaPk_FallColor09
_FallCherryRC

Nov23_NogawaPk_FallColor10
_RedBerriesRC

End November 23rd, End Page 3, End November 2008's Photos
This is a link to a separate web page showing some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV.

    November 11, 2007 DVD Collection,
Movie of Home Theater System
& Sharp Aquos TV Pictures
(new window)
Kazuya has just - updated his blog with his latest photos and writings and it is very beautiful. If you
want to take a look at it you can find it HERE. (Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the
new window.)

2009 USA (176 KB) and Japanese (178 KB) Refrigerator Door
Size Calendar PDF's

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. You can use the e-mail link
below to respond with any feedback you might have.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 4 - the best of November
2009!

Go To Page:

posted: November 30th, 2009

This page actually begins with October 31st - a trip to Showa Kinen Park - and takes you through November
7th - a trip to Jindai Botanical Garden. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin October 31st
On October 31st Kazuya and I went out to Showa-Kinen Park in Nishi-Tachikawa. It only takes about 20 minutes on the train from our station to Nishi-Tachikawa Station and
then a 3 minute walk from the station to the park. We went there hoping to see some fairly good fall colors. We were satisfied with what we saw, but the colors were not yet exquisite.
Here are 3 photos taken near the pond which is quite near the entrance gate. This is the first thing you see when you enter the park.

Oct31_ShowaKinen
Pk003_EntryPondRC

Oct31_ShowaKinen
Pk009_EntryPondRC

Oct31_ShowaKinen
Pk023_ColorRC

In the Herb Garden they had some Saffron (Crocus sativus) planted and blooming. This was the first time we'd ever seen saffron flowers. Those little red threads which you can
see in the photos (the dried stigma) are what is sold for $30 U.S. for 3 grams.

Oct31_ShowaKinenPk032_
Saffron_Crocus_sativusRC

Oct31_ShowaKinenPk038_
Saffron_Crocus_sativusRC

Oct31_ShowaKinenPk039_
Saffron_Crocus_sativusRC

The Cosmos Hill which we usually go to at this time of the year (see October 2007's Photos - Page 2 of 3, Rows 11 & 12 HERE) was wiped out this year by the typhoon 2 or 3
weeks ago, so they had already plowed it up - that was disappointing. Anyway, here are a few shots of Cosmos Flowers in the big lawn area.

Oct31st_ShowaKinenP
028_CosmosFlowersRC

Oct31_ShowaKinen
Pk053_CosmosRC

Here is a final Cosmos photo and then 2 Fall Color shots which we took in the Japanese Garden area of the park.
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Oct31_ShowaKinen
Pk055_CosmosRC

Oct31_ShowaKinenPk060_
JapaneseGardenColorsRC
Oct31st_ShowaKinenP044
_JapaneseGarden_ColorsRC

Here are 3 more photos taken in the Japanese Garden part of the park. These photos show pretty good fall colors.

Oct31st_ShowaKinenP049
_JapaneseGarden_ColorsRC

Oct31_ShowaKinenPk066_
JapaneseGardenColorsRC

Oct31st_ShowaKinenP056
_JapaneseGarden_ColorsRC

These photos were also taken in the Japanese Garden part of the park. The 1st photo exhibits some nice color. The 2nd and 3rd photos are a boat floating in the pond which
they filled with Chrysanthemums.

Oct31_ShowaKinenPk073_
JapaneseGardenColorsRC

Oct31_ShowaKinenPk082_
JapaneseGardenColorsRC

Oct31st_ShowaKinenP067
_JapaneseGarden_ColorsRC

Here is one more shot of the "Chrysanthemum Boat". The 2nd and 3rd shots are in the Bonsai Garden part of the Japanese Garden. The 2nd shot is a Bonsai Maple (Acer sp.)
tree. The thrid shot is a Bonsai Persimmon (Diospyros sp.) Tree.

Oct31_ShowaKinenPk089_
JapaneseGardenColorsRC

Oct31_ShowaKinenPk
102_BonsaiGardenRC
Oct31_ShowaKinenPk103
_Vignette_BonsaiGardenRC
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The first shot in this row is a fine example of Euonymus alatus f. striatus. The 2nd shot is a Chinese Quince (Chaenomeles sinensis) tree and the 3rd and final shot of the day
is the exit area of Showa Kinen Park.

Oct31_ShowaKinenPk
107PS_BonsaiGardenRC

Oct31_ShowaKinenPk
131_YellowGinkgoRC
Oct31_ShowaKinenPk
109_BonsaiGardenRC

End October 31st, Begin November 7th
On Saturday, November 7th, we had a plan to go out to Okutama and check on the fall colors out there. We took the bus to Mitaka Station and when we got there we found
that there was a partial suspension of train service on our line due to construction. It would have made the normal 1 hour journey end up being well over 2 hours, so we decided to walk
to Inokashira Park and see what was happening there for fall colors. Well, when we got to Inokashira Park we found very little fall color, but we did find some ducks and other waterfowl.
The first photo, by Kazuya, shows you an Aythya fuligula or Tufted Duck. The 2nd shot is a Nycticorax nycticorax or Black-Crowned Night Heron. The 3rd shot is a Aythya ferina or
Common Pochard. That's all we found of interest in Inokashira Park.

Nov7th_InokashiraP
013_AythyaFuligulaRC

Nov7th_Inokashira
P017_AythyaFerinaRC
Nov7_Inokashira
Park20_BigBirdRC

We came back home and relaxed for a while and then we went over to Jindai Botanical Garden to see the Chrysanthemum display. WOW! The 1st shot is an interesting
Chrysanthemum display, eh? The 2nd photo here is a shot of the "Chrysanthemum Waterfall", an attraction they have every year. This is a mid-morning shot when it was still partly in
shadow. There is a better shot later on in the afternoon, but I wanted to show you this one. The 3rd shot is a weird one.

Nov7_JindaiBG_
Chrysanthemum_Waterfall06RC
Nov7_JindaiBG_
Chrysanthemum06RC

Nov7_JindaiBG_
Chrysanthemum11RC

Here are 2 more shots of pretty amazing Chrysanthemums. The 3rd shot is the obligatory shot of the Pampas Grass clump which must be taken when we visit Jindai Botanical
Garden at this time of the year!
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Nov7th_JindaiBG
025_ChrysanthemumRC

Nov7_JindaiBG_
PampasGrass3RC
Nov7_JindaiBG_
Chrysanthemum25RC

Here are some nicely colored Persimmon Leaves and then a shot of a Fall Cherry Blossom (Cerasus autumnalis). The 3rd shot is another Fall Cherry Blossom (Cerasus
autumnalis)

Nov7_JindaiBG
_Persimmon_Leaves3RC

Nov7_JindaiBG_
FallCherry03sRC

Nov7th_JindaiBG048_
CerasusAutumnalisRC

On the way out of the Park we discovered this area of Bonsai Chrysanthemums which we had missed when we entered. This shot has been cropped and vignetted. It's amazing
how they do this. The 2nd, and final shot, is the Chrysanthemum Waterfall in the afternoon sun. This photo has been cropped and then framed.

Nov7_JindaiBG_Bonsai_
Chrysanthemum2PSRC

Nov7_JindaiBG_Chrysanthemum
_Waterfall09CropPSRC

End November 7th, End Page 1
2010 USA (173 KB) and Japanese (183 KB) Refrigerator Door
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Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 4 - the best of November
2009!

Go To Page:

posted: November 30th, 2009

All photos on this page were taken on November 15th - a trip to Okutama, Okutama Lake and then Mitake the home of the famous Ginkgo Tree. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin November 15th
On November 15th I went out to Okutama Lake in hopes of finding great fall colors. I went alone as Kazuya was in the hospital at the time. I walked across the dam (Okutama
Lake is man-made) and walked along this lake-shore trail. I found lots of yellow trees, but only a few red ones. The sun was on the wrong side, but in this row you can get a pretty good
idea of all of the yellows I was seeing as I walked along.

Nov15_OkutamaLake
FallColors26_BESTRC

Nov15_OkutamaLake
FallColors38_BESTRC

Nov15_OkutamaLake
FallColors52_RC

I included the first shot in this row to show you how quickly the leaves are disappearing - notice all of the leaves in the air. I found a few Red-Maple trees. These next 2 shots
in this row show some really fine red colors with the blue water of the lake as a background.

Nov15_OkutamaLake
FallColors55_RC

Nov15_OkutamaLake
FallColors59_RC

Here is a yellow-orange tree and one final shot of a Red-Maple with the blue water of the lake in the background.
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Nov15_OkutamaLake
FallColors77_RC

Nov15_OkutamaLake
FallColors86_RC

After I finished at Okutama I took a local train back to Mitake - the home of the famous Ginkgo Tree which Kazuya and I go out and take pictures of every year. I was not
expecting it to be at its peak yet, but it was! I have included some larger size images this year, the small size which I normally use just does not do these photos justice. So, I have used
900 pixel x 675 pixel images for the best photos. This first row was taken between 1:05 and 1:12 PM. In this row, only the first photo is larger size.

Nov15_Mitake_Fall
Colors_Ginkgo013_RC

Nov15_Mitake_Fall
Colors_Ginkgo021_RC

Nov15_Mitake_Fall
Colors_Ginkgo029_RC

These next 3 shots were taken between 1:15 and 1:17 PM. I am telling you the time because the light is going to change after a while and I want you to be aware of what's
happening. In this row the 1st and 3rd photos are larger size.

Nov15_Mitake_Fall
Colors_Ginkgo036_RC

Nov15_Mitake_Fall
Colors_Ginkgo040_RC

Nov15_Mitake_Fall
Colors_Ginkgo043_RC

These 3 shots were taken between 1:17 and 1:19 PM. All three photos are larger than normal. Anybody care to place a vote on which one of these several Ginkgo photos is
best? I'd really appreciate getting some ideas.

Nov15_Mitake_Fall
Colors_Ginkgo044_RC

Nov15_Mitake_Fall
Colors_Ginkgo047_RC

Nov15_Mitake_Fall
Colors_Ginkgo051_RC

These photos were taken at 1:20 and 1:30 PM respectively. The first photo is larger than normal. The 2nd photo was taken after I crossed the foot bridge (not shown anywhere
on this page) and I was standing right beside the Ginkgo Tree.
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Nov15_Mitake_Fall
Colors_Ginkgo054_RC

Nov15_Mitake_Fall
Colors_Ginkgo074_RC

In this row I am still on the other side of the Tama River. The first photo shows you the spot where the previous photos were taken from. See all of the people standing under
the Red Maple trees shooting photos? They are photographing the Ginkgo Tree and using the Red Maple branches and leaves to frame their shots, exactly the same as I did in Rows 4 7. The 2nd and 3rd shots in this row show a very nice Red Maple further down the river. The 3rd shot is larger than normal.

Nov15_Mitake_Fall
Colors02_RC

Nov15_Mitake_Fall
Colors10_RC

Nov15_Mitake_Fall
Colors13_RC

Here are 3 more Red Maple shots taken as I walked down the river. The 1st shot is larger than normal.

Nov15_Mitake_
FallColors27_RC

Nov15_Mitake_
FallColors33_RC
Nov15_Mitake_
FallColors17_RC

Here are 3 more Red Maple leaf shots. All 3 images are larger than normal and I have also given you higher quality than normal so that the leaf edges are not as pixilated as
they were when I used the normal quality which I usually use here. Usually I use 55% of original quality, but for these 3 shots I have used 70% of original quality.

Nov15_Mitake_
FallColors40_RC

Nov15_Mitake_
FallColors41_RC

Nov15_Mitake_
FallColors59_RC

Now I've finished walking down the other side of the Tama River, crossed back over to the side which I started on and walked back up to the Ginkgo Tree. It's now 2:33 2:35 PM. This is 1 hour and 10 minutes later than the previous Ginkgo photo. Can you notice the difference in the sun angle? The 1st and 3rd photos are larger than normal.
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Nov15_Mitake_Fall
Colors_Ginkgo091_RC

Nov15_Mitake_Fall
Colors_Ginkgo094_RC

Nov15_Mitake_Fall
Colors_Ginkgo099_RC

And here are the final 2 shots of the Famous Ginkgo for this year. The first and the 2nd image are the same photo, but the 2nd one has been color enhanced with PhotoShop.
All 3 of these images are larger than normal. The time is now 2:39 and 2:41 PM. What do you think? Pretty nice colors, eh?

Nov15_Mitake_Fall
Colors_Ginkgo109_RC

Nov15_Mitake_Fall
Colors_Ginkgo109PSRC

Nov15_Mitake_Fall
Colors_Ginkgo112_RC

End November 15th, End Page 2
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Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 4 - the best of November
2009!

Go To Page:

posted: November 30th, 2009

The photos on this page were all taken on November 20th - a trip to Mt. Takao and Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro. Click
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on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin November 20th
On November 20th, which was a Friday, I went out to Mt. Takao to check-up on the progress of the fall colors. I didn't want to go on Saturday because it would have been
TOO crowded. It was even quite crowded on Friday! I had to go alone because Kazuya was still in the hospital. The pictures in this row show the very best color which I found on Mt.
Takao. These were taken around Momiji-Dai, or "Maple Plateau".

Nov20_Mt_Takao
_FallColors07RC

Nov20_Mt_Takao_Fall
Colors09_MomijiDaiRC

Nov20_Mt_Takao_Fall
Colors13_MomijiDaiRC

Here are 3 more photos taken in the Momiji-Dai Area. The first 2 shots show you some nice Pampas Grass and the 3rd shot gives you some fantastic red leaves.

Nov20_Mt_Takao_Fall
Colors14_MomijiDaiRC

Nov20_Mt_Takao_Fall
Colors22_MomijiDaiRC
Nov20_Mt_Takao_Fall
Colors16_MomijiDaiRC

I took the trail from Mt. Takao out to I-Ccho-Daira and then on to Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro. These 2 shots of a colorful persimmon tree were taken at Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro.

Nov20_MtKobotoke_Shiro
_FallColors02_PersimmonRC

Nov20_MtKobotoke_Shiro
_FallColors04_PersimmonRC

It was getting cloudy and darker while I ate my late lunch at Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro and as I left there I found this group of colorful Red-Maple trees on the other side of the
mountain top. It was no longer sunny, but the colors came out pretty nice anyway. The 3rd shot has been color enhanced and exposure adjusted using PhotoShop.
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Nov20_MtKobotoke_Shiro
_FallColors10RC

Nov20_MtKobotoke_Shiro
_FallColors12RC

Nov20_MtKobotoke_Shiro
_FallColors09PSRC

As I hiked down the Hikage Creek Forest Trail I found this Fall Lindou plant (1st photo) and right beside it was this Thistle (2nd photo). It was the only Fall Lindou I found. I
found one additional Thistle flower, but that was all.

Nov20_HikageCreek
_FallColors07RC

Nov20_HikageCreek
_FallColors09RC

After I got to the road which goes to Takao I walked to the bus stop, but it was going to be 30 minutes before the next bus, so I walked down the road towards Takao Station
and found another Persimmon Tree which was very picturesque. These 2 photos show you that tree.

Nov20_Takao_Hikage
Road_Persimmon01RC

Nov20_Takao_Hikage
Road_Persimmon04RC

End November 20th, End Page 3
2010 USA (173 KB) and Japanese (183 KB) Refrigerator Door
Size Calendar PDF's

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Please continue on to page 4 for the
conclusion of November's photos.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
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If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 4 of 4 - the best of November
2009!

Go To Page:

posted: November 30th, 2009

The photos on this page were all taken on November 29th - a trip to Jindai Botanical Garden. Lots of
amazing fall colors. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin November 29th
On Sunday, November 30th, Kazuya and I went to Jindai Botanical Garden and Jindaiji Shrine to check out the fall colors. As you will see on this page - they were pretty much
at their peak. The first shot in this row was taken just outside the front gate of the Botanical Garden at 9:25 AM. The 2 trees are a Red Maple (red) and a Ginkgo (yellow). The 2nd shot
was taken at the Maple Tree section of the Botanical Garden. It was 9:58 AM. The 3rd shot was taken at 10:01 AM.

Nov29_JindaiBG_004_
GateFallColorRC

Nov29thJindaiBG_005_
FallColor_MapleTreesRC

Nov29_JindaiBG_043_
FallColor_MapleTreesRC

As you might guess, these three photos were all taken in the Maple Tree Section of the Botanical Garden. They were taken between 10:01 and 10:11 AM. Aren't they beautiful?

Nov29_JindaiBG_046_
FallColor_MapleTreesRC

Nov29thJindaiBG_016_
FallColor_MapleTreesRC

Nov29_JindaiBG_079_
FallColor_MapleTreesRC

These 2 shots were taken at 10:14 AM - the first one has the yellow foreground leaves and branch in focus and the 2nd one has the red background leaves and tree in focus.

Nov29_JindaiBG_085_FallColor_MapleTreesRC

Nov29_JindaiBG_086_FallColor_MapleTreesRC

These three were taken between 10:18 and 10:28 AM. The sun was about at the maximum brightness that it was going to achieve for this day.
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Nov29_JindaiBG_096_
FallColor_MapleTreesRC

Nov29_JindaiBG_130_
FallColor_MapleTreesRC

Nov29_JindaiBG_131_
FallColor_MapleTreesRC

This Maple photo was taken at 10:32 and then we decided to walk around more of the Botanical Garden and see what else we could find. As we went past the pond we saw a
bunch of photographers with their tripods and huge cameras and we found what they were photographing - this Kingfisher (Alcedo atthis). Considering the equipment we have, compared
to those people, these couple of shots came out quite nice. These shots were taken at 11:19 and 11:24 AM respectively.

Nov29_JindaiBG_147_
FallColor_MapleTreesRC

Nov29_JindaiBG_174
_KingfisherRC

Nov29_JindaiBG_183
_KingfisherRC

Then we walked out the rear entrance and down to the Temple Area. We had never realized it before, but there are some nice maple trees in the Temple Grounds too. These 2
shots were taken at 12:23 and 12:25 PM respectively.

Nov29_JindaiBG_229_
FallColor_MapleTreesRC

Nov29_JindaiBG_236
_ShrineArea_FallColorsRC

These 2 shots were also taken in the Temple Grounds - at 12:28 and 12:33 PM respectively. We had already eaten lunch of nice soba (buckwheat) noodles at a soba
restaurant. Check out Kazuya's blog for a nice photo of our lunch.

Nov29_JindaiBG_242
_ShrineArea_FallColorsRC

Nov29_JindaiBG_253
_ShrineArea_FallColorsRC

Then we went back into the Botanical Garden and although it had clouded up we changed the setting on our cameras to "Cloudy" and returned to the Maple Tree area and
took some additional photos. These 3 were taken between 1:02 and 1:04 PM.
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Nov29_JindaiBG_254_
FallColor_MapleTreesRC

Nov29_JindaiBG_257_
FallColor_MapleTreesRC

Nov29_JindaiBG_261_
FallColor_MapleTreesRC

Nov29thJindaiBG_083
_FallColor_MapleTreesRC

Nov29_JindaiBG_269_
FallColor_MapleTreesRC

These 3 were taken between 1:05 and 1:06 PM.

Nov29_JindaiBG_262_
FallColor_MapleTreesRC

And these were taken between 1:10 and 1:14 PM. The 2nd shot is, of course, me.

Nov29_JindaiBG_283_
FallColor_MapleTreesRC

Nov29thJindaiBG_095_Fall
Color_MapleTrees_DanRC

Nov29_JindaiBG_292_
FallColor_MapleTreesRC

Here is a shot of Kazuya at 1:15 PM and another fall color shot, taken at 1:22 PM.

Nov29_JindaiBG_308_
FallColor_MapleTreesRC
Nov29_JindaiBG_294_FallColor
_MapleTrees_KazuyaRC

And, we come to the final 2 shots of Fall Color in the Maple Tree Section of Jindai Botanical Garden. These 2 were taken at 1:22 and 1:25 PM respectively. Although the photos
don't show it, it was quite cloudy by this time so we headed for home on our bicycles. Just before we got home it started spitting rain!
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Nov29_JindaiBG_310_
FallColor_MapleTreesRC

Nov29_JindaiBG_315_
FallColor_MapleTreesRC

End November 29th, End Page 4, End November 2009's Photos
Here are links to separate web pages. The first shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The
2nd shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the weekend). The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on
the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire.

February 22, 2009 DVD Collection,
Movie of Home Theater System
& TV Pictures
(new window)

Link to DVD collection in DVD Profiler
Click Here.
(new window)

Kazuya has updated - his blog and it has some truly exquisite photos of our climbs! Please check it out
HERE. (Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)

2010 USA (173 KB) and Japanese (183 KB) Refrigerator Door
Size Calendar PDF's

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you
might have.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google it

✔

Search danwiz.com   

Google it

✔

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
Click the photo to go to the newest pages.

November 2010 - Favorite Photo
"Tama River Ginkgo". Taken at Mitake on November
5th and November 14th. The mouseover image is the
November 5th photo and the mouseoff image is the
November 14th photo. November 5 and 14, 2010.
Click below if you don't want to go to the newest
photos

NOVEMBER 2010: FOUR Pages This Month FEATURING A Trip to Mt. Mitake - Fall Colors & Senburi (Swertia japonica) * Jindai Botanical Garden - Chrysanthemum Display, Rose Garden &
Pampas Grass (Cortaderia selloana) * Jindaiji Shrine & Fall Colors * Hiking the Okutama Old Road (Mukashi Michi) & Fall Colors * Mitake and the Famous Yellow Ginkgo Tree (Ginkgo biloba) *
Mitake Area Fall Colors * Mt. Takao and Fall Colors * Musashi-Itsukaichi and Fall Colors * Nogawa Park and Fall Colors * Jindai Botanical Garden Again and Fall Colors at the Maple Garden *
Praying Mantis Laying Eggs * Beautiful Brick Red Bald Cypress (Taxodium distichum) * Tonogayato Garden and Fall Colors * More    
(Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the November photos)

This is Page 1 of 4 - the best of November
2010!

Go To Page:

posted: November 30th, 2010

This page begins with November 5th, a trip to Mt. Mitake and Mt. Hinode to check on the Fall Colors and to
see if the Swertia japonica (Senburi in Japanese) was blooming yet (it was). Then we'll go to Jindai
Botanical Garden on the 6th to check the fall colors there. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin November 5th
As stated above, on November 5th Kazuya and I went out to Mitake. We took the Cable-Car up Mt. Mitake and from there we hiked around and looked at the Fall Colors, which
are looking pretty good for this early in the season. It seems like this may be a good year for fall colors. All 3 of these shots were taken right at the very top of the Cable-Car. The 3rd
image is 3 exposure-bracketed photos which have been Tone-Mapped with Photomatix Pro software, using the Tone-Compressor Option, and then combined into a single image.
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Nov5_005_MtMitake
_FallColorRC

Nov5_006_MtMitake
_FallColorRC

Nov5_015_016_017_TMTC
_MtMitake_FallColorRC

After we got done with our photography at the top of the Cable-Car we hiked up further on the mountain. These 3 photos show some pretty fine fall colors.

Nov5_026_MtMitake
_FallColorRC
Nov5th_Mitake
Hinode015RC

Nov5th_Mitake
Hinode029RC

And, three more fall color shots. The 1st and 3rd shots, by Kazuya, show a star shaped sun through the nicely colored leaves. I tried to do this same thing, but I was not
successful.

Nov5th_Mitake
Hinode031RC

Nov5_055_MtMitake
_FallColorRC

Nov5th_Mitake
Hinode038RC

Here are 3 amazing shots. The 1st and 3rd images are each 3 exposure-bracketed photos which have been Tone-Mapped with Photomatix Pro software, using the ToneCompressor Option, and then combined into a single image.

Nov5_079_MtMitake
_FallColorRC
Nov5_070_071_072_TMTC
_MtMitake_FallColorRC
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The first shot here is another image created from 3 exposure-bracketed photos which have been Tone-Mapped with Photomatix Pro software, using the Tone-Compressor
Option, and then combined into a single image. It is looking across the valley to another mountain. The 2nd shot is Kazuya against a beautiful orange-red Maple tree. The 3rd shot
exhibits more of an orange color.

Nov5_117_118_119
_TMTC_MtMitake_FallColorRC

Nov5_132_MtMitake
_FallColorRC
Nov5_111_MtMitake
_FallColorRC

In this row we are hiking to Hinode Mountain. Along the trail we found a very few of these Gentiana scabra var. buergeri flowers. The 2nd shot is an Allium thunbergii flower at
the summit of Hinode Mtn. The 3rd shot is what we were specifically looking for - Swertia japonica (Senburi in Japanese). This is a very late fall flower.

Nov5_156_MtHinode
_GentianaRC

Nov5_162_MtHinode
_PurpleFlowerRC

Nov5_170_MtHinode
_Swertia_japonicaRC

Here are 2 more shots of Swertia japonica (Senburi in Japanese) - I especially like the effect with the first shot. The 3rd shot is another shot of Allium thunbergii. Note the
Hover Fly hovering around in this photo.

Nov5_171_MtHinode
_Swertia_japonicaRC

Nov5_176_MtHinode
_PurpleFlowerRC
Nov5th_Mitake
Hinode093RC

Here are 2 beautiful Thistle photos and then another Swertia japonica (Senburi in Japanese). Seeing as this is the flower which we specifically came here to find and
photograph, you should expect to see a few more photos of this flower (only 4 more though).
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Nov5_177_MtHinode
_ThistleRC

Nov5_182_MtHinode
_ThistleRC

Nov5th_Mitake
Hinode100RC

Here are 3 more shots of Swertia japonica (Senburi in Japanese). All parts of this plant are supposed to be useful for medicine for various ailments. We tasted a leaf and it was
VERY bitter!

Nov5th_Mitake
Hinode102RC

Nov5th_Mitake
Hinode103RC

Nov5_193_MtHinode
_Swertia_japonicaRC

The first shot in this row is an unknown flower seedhead. The 2nd shot is the final shot of Swertia japonica (Senburi in Japanese). The 3rd shot was taken looking east, towards
Tokyo, from Hinode Mountain.

Nov5_217_MtHinode
_SeedheadRC

Nov5_223_MtHinode
_Swertia_japonicaRC

Nov5th_Mitake
Hinode123RC

After we finished up here we hiked back to the top of the Cable-Car, went back to the bottom of the mountain, took a bus back to the station and then hiked down the
beautiful Upper-Tama River from Mitake to Sawai. We wanted to check out the Famous Ginkgo tree (Ginkgo biloba) to see how the colors were progressing. As you can see, the colors
are not yet great. This is the same photo which is ONE of the images on this month's Index Page. Last year we got some fantastic shots on November 15th. If you perform a text search
(using the Google Search link below) for Ginkgo you'll see that there are photos of this tree every year in November. We'll surely come back here again later this month and after that
visit I'll most likely show you some incredible photos of this Famous Ginkgo Tree. The 2nd shot is some Susuki Grass (Miscanthus sinensis) with the Upper-Tama River in the background.

ginkgo

Google Search

✔

only search danwiz.com

Nov5_260_TamaRiver
_Mitake_GinkgoRC

Nov5_261_TamaRiver
_Mitake_SusukiGrassRC

When we arrived at Sawai we stopped at the Sawanoi Sake Brewery and sampled 2 kinds of Sake. Here are the cups they serve in, you can keep these cups - they are called
Snake-Eye Sake Cups. The 2nd shot is Kazuya with our Sake Samples. In this shot I should have thought and turned the cups - the company logo is a crab and it is on the side of the
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cups. You can see a shot of the logo on the side of the cup in a photo which Kazuya took in September of 2007 HERE in Row 6. Whenever we are in the vicinity of here we stop for
some Sake tasting.

Nov5_263_Sawai_
SawanoiSakeBreweryRC

Nov5_265_Shadows_Sawai_
SawanoiSakeBrewery_KazuyaRC

End November 5th, Begin November 6th
On November 6th we bicycled to Jindai Botanical Garden to check out the progress of fall colors there and also to see the Chrysanthemum displays. The 1st shot is a single
beautiful Chrysanthemum Blossom. The 2nd shot is a Chrysanthemum plant which has been sculpted into this shape. I don't know what this shape is supposed to be. The 3rd shot is the
Chrysanthemum Waterfall, which they have every year. This shot has been cropped, Tone-mapped with Photoshop and then been enhanced with Shadow Illuminator Pro. The right portion
of this area was in the shadows and the left side was in the sun - a difficult shooting situation.

Nov6_012CTMSIP_JindaiBG
_ChrysanthemumWaterfallRC
Nov6_002_JindaiBG
_ChrysanthemumRC
Nov6_007_JindaiBG
_ChrysanthemumRC

Here is another single Chrysanthemum Plant, followed by a further distance shot of the Chrysanthemum Waterfall. The 3rd shot is another single Chrysanthemum Plant.

Nov6_016_JindaiBG_
ChrysanthemumWaterfallRC
Nov6_015_JindaiBG
_ChrysanthemumRC

Nov6_018_JindaiBG
_ChrysanthemumRC

We also visited the Rose Garden portion of the Botanical Garden and found some amazingly colored flowers. Many of them had some frost damage on them, but we were able
to find some nice ones. The center shot was taken on the way to the Rose Garden, but I put it in center position for balance.
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Nov6_037_Jindai
BG_RoseGardenRC

Nov6_041_Jindai
BG_RoseGardenRC
Nov6_027_JindaiBG
_PondReflectionRC

Here are 3 more shots of the Rose Garden - a beautiful Yellow Rose in first position. Kazuya with his camera in his hand in 2nd position and an overview of the Rose Garden in
3rd position, with the greenhouse in the background.

Nov6_062_Jindai
BG_RoseGardenRC

Nov6_067_Jindai
BG_RoseGardenRC
Nov6_072_JindaiBG_
RoseGarden_KazuyaRC

And of course a visit to Jindai Botanical Garden at this time of the year has to include some photos of the Cortaderia selloana - Pampas Grass! The light is now fading and
becoming reddish, so it lends a nice color to the remainder of the photos. The 2nd image is, once again, 3 exposure-bracketed photos which have been Tone-Mapped with Photomatix Pro
software, using the Tone-Compressor Option, and then combined into a single image - note the movement of the people! The 3rd shot is another of Cortaderia selloana - Pampas Grass with the light becoming even more red.

Nov6_079_JindaiBG
_Cortaderia_selloanaRC

Nov6_106_JindaiBG
_Cortaderia_selloanaRC
Nov6_086_087_088_
Fused_JindaiBG_FallColorRC

Here is Cortaderia selloana - Pampas Grass - with some pretty good Fall Colors in the background. The 2nd shot is a Sapindus mukorossi - In Late Afternoon Sun. The 3rd shot
is a Bonsai Chrysanthemum - It was getting fairly shady now and this was taken with the flash.
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Nov6_115CS_JindaiBG
_BonsaiChrysanthemumRC

Nov6_108_JindaiBG
_Cortaderia_selloanaRC
Nov6_112_JindaiBG_
Sapindus_mukorossiRC

Here is another Bonsai Chrysanthemum and then a final shot of the Chrysanthemum Waterfall. The entire Waterfall is now in the shade so it was somewhat easier to use
Shadow Illuminator Pro to lighten it up than it was with the shot in Row 13.

Nov6_123S_JindaiBG_
ChrysanthemumWaterfallRC

Nov6_120_JindaiBG
_BonsaiChrysanthemumRC

End November 6th, End Page 1
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this month's adventures, starting with November 12th and another trip to Jindai
Botanical Garden.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 4 - the best of November
2010!

Go To Page:

posted: November 30th, 2010

This page begins with November 12th and another trip to Jindai Botanical Garden. Then we jump to
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November 13th, a trip to Okutama for fall colors. The final item on this page is the famous Ginkgo Tree at
Mitake. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin November 12th
On November 12th we made another trip to Jindai Botanical Garden to check on the progress of Fall Colors. As you can see in the first 2 shots here, they are progressing fairly
nicely. The 3rd shot is a Dahlia against some nice Autumn Yellow Leaves.

Nov12_021_Jindai
BG_FallColorsRC

Nov12_030_Jindai
BG_FallColorsRC

Nov12_068_Jindai
BG_DahliaFlowerRC

We left the Botanical Garden (we have a year pass so we can go in and out as many times per day as we like) and went to the Shrine to see the colorful Maple trees. On the
way we passed the Koi (Carp) pond and the fish were colorfully congregated as shown in the first photo. We found this beautifully colored Red Maple Tree shown in the 2nd and 3rd
photos.

Nov12_088_Jindai
Shrine_CarpRC

Nov12_094_Jindai
Shrine_FallColorsRC

Nov12th_Jindai
BG078RC

Here is an additional shot of that Red Maple Tree, followed by a shot of a Yellow Ginkgo and a Red Maple side-by-side.

Nov12_102_Jindai
Shrine_FallColorsRC

Nov12_110_Jindai
Shrine_FallColorsRC

Here is a zoomed in shot of that Red Maple Tree and Ginkgo Tree shown in the previous photo. This shot has been enhanced by adjusting the shadows and highlights. The 2nd
shot is a stand of Bald Cypress (Taxodium distichum) trees, which should soon turn brick red.
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Nov12_114_JindaiBG_
FallColorsBaldCypressRC
Nov12_111SH_Jindai
Shrine_FallColorsRC

End November 12th, Begin November 13th
On November 13th Kazuya and I took the Okutama Holiday Special Train out to Okutama and from Okutama Station we hiked the old road (Mukashi Michi) to Okutama Lake.
The purpose of our trip was to take fall color photos. For the first time ever - we seem to have hit it at the very peak of colors. In first position is a shot taken from the bridge over the
Tama River, just down the hill from Okutama Station. The 2nd and 3rd images are both 3 exposure-bracketed photos which have been Tone-Mapped with Photomatix Pro software, using
the Tone-Compressor Option, and then combined into single images.

Nov13_001_Okutama_
OldRoad_FallColorsRC

Nov13_007_008_009_TMTC_
Okutama_OldRoad_FallColorsRC

Nov13_012_013_014_TMTC_
Okutama_OldRoad_FallColorsRC

The 1st and 2nd photos were taken from about the same spot - looking up the valley. The 2nd image is more zoomed in than the first photo. The 3rd shot is a beautiful Red
Maple Tree.

Nov13_016_Okutama_
OldRoad_FallColorsRC

Nov13_018_Okutama_
OldRoad_FallColorsRC

Nov13_034_Okutama_
OldRoad_FallColorsRC

Here is a photo taken looking across the Tama River and then one looking downstream on the Tama River from a foot-bridge - it shows some beautiful colors. The 3rd shot is
another beautiful Red Maple.

Nov13_045_Okutama_
OldRoad_FallColorsRC
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Nov13_069_Okutama_
OldRoad_FallColorsRC

Here are 3 more beautiful Fall Color photos taken along the Okutama Old Road (Mukashi Michi).

Nov13th_
Okutama049RC
Nov13_091_Okutama_
OldRoad_FallColorsRC

Nov13_097_Okutama_
OldRoad_FallColorsRC

These 3 shots all show the Tama River with beautiful Fall Colors. They were all taken along the Okutama Old Road (Mukashi Michi).

Nov13th_
Okutama055RC
Nov13_101_Okutama_
OldRoad_FallColorsRC

Nov13_114_Okutama_
OldRoad_FallColorsRC

In the first 2 of these 3 photos you can see the Tama River - they were both taken from the same spot. The 3rd photo shows a very interestingly colored tree in the center,
sandwiched between some Red Maple branches.
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Nov13th_
Okutama067RC
Nov13_120_Okutama_
OldRoad_FallColorsRC

Nov13_127_Okutama_
OldRoad_FallColorsRC

The first 2 images in this row are both 3 exposure-bracketed photos which have been Tone-Mapped with Photomatix Pro software, using the Tone-Compressor Option, and then
combined into single images. The 3rd shot has not been enhanced - it is just as the camera took it.

Nov13_145_146_147_TMTC_
Okutama_OldRoad_FallColorsRC
Nov13_150_151_152_TMTC_
Okutama_OldRoad_FallColorsRC

Nov13_194_Okutama_
OldRoad_FallColorsRC

In first position in this row is a shot of Okutama Lake - if you look hard you can see the yellows on the mountains across the lake. The light was not great for trying to capture
any colors from this spot. When we finished hiking the Okutama Old Road we took a bus back to Okutama Station and then we took a train back to Mitake. We got off there and hiked
down to the place where the famous Ginkgo Tree is, beside the Tama River. The light was already becoming poor, as it was 3:15 PM. We decided to come back out here tomorrow. We
did, however, take several shots of the Famous Ginkgo Tree (Ginkgo biloba) through the branches of the Red Maple. I'm sorry if several of these look about the same. I DID delete Three
of the Ginkgo shots from this page to try and reduce the number! Each shot is a little bit different angle, a different zoom or something which I want to show.

Nov13th_
Okutama146RC

Nov13_205_Mitake_
TamaRiverGinkgoRC

Nov13_213_Mitake_
TamaRiverGinkgoRC

Here are 3 more shots of the Famous Mitake Ginkgo Tree (Ginkgo biloba) taken through the Red Maple branches. Notice the tree to the left of the Ginkgo Tree - the orange
leaved one with the white car underneath it. This is the very first time we have ever seen it so orange.
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Nov13_218_Mitake_
TamaRiverGinkgoRC

Nov13_220_Mitake_
TamaRiverGinkgoRC

Nov13th_
Mitake173RC

In this row you can really get an idea of just how orange that tree to the left of the Ginkgo is.

Nov13_231_Mitake_
TamaRiverGinkgoRC

Nov13_245_Mitake_
TamaRiverGinkgoRC

Here is one more shot of the orange leaved tree and then a shot of a Red Maple and a very yellow unknown tree.

Nov13_255_Mitake_
TamaRiverGinkgoRC

Nov13_264_Mitake_Tama
RiverNearGinkgoRC

End November 13th, End Page 2
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 3 of 4 - the best of November
2010!

Go To Page:

posted: November 30th, 2010

This entire page of photos was taken on November 14th during another trip to Mitake to see the Famous
Ginkgo Tree. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin November 14th
As I said on the previous page - we had already decided to return here to Mitake today and hope that the light was better than it had been yesterday in the late afternoon.
That means that there are several more photos of the Famous Ginkgo Tree (Ginkgo biloba) on this page. The first 2 photos in this row show you the Ginkgo Tree from above - we were
standing in a parking lot of an inn when we took these shots. For the 3rd shot we have once again returned to the river-side and are shooting through the branches of the Red Maple
Trees.

Nov14_001_Mitake_
TamaRiverGinkgoRC

Nov14_004_Mitake_
TamaRiverGinkgoRC

Nov14_015_Mitake_
TamaRiverGinkgoRC

Here are 3 more shots of the Famous Ginkgo - taken through the branches of the Red Maple Tree. The center photo is VERY interesting.

Nov14_018_Mitake_
TamaRiverGinkgoRC

Nov14th_
Mitake012RC

Nov14_024_Mitake_
TamaRiverGinkgoRC

Here is an additional shot of the Ginkgo in first position, followed by a shot of Kazuya under the Red Maple Tree. The 3rd shot is the Ginkgo Tree with nothing else.

Nov14th_
Mitake018RC

Nov14th_
Mitake028RC
Nov14_042_Mitake_Tama
RiverGinkgo_KazuyaRC

Now we are leaving this side of the river and heading for the other side. We will cross the footbridge. The first shot was taken from the footbridge looking back. The 2nd shot
is 2 photos which have been stitched together. The 3rd shot was also taken from the footbridge and it shows the highway bridge (with people standing up there taking photos) and it is
nicely framing some good colors.
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Nov14_057_058__Stitch_Mitake
_TamaRiverNearGinkgoRC
Nov14_061_Mitake_
TamaRiverNearGinkgoRC

Nov14_076_Mitake_
TamaRiverNearGinkgoRC

The first photo in this row is zoomed in to the colorful trees shown in the image directly above this image (in Row 4). The 2nd shot shows where we were taking photos of the
Famous Ginkgo Tree. We were standing under that Red Maple Tree taking photos of the Famous Ginkgo. In the 3rd shot I was actually standing under the Famous Ginkgo and taking
pictures of the Red Maple Tree!

Nov14_078_Mitake_
TamaRiverNearGinkgoRC

Nov14_079_Mitake_
TamaRiverNearGinkgoRC

Nov14_086_Mitake_
TamaRiverGinkgoRC

In the first 2 shots in this row I was also actually standing under the Famous Ginkgo and taking pictures of the Red Maple Tree! The 3rd shot shows the Red Maple with
nothing else around it. Very surprisingly there were not so many people out here taking photos this year - usually this area is packed with photographers at this time of the year. Maybe
people were thinking it would still be too early for fall colors?

Nov14_092_Mitake_
TamaRiverGinkgoRC

Nov14_096_Mitake_
TamaRiverGinkgoRC

Nov14_100_Mitake_
TamaRiverNearGinkgoRC

Now we are walking upstream on the opposite of the river from where we started. We are looking back at the Famous Ginkgo Tree in all 3 of these shots.

Nov14_112_Mitake_
TamaRiverGinkgoRC

Nov14_116_Mitake_
TamaRiverGinkgoRC
Nov14_110_Mitake_
TamaRiverGinkgoRC

We are still walking upstream here. Note the kayakers in the first photo. The 2nd image is 2 photos which have been stitched together to show more horizon. The 3rd photo is
zoomed in to the colorful tree shown in the center photo.
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Nov14_144_145_Stitch_Mitake
_TamaRiverFallColorsRC
Nov14_136_Mitake_
TamaRiverFallColorsRC

Nov14_149_Mitake_
TamaRiverFallColorsRC

Now, we have crossed back to the side of the river where we started out. We crossed over on another footbridge and we are now walking back towards the Famous Ginkgo.
You can also see kayakers in this first photo. The 2nd photo exhibits some nice colors and the Tama River through the Susuki Grass (Miscanthus sinensis). The 3rd shot selects just one
branch of a Red Maple Tree and shows you the Tama River behind it.

Nov14th_
Mitake063RC

Nov14_160_Mitake_
TamaRiverFallColorsRC

Nov14th_
Mitake077RC

Here is another Red Maple branch. In the 2nd and 3rd shots we have arrived back at the Famous Ginkgo and the sun has actually come out and given us the very best lighting
we have seen all day. By the way - these are the final shots you will see of the Famous Ginkgo Tree.

Nov14_178_Mitake_
TamaRiverFallColorsRC

Nov14_182_Mitake_
TamaRiverGinkgoRC

Nov14_189_Mitake_
TamaRiverGinkgoRC

The first shot here shows some of the photographers shooting the Famous Ginkgo Tree, trying their best to get the photo which can be sold to somebody. In the 2nd shot, we
have moved quite a ways downstream walking to Sawai. The 3rd shot was taken from yet another footbridge - the Red Maple Tree is the same as the one in the previous shot.

Nov14th_
Mitake096RC

Nov14_206_Mitake_
TamaRiverFallColorsRC

Nov14_222_Mitake_
TamaRiverFallColorsRC

For the first shot in this row I zoomed in to the Red Maple Tree shown in the previous photo. The 2nd shot is just a bit different than the 3rd one in the previous row. The 3rd
shot was taken from above yet another footbridge very close to the Sawanoi Sake Brewery at Sawai.
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Nov14_223_Mitake_
TamaRiverFallColorsRC

Nov14th_
Mitake116RC

Nov14_231_Sawai_
TamaRiverFallColorsRC

I believe that both of these images were shot from the footbridge mentioned just above. The 2nd image is actually 3 photos which have been stitched together to show more
horizontal space.

Nov14_232_Sawai_
TamaRiverFallColorsRC

Nov14_238_239_240_Stitch_Ex
_Sawai_TamaRiverFallColorsRC

The first photo in this row shows a nicely colored tree with a bunch of kayakers gathered under it. The 2nd photo shows some nicely colored trees with a bunch of people
practicing their rock-climbing on those rocks. This Upper-Tama River Area is REALLY a multi-use area.

Nov14th_
Mitake128RC

Nov14_272_Sawai_
TamaRiverFallColorsRC

Here is the same mouseover image which appears on this month's Index Page - in case you got here through a search engine or whatever and did not see the Index Page. The
nicely colored image (when you DO NOT hover over the image) was taken on November 14th - it is not shown elsewhere on this page. The mouseover image is the same as the image
on Page 1 - the first image in Row 11 - taken on November 5th. Quite a difference from November 5th to November 14th isn't there!
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End November 14th, End Page 3
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Please continue on to page 4 for the
conclusion of this adventure and also for the conclusion of November!

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 4 of 4 - the best of November
2010!

Go To Page:

posted: November 30th, 2010

We'll begin this page with a trip to Mt. Takao for Fall Colors on the 19th, go to Musashi-Itsukaichi on the
20th, for Fall Colors, and then go to Nogawa Park on the 21st - again, for Fall Colors. On November 26th and
27th we also went out on Fall Color tours. This is an incredible year for Fall Colors around the Tokyo Area.
Click on any thumbnail to begin.
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Begin November 19th
On Friday, November 19th, we went out and climbed Mt. Takao - in search of Fall Colors. These first 3 photos were taken at the base of the mountain. We should not have
been surprised, but there were so many people out here today, despite the fact that it was not even a weekend day. On Mt. Takao there are not really many great fall colors except near
the base and then, on the ridge past the summit - the maple trees on Momiji-dai.

Nov19_014R_Takao
SanBase_FallColorsRC

Nov19_020_Takao
SanBase_FallColorsRC
Nov19th_Mt
Takao007RC

These 3 photos were taken at Momiji-dai. The first photo was taken up on the ridge trail and the next 2 were taken on the trail down in the forest as we returned back to Mt.
Takao after hiking out towards I-Ccho-Daira.

Nov19_050_TakaoSan_
MomijiDai_FallColorsRC

Nov19_105_TakaoSan_
MomijiDai_FallColors_KazuyaRC

Nov19_111_TakaoSan_
MomijiDai_FallColorsRC

The first shot here was taken along the forest trail at Momiji-dai. The 2nd shot was taken at the summit of Mt. Takao.

Nov19_115_TakaoSan_
MomijiDai_FallColorsRC

Nov19th_Mt
Takao094RC

End November 19th, Begin November 20th
On November 20th - Saturday - we took the Okutama Holiday Special Train out to Musashi-Itsukaichi to see Fall Colors. The first shot in this row was taken near the train
station, in fact, I was still standing in the station parking lot. We walked up the highway towards Hinohara. After a while we crossed a river and I took 2 photos and stitched them
together into this single image (2nd position). After a while we saw this amazing grouping of colors shown in the 3rd shot.
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Nov20_002_Musashi
Itsukaichi_FallColorsRC

Nov20_025_Musashi
Itsukaichi_FallColorsRC
Nov20_010_011_Stitch_Musashi
Itsukaichi_FallColorsRC

We hiked to a Hot Spring, which we don't like to go to - due to their poor service, but we stopped there and took photos of the trail and we ate the lunch, which we took with
us, on their grounds. We also soaked our feet in their free outdoor Foot Spa. The footbridge shown in all 3 of these photos goes into the Hot Spring grounds. Further up the highway
there is a driveway too. The 2nd image is composed of 2 shots which were stitched together. The 3rd image is composed of 3 exposure-bracketed photos which have been Tone-Mapped
with Photomatix Pro software, using the Tone-Compressor Option, and then combined into a single image.

Nov20_037_Musashi
Itsukaichi_FallColorsRC

Nov20_041_042_043_TMTC_
MusashiItsukaichi_FallColorsRC
Nov20_038_039_Ex_Stitch_Musashi
Itsukaichi_FallColorsRC

These 3 shots were all taken on the grounds of the Hot Spring. Amazing colors aren't there!

Nov20th_Musashi
Itsukaichi021RC

Nov20th_Musashi
Itsukaichi026RC

Nov20_079_Musashi
Itsukaichi_FallColorsRC

The final 3 shots on the grounds of the Hot Spring - more amazing reds and yellows.

Nov20_082_Musashi
Itsukaichi_FallColorsRC

Nov20th_Musashi
Itsukaichi033RC

End November 20th, Begin November 21st
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On November 21st we went on our bicycles to Nogawa Park, only 15 minutes from our apartment. It is still too early for many colors right in this neighborhood, but there are
some colors. This bush (1st and 2nd shots) looked practically like it was on fire! The 3rd shot is a Gentiana sp. with some kind of fly in it.

Nov21_09_Nogawa
Park_FallColorsRC

bushes.

Nov21_13_Nogawa
Park_FallColorsRC

Nov21_16_NogawaPark_
FallColors_Gentiana_FlyRC

In first position is a closer shot of the Gentiana sp. with some kind of fly in it. In 2nd and 3rd position we see some nice yellows when looking through the Hamamelis sp.

Nov21_17_NogawaPark_
FallColors_Gentiana_FlyRC

Nov21_27_Nogawa
Park_FallColorsRC

Nov21_31_Nogawa
Park_FallColorsRC

End November 21st, Begin November 26th
On Friday, November 26th, we went to Jindai Botanical Garden once again. Last time we were here (on November 12th) the Maple Garden had not even started turning color.
On our way to Jindai Botanical Garden we passed through another small park - Chofu Park - and found colors good enough so that I was able to select the 3 photos in this row for
inclusion.

Nov26_006_Chofu
Park_FallColorsRC

Nov26_007_Chofu
Park_FallColorsRC

Nov26_011_Chofu
Park_FallColorsRC

We continued on to Jindai Botanical Garden and we could see from the rear entrance gate that the Maple Garden was well colored now. I hope you'll agree that the 3 shots in
this row exhibit some incredible colors.

Nov26_035_Jindai
BG_FallColorsRC

Nov26_045_Jindai
BG_FallColorsRC
Nov26_041_Jindai
BG_FallColorsRC
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yellows.

Here are 2 more shots of the Jindai Botanical Garden Maple Garden. The 2nd image is actually 2 shots which have been stitched together. The 3rd shot shows some very nice

Nov26_050_051_Stitch_
JindaiBG_FallColorsRC
Nov26_049_Jindai
BG_FallColorsRC

Nov26_069_Jindai
BG_FallColorsRC

The first 2 shots in this row show some nice yellows and oranges. The 2nd image is actually 3 shots, taken in portrait mode, which have been stitched together. The 3rd shot is
the Pampas Grass (Cortaderia selloana) and this time please note that the leaves on the trees behind it are GONE - see Page 1, Rows 17 & 18 for a comparison shot. The angle is a bit
different, but you can get the general idea.

Nov26th_
JindaiBG030RC

Nov26_096_JindaiBG_Fall
Colors_PampasGrassRC

Nov26_092_093_094_Stitch
_JindaiBG_FallColorsRC

The 1st and 3rd photos in this row are the Bald Cypress (Taxodium distichum) at Jindai Botanical Garden. Check back on page 1, Row 15, Center Photo and see how much the
colors have changed here since November 6th. I like the sharp contrast between the brick red color of the Bald Cypress and the green color of the pine trees. The center photo in this
row is a Praying Mantis laying its eggs.

Nov26_119_Jindai
BG_FallColorsRC

Nov26_121_Jindai
BG_FallColorsRC
Nov26_107_JindaiBG_
PrayingMantis_EggLayingRC

Here is a final shot showing the contrast between the brick red color of the Bald Cypress (Taxodium distichum) and the green color of the pine branches. Note the attractive
fence in the background too. The 2nd shot shows the pavilion at the Rose Garden. This is a nice place to shelter from the hot sun in the middle of summer, but even now there are
people relaxing under the roof.

Nov26_133_134_HDRTone_
Stitch_JindaiBG_FallColorsRC
Nov26_124_Jindai
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End November 26th, Begin November 27th
On Saturday, the 27th, we went - first - to Sourousen-en Garden near Kokubunji, but the colors were not so good there yet. The only photo I have selected from there for
inclusion is in center position (for balance) - it is a reflection on the pond. After we finished there we stopped at a Noodle Shop and ate lunch and after that we went to Tonogayato
Garden in Kokubunji. The colors there were at their peak and most of the remaining photos on this page were taken there. In first position in this row is a fantastic shot of fall colors. In
3rd position is an image composed of two shots which have been stitched together.

Nov27_025_026_Stitch_
Tonogayato_FallColorsRC
Nov27_020_Tonogayato
_FallColorsRC
Nov27_007_Souren
senen_FallColorsRC

Here are 3 more shots taken at Tonogayato Garden. The first photo shows such complexity in the colors and in the pattern of the colors and branches - to me this is amazing.
The 2nd image is 2 shots stitched together. Note how they put a "girdle" on the pine trees. Kazuya explained that the reason for this is to attract any damaging insects which are in the
tree. It is warmer under this band, so the insects go here to overwinter and then in about February the workers remove the "girdles" and burn them, therefore getting a lot of the insects
too.

Nov27_039_Tonogayato
_FallColorsRC

Nov27_048_Tonogayato
_FallColorsRC
Nov27_030_031_Stitch_
Tonogayato_FallColorsRC

Here are 3 more Tonogayato Garden photos. The 2nd image is, once again, 2 photos which have been stitched together. It has also had the shadows and highlights adjusted
and the "vibrance" increased in Photoshop.

Nov27_062_Tonogayato
_FallColorsRC

Nov27_071_Tonogayato
_FallColorsRC
Nov27_078_079_SH_V_Stitch
_Tonogayato_FallColorsRC.jpg

The theme of this row seems to be "how is it possible for it to be so orange?"
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Nov27_086_Tonogayato
_FallColorsRC

Nov27_090_Tonogayato
_FallColorsRC

Nov27_097SH_
Tonogayato_FallColorsRC

A shot into a small pond with goldfish swimming by. Then a shot into a small fountain with some floating leaves. The final shot in this row is red and orange.

Nov27th_
Tonogayato055RC

Nov27_108_Tonogayato
_FallColorsRC

Nov27_111_Tonogayato
_FallColorsRC

In this row is one final shot taken at Tonogayato Garden. When we finished there we headed for home via Musashino and Nogawa Parks. We followed the Nogawa (No River).
The 2nd shot is reeds and Susuki grass along the Nogawa. The 3rd shot is an amazingly red tree in Musashino Park.

Nov27_114_Tonogayato
_FallColorsRC

Nov27_132_Musashino
Pk_FallColorsRC
Nov27_117_Nogawa
_FallColorsRC

Here is a 2 shot panorama in first position. This was taken along the Nogawa (No River). The 2nd shot shows the path along the Nogawa which we followed. It also shows
some amazingly colored Maple Trees. The 3rd shot is another image which is 2 shots that have been stitched together. It includes part of the same area covered by the first shot in this
row.

Nov27_119_120_Stitch
_Nogawa_FallColorsRC

Nov27_125_126-Stitch
_Nogawa_FallColorsRC
Nov27_136_Musashino
Pk_FallColorsRC
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In this final row, in 1st position you can find a shot of a beautiful yellow Ginkgo (Ginkgo biloba) - note that it is equally as gold under the tree as it is in the tree. The 2nd shot
was taken right at the exit of Nogawa Park.

Nov27th_
NogawaP078RC

Nov27_168_Musashino_
NogawaPk_FallColorsRC

End November 27th, End Page 4, End November 2010's Photos
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our
Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the
weekend). The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php DVD
Profiler, which is much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of our entire
DVD collection.

February 22, 2009 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you
might have. If you like, I'd be happy to notify you when the site is updated too - just drop me a
request via e-mail.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google it

✔

Search danwiz.com   

Google it

✔

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
Click the photo to go to the newest pages.

November 2011 - Favorite Photo
"Water Reflection". Fuchu-no-Mori Park. Three
Exposure-Bracketed Photos - Tone-mapped.
November 25, 2011.
Click below if you don't want to go to the newest
photos

NOVEMBER 2011: FOUR Pages This Month FEATURING Fall Colors at Mt. Mitake & Mt. Hinode * Fall Colors along Upper Tama River * Fall Colors at Okutama Lake * Okutama Old Road
(Mukashi-Michi) Hike * Jindai Botanical Garden - Pampas Grass (Cortaderia selloana) & Chrysanthemum Waterfall * The Famous Ginkgo Tree at Mitake in Full Fall Color * Beautiful Fall Colors in
Red Maple Trees * Autumn Colors at Tonogayato Gardens - Kokubunji * Fuchu-no-Mori Park Fall Colors * Seibu Chichibu Area (Nagatoro) Autumn Colors - Arakawa River * Tsuki-no-ishi Momiji
(Maple Tree) Park * Mitsumine-Guchi Area Fall Colors * More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the November photos)

This is Page 1 of 4 - the best of November
2011!

Go To Page:

posted: November 30th, 2011

This page begins - and ends - with November 5th, a trip to Mt. Mitake (929 m = 3,048 ft), Mt. Hinode (902 m
= 2,959 ft) and then down to the Tama River to check the Fall Colors and the Famous Ginkgo Tree. Click on
any thumbnail to begin.

Begin November 5th
On November 5th Kazuya and I went out to Mitake, took the bus to the bottom of the cable car and then took the cable car to its termination point. We hiked from there to
the summit and along the way we walked through the area where we always find the Rengeshouma (Anemonopsis macrophylla) in August (q.v. or go to the All Photos List and do a
text search). We found a few nicely colored Red Maple leaves. Three shots are shown in this row.
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Nov5th_Mt
Mitake001RC

Nov5th_Mt
Mitake002RC

Nov5_008_MtMitake_
FallColors_RedMapleRC

In this row are 2 shots of different Arisaema limbatum (Jack-in-the-Pulpit) seedheads and sandwiched in between them is a seedhead of Anemonopsis macrophylla
(Rengeshouma in Japanese).

Nov5_021_MtMitake_
FallColors_ArisaemaRC

Nov5_017_MtMitake_
FallColors_RengeshoumaRC

Nov5_027_MtMitake_
FallColors_ArisaemaRC

Here are 3 more nicely colored Red Maple trees. The fall colors are getting quite nice at this elevation (929 m = 3,048 ft).

Nov5_044_MtMitake_
FallColors_MapleRC

Nov5_045_MtMitake_
FallColors_MapleRC
Nov5_037_MtMitake_
FallColors_MapleRC

In this row are some nice orange Autumn Colors.
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Nov5th_Mt
Mitake007RC

Nov5th_Mt
Mitake008RC

The first image in this row shows 3 exposure-bracketed shots of a rest hut and then an image which has been Tone-mapped from those 3 shots. The software used was
Photomatix Pro and I used the Details-Enhancer Option. The blue bench was removed with Photoshop. The 2nd image was also created with Photomatix Pro using the "Unwrap Mirror Ball"
menu item. The base image was the one in the 1st shot in the row.

Nov5_057_58_59_MtMitake_
FallColors_TMDENoBench_MirrorBallRC
Nov5_057_58_59_MtMitake_Fall
Colors_TMDENoBench_OriginalsRC

Here are 3 very nice shots of Red Maple trees.

Nov5_060_MtMitake_
FallColors_RedMapleRC

Nov5th_Mt
Mitake012RC
Nov5th_Mt
Mitake010RC

Here are 2 shots of Red Maple. The 3rd shot shows some nearly purple leaves of some unknown vine.

Nov5_069_MtMitake_
FallColors_RedMapleRC
Nov5_068_MtMitake_
FallColorsRC

Nov5_081_MtMitake
_FallColorsRC

WOW! Here are 3 amazingly colored shots of Enkianthus campanulatus. This bush exhibited the best fall (autumn) colors of anything we saw all day.
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Nov5_077_MtMitake
_FallColorsRC

Nov5_078_MtMitake
_FallColorsRC

Nov5_082_MtMitake
_FallColorsRC

Here are 3 more shots of Enkianthus campanulatus. The center shot also shows me - for scale.

Nov5_085_MtMitake
_FallColorsRC

Nov5th_Mt
Mitake021RC

Nov5_089_MtMitake
_FallColorsRC

Here is a shot - obviously posed - of Kazuya. That is followed by another ""Unwrap(ped) Mirror Ball" of the next image. The third image is once again 3 exposure-bracketed
shots which have been Tone-mapped with Photomatix Pro using the Tone-Compressor Option. The 3 original exposure-bracketed shots are also shown. The colors at this particular spot
are probably the best we have ever seen. The 3rd image brings the colors out nicely - although a little bit exaggerated.

Nov5_099_100_101_MtMitake_Fall
Colors_AcrossValley_TMTC_MirrorBallRC
Nov5_090_MtMitake_
FallColors_KazuyaRC

Nov5_099_100_101_MtMitake_Fall
Colors_AcrossValley_TMTC_OriginalsRC

Here is an example of Tone-mapping with Photomatix Pro Tone-Compressor Option where I used only 2 exposure-bracketed shots. The 2nd and 3rd shots show some fall colors
on a grass roof at Mt. Mitake.

Nov5th_Mt
Mitake033RC
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Nov5_102_103_MtMitake_Fall
Colors_AcrossValley_TMTC_OriginalsRC

After finishing up on Mt. Mitake we hiked out to Mt. Hinode (902 m = 2,959 ft) to see what fall colors or flowers we could find there. We found some nice Red Maple leaves as
well as this Gentiana scabra var. buergeri (in center position).

Nov5_114_MtHinode
_FallGentianaRC
Nov5th_Mt
Hinode037RC

Nov5_119_MtHinode
_FallColorsRC

We were fully expecting to find this small very late fall flower and we were not disappointed. It is Swertia japonica or "Senburi" in Japanese. Note how some flowers have 4
petals and some of them have 5 petals.

Nov5_123_MtHinode_Fall
_Swertia_japonicaRC

Nov5_127_MtHinode_Fall
_Swertia_japonicaRC
Nov5th_Mt
Hinode041RC

Here are 2 more shots of Swertia japonica or "Senburi" in Japanese. The Senburi in the 3rd shot is an amazingly tall specimen. Sandwiched between those 2 shots is another
amazingly bright colored example of Enkianthus campanulatus.

Nov5_150_MtHinode
_FallColorsRC
Nov5th_Mt
Hinode042RC

Nov5_177_MtHinode_Fall
_Swertia_japonicaRC

Here are 2 final shots of Swertia japonica or "Senburi" in Japanese. Nice how those bright colored Maple Leaves just happened to be there, eh!
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Nov5_161_MtHinode_Fall
_Swertia_japonicaRC

Nov5_165_MtHinode_Fall
_Swertia_japonicaRC

Here is a Thistle Flower against a red-leaved tree - amazing! The 2nd shot was taken along the trail as we hiked back from Mt. Hinode to Mt. Mitake. After we finished up on
Mt. Mitake we went down to the Tama-River to check the progress of the famous Ginkgo (Ginkgo biloba) tree. As you will note in the 3rd shot - it is still mostly green.

Nov5_185_MtHinode_
Fall_ThistleRC

Nov5_189_MtHinode_
FallColorsOnTrailRC

Nov5_191_TamaRiver
_FamousGinkgoRC

Here are 2 more shots of the famous Ginkgo Tree. It is starting to get some color to it. We'll have to come back again though.

Nov5_193_TamaRiver
_FamousGinkgoRC

Nov5th_Mitake
067_GinkgoRC

Here is a final shot of the Ginkgo tree. Then we hiked down to Sawai and the Sawanoi Saké Brewery. The 2nd shot in this row was taken from the footbridge near the Saké
Tasting Area.

Nov5_194_TamaRiver
_FamousGinkgoRC

Nov5_208SIP_TamaRiver
_SawaiFootbridgeSceneryRC

End November 5th, End Page 1
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Go To Page:

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 4 - the best of November
2011!

Go To Page:

posted: November 30th, 2011

This page begins with November 12th and a trip west out to Okutama Lake. We then hiked back on the
"Mukashi-Michi" or Old-Road, from Okutama Lake to Okutama Station in a search for good fall colors. The
following day - November 13th - we took a trip to Jindai Botanical Garden to check out the progress of fall
colors closer to home. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin November 12th
On November 12th Kazuya and I went out to Okutama Lake to check on the progress of the Autumn (Fall) Colors and to hike from the lake back to Okutama Station on the
Mukashi-Michi or Old Road. These first 3 photos show what the scenery was like from the lake. The 3rd image, a High Dynamic Range Photo, was created from three exposure-bracketed
shots. In other words - it was Tone-mapped with Photomatix Pro software using the Details-Enhancer Option. I am not going to show you the original photos from which it was created I think you got the idea of what the original photos might have looked like from the examples on the previous page.

Nov12_001_
OkutamaLakeAreaRC

Nov12_002_
OkutamaLakeAreaRC

Nov12_004_005_006_
TMDE_OkutamaLakeAreaRC

All three images in this row are High Dynamic Range photos. In other words - they were all Tone-mapped with Photomatix Pro software using the Details-Enhancer Option. It
was a difficult day for getting shots which showed what it really looked like, so I took a whole lot of exposure-bracketed photos today in an attempt to be able to create something similar
to what our eyes actually saw. We could see in our camera preview screens after we shot each scene, that the colors were not coming out anything like what it was in real life. That's
why I started taking all of the exposure bracketed shots. Granted, the HDR images are not exactly like what our eyes saw either, but they are closer than any single photo was.
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Nov12_007_008_009_
TMDE_OkutamaLakeAreaRC

Nov12_010_011_012_
TMDE_OkutamaLakeAreaRC

Nov12_013_014_015_
TMDE_OkutamaLakeAreaRC

Here are 3 more fall color shots taken at Okutama Lake. The first photo has not been enhanced in any way. The 2nd and 3rd images were once again Tone-mapped with
Photomatix Pro - with the Tone-Compressor Option - from 3 exposure-bracketed shots.

Nov12_017_
OkutamaLakeAreaRC

Nov12_018_019_020_
TMTC_OkutamaLakeAreaRC

Nov12_022_023_024_
TMTC_OkutamaLakeAreaRC

The 1st image was once again Tone-mapped with Photomatix Pro - with the Details-Enhancer Option - from 3 exposure-bracketed shots. This is a very interesting exposure
effect considering we were looking right into the sun! The 2nd photo is "as shot" and the 3rd image has been Tone-mapped using the Tone-Compressor Option of Photomatix Pro.

Nov12_032_033_034_
TMDE_OkutamaLakeAreaRC

Nov12_039_
OkutamaLakeAreaRC

Nov12_040_041_042_
TMTC_OkutamaLakeAreaRC

That concludes our time around the lakeshore. Now we are hiking on the Old Road from Okutama Lake to Okutama Station. The 1st and 2nd shots in this row are, of course,
Red Maple. The 3rd shot is an amazingly lichen covered rock along the trail. The leaf on the rock, as well as the other leaves in the shot, give you an idea of scale.

Nov12_045_Okutama
MukashiMichiHikeRC

Nov12_051_Okutama
MukashiMichiHikeRC
Nov12_044_Okutama
MukashiMichiHikeRC
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Here are 2 different shots of a beautiful orange Persimmon (Diospyros sp.). The 1st and 3rd images are the same, but I replaced the bright blue sky with a gray-colored sky to
enhance the contrast effect of the orange fruits.

Nov12th_Okutama
030_FallColorsRC

Nov12th_Okutama
030RC_FallColorsRC
Nov12_055_Okutama
MukashiMichiHikeRC

Here is a shot looking uphill from the trail in first position and then 2 shots of a Red Maple and some Susuki Grass (Miscanthus sinensis).

Nov12th_Okutama
029_FallColorsRC

Nov12th_Okutama
031_FallColorsRC

Nov12th_Okutama
032_FallColorsRC

Here is another shot of a beautiful Persimmon Tree (Diospyros sp.). Then there is a Tone-mapped (Tone-Compressor Option) image of the Tama River Gorge. In 3rd position is
a nice colored shot of a Maple Tree.

Nov12_060_Okutama
MukashiMichiHikeRC

Nov12th_Okutama
033_FallColorsRC
Nov12_066_067_068_TMTC
_OkutamaMukashiMichiHikeRC

Here is a shot of me standing on the footbridge from which the next 3 shots were taken. The Tama-River here is very milky-colored and has been like that since the big
typhoon back a few months ago. The last time there was a typhoon which dropped as much rain as this recent one did, the water stayed milky-colored for about a year. Apparently it
takes about that long for the sediment to come downstream from the lake. Wonder if the Fisheries Biologists even care that this really kills a LOT of fish eggs.
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Nov12th_Okutama
041_FallColorsRC

Nov12_071_Okutama
MukashiMichiHikeRC

Nov12th_Okutama
045_FallColorsRC

Here is the final image taken from the footbridge. This image was created by fusing 3 exposure-bracketed images using the Photomatix Pro software. You may be wondering
about this software - I have now mentioned a "Details-Enhancer Option" a "Tone-Compressor Option" and a "Fusion Option". One quite often has to play with all 3 options to find the one
which works best with the particular set of photos which are being worked on. The 2nd shot here has not been enhanced in any way and it came out pretty nice. The 3rd image is once
again 3 exposure-bracketed shots which have been fused with Photomatix Pro.

Nov12th_Okutama
053_FallColorsRC
Nov12_080_081_082_Fused
_OkutamaMukashiMichiHikeRC

Nov12_098_099_100_Fused
_OkutamaMukashiMichiHikeRC

Here are 2 shots of approximately the same area. The first shot is more zoomed than the 2nd shot. The 2nd image was also created from 3 exposure-bracketed shots which
have been fused.

Nov12th_Okutama
060a_FallColorsRC

Nov12_101_102_103_Fused
_OkutamaMukashiMichiHikeRC

Here is the final fall color image - it has been created by making a High Dynamic Range image via Tone-mapping 3 exposure-bracketed images with the Details-Enhancer
Option of Photomatix Pro. Then the Brightness and Contrast were adjusted with Photoshop. The 2nd, and final shot, from today is a wild Chrysanthemum along the old road.

Nov12_109_110_111_TMDEBC
_OkutamaMukashiMichiHikeRC
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End November 12th, Begin November 13th
On November 13th we took a bicycle ride to Jindai Botanical Garden. In this row are 3 shots of the large clump of Pampas Grass (Cortaderia selloana) - each shot is
increasingly zoomed-in.

Nov13_01_JindaiBG
_PampasGrassRC

Waterfall.

Nov13_02_JindaiBG
_PampasGrassRC

Nov13_03_JindaiBG
_PampasGrassRC

Here are 2 panoramic images of the annual Chrysanthemum Waterfall. Sandwiched between the 2 panoramas is a single shot of the central area of the Chrysanthemum

Nov13_14_15_Stitch_SIP
_JindaiBG_ChrysanthemumRC

Nov13_12_13_Stitch_SIP
_JindaiBG_ChrysanthemumRC

Nov13_09_JindaiBG
_ChrysanthemumRC

Here are 3 shots of amazing Dahlia Blossoms.

Nov13_18_Jindai
BG_DahliaRC

Nov13_21_Jindai
BG_DahliaRC

Nov13_24_Jindai
BG_DahliaRC

Here is a shot of a Dahlia known as "Santa Claus"! Interesting! The 2nd shot is a Cocoa (Cacao) Tree (Theobroma cacao) with several fruits. This grows in the greenhouse.

Nov13_35_Jindai
BG_DahliaRC

Nov13_38_Jindai
BG_CocoaRC

End November 13th, End Page 2
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Go To Page:

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 4 - the best of November
2011!

Go To Page:

posted: November 30th, 2011

This page begins and ends with November 18th and a trip out to Mitake and hike along the Tama River in
search of Fall Colors. Of course this page includes several photos of the famous Ginkgo Tree. Click on any
thumbnail to begin.

Begin November 18th
On November 18th we returned to the Tama-River area and Mitake to check on the progress of fall colors there - specifically the area of the Famous Ginkgo Tree. You may
recall that we visited the Famous Ginkgo Tree on Page 1 - Row #16 (November 5th) and that the colors had barely started appearing at that time. Well, as you can see from these 3
photos taken from the Mitake Bridge - there is no lack of color now.

Nov18_02_TamaRiver_
Mitake_FallColor_GinkgoRC

Nov18_05_TamaRiver_
Mitake_FallColor_GinkgoRC
Nov18th_Mitake
002_GinkgoRC

In first position in this row is another shot of the Famous Ginkgo Tree taken from the bridge. In 2nd and 3rd position are shots taken as we hiked the path from the bridge
down to the river. Some very nice colors in the Red Maple Trees can be found on this path. The 2nd image is actually a 2 shot panorama.
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Nov18_12_TamaRiver_
Mitake_FallColor_GinkgoRC

Nov18_17_18_Stitch_Tama
River_Mitake_FallColor_RC

Nov18th_
Mitake009RC

Here are 2 additional shots of the Famous Ginkgo Tree as we hiked down to the river. In the first shot you can see the bridge. Sandwiched between the 2 shots of the Famous
Ginkgo is an additional shot of a nicely colored Red Maple.

Nov18th_
Mitake011RC
Nov18_27_TamaRiver_
Mitake_FallColor_GinkgoRC

Nov18_30_TamaRiver_
Mitake_FallColor_GinkgoRC

Here is a shot of the Famous Ginkgo with the bridge and the nearly vertical river cliffs used as a frame. The 2nd shot was taken as we hiked the path downstream from the
bridge to the area of the Famous Ginkgo. The 3rd shot was zoomed in quite a bit from about the same place as the first shot in this row.

Nov18th_Mitake
028_GinkgoRC
Nov18_33_TamaRiver_
Mitake_FallColor_GinkgoRC

Here are 3 shots of the Famous Ginkgo Tree with some Red Maple Leaves for contrast.
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Nov18th_Mitake
039_GinkgoRC
Nov18th_Mitake
038_GinkgoRC

Nov18_58_TamaRiver_
Mitake_FallColor_GinkgoRC

And 3 more shots of the Famous Ginkgo Tree. It's important to keep in mind that we come out here to see this Famous Ginkgo Tree nearly every year and that it is beautiful
every year. If you want to see additional year's photos please click on the "Google Search" box below - the results will open in a new window.

Mitake+Ginkgo

Google Search

✔

only search danwiz.com

Nov18_69_TamaRiver_
Mitake_FallColor_GinkgoRC

Nov18th_Mitake
050_GinkgoRC
Nov18th_Mitake
043_GinkgoRC

In this row are 2 shots of the Ginkgo Tree and 1 shot of Red Maple.

Nov18_75_TamaRiver_
Mitake_FallColor_GinkgoRC

Nov18th_
Mitake055RC

Nov18_78_TamaRiver_
Mitake_FallColor_GinkgoRC

Here are 3 incredible Autumn (Fall) Color shots all showing both the Famous Ginkgo Tree and also Red Maple. The center image is a 2 shot panorama.
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Nov18th_
Mitake059_GinkgoRC

Nov18_84_TamaRiver_
Mitake_FallColor_GinkgoRC
Nov18_86_87_Stitch_TamaRiver_
Mitake_FallColor_GinkgoRC

And 3 more amazing Autumn (Fall) Color shots. The 2nd photo was shot with the Red Maple in focus and the 3rd photo was shot with the Ginkgo in focus.

Nov18_90_TamaRiver_Mitake
_FallColor_GinkgoRC

Nov18_93_TamaRiver_Mitake
_FallColor_GinkgoRC

Nov18_94_TamaRiver_Mitake
_FallColor_GinkgoRC

Hope that you don't mind that here are 3 more shots of the Ginkgo and Red Maple Trees.

Nov18th_Mitake
083_GinkgoRC

Nov18th_Mitake
087_GinkgoRC

Nov18th_Mitake
092_GinkgoRC

Now I am standing on a footbridge which cannot be seen from any of our shots - it is just a hundred meters or so downstream from the Ginkgo. In both of the first 2 photos I
am looking downstream. The 3rd shot was taken from about the same location as the photo directly above it in Row #10, but this shot is zoomed in more.

Nov18_118_TamaRiver_
Mitake_FallColor_RC

Nov18_124_TamaRiver_
Mitake_FallColor_RC

Nov18_129_TamaRiver_
Mitake_FallColor_GinkgoRC

Let's take a break for lunch! Here is the beautiful Soba Noodle and Tempura Lunch we ate just uphill from the Famous Ginkgo. We could see the Ginkgo tree from the
restaurant window where we were sitting. The 2nd photo shows the back side of the restaurant - this is the main entrance. After lunch we went back down to the river and the sun had
mostly disappeared behind the clouds - so the next few photos were taken under cloudy conditions. I think that sometimes I prefer cloudy conditions for photography.
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Nov18_133_Mitake_Fall
_Lunch_RestaurantRC

Nov18th_
Mitake098RC

Nov18_140_TamaRiver_
Mitake_FallColor_GinkgoRC

Here are 2 final shots of the Famous Ginkgo - with a cloudy sky. The 3rd shot was taken as we hiked down-river from Mitake to Sawai.

Nov18_147_TamaRiver_
Mitake_FallColor_GinkgoRC

Nov18_151_TamaRiver_
Mitake_FallColor_GinkgoRC

Nov18_157_TamaRiver_
Mitake_Sawai_FallColor_RC

Now we are standing on the footbridge very close to the Sawanoi Saké Brewery. The first 2 shots were taken looking up-river and the 3rd photo was taken looking down-river.
You'll note that the sun reappeared for a while.

Nov18_166_TamaRiver
_Mitake_Sawai_FallColor_RC

Nov18_178_TamaRiver
_Mitake_Sawai_FallColor_RC

Nov18_186_TamaRiver
_Mitake_Sawai_FallColor_RC

Here is a final shot taken from the footbridge - this one was again taken looking down-river. The 2nd shot, taken from the steps of the Sawanoi Saké Brewery Tasting Room, is
a High Dynamic Range Photo created with Photomatix Pro from 3 exposure-bracketed photos. For this one I used the Tone-Compressor Option. The 3rd shot was also taken from the
steps of the tasting room and it shows the outdoor seating/eating/drinking area of the Sawanoi Saké Brewery.

Nov18_189_TamaRiver
_Mitake_Sawai_FallColor_RC

Nov18th_
Mitake121RC
Nov18_191_192_193_TMTC_Tama
River_Mitake_Sawai_FallColor_RC

End November 18th, End Page 3
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Go To Page:

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Please continue on to page 4 for the
conclusion of November, 2011!

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 4 of 4 - the best of November
2011!

Go To Page:

posted: November 30th, 2011

This page begins with November 25th and trips to Tonogayato Garden in Kokubunji and Fuchu no Mori Park
in Fuchu City. Then on November 26th we'll show you several photos of a trip to the Chichibu Area in
Saitama Prefecture. That will end November. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin November 25th
On November 25th we went to Tonogayato Gardens, in Kokubunji, to check out the Fall (Autumn) Colors. Usually we wait until December to come to this place, but Kazuya
found a reference to it on the internet which said it was at the Peak of Fall Colors now. So, we headed off on our bicycles and rode for about 30 minutes to come here. We were
disappointed - don't believe everything you read on the internet. We should have waited until our usual visiting time for this place - December. We did find SOME colors - in this row you
can find 3 photos. Note that the 2nd photo is of a reflection on the pond with the bright blue sky and fall colors showing.

Nov25th_Tonogayato
015_FallColorsRC

Nov25_035_Tonogayto
GardenFallColorsRC

Here are 3 more photos taken in Tonogayato Gardens. That guy in the first photo is me.
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Nov25th_Tonogayato
038_FallColorsRC
Nov25th_Tonogayato
032_FallColorsRC

Nov25_046_Tonogayto
GardenFallColorsRC

The first photo in this row is the final one from Tonogayato Gardens - obviously a Persimmon (Diospyros sp.) Tree. The 2nd photo was taken in Fuchu no Mori Park - a place we
had never visited before. We bicycled home by a rather roundabout route and we happened to pass by this park and noticed some bright Red Maples from the street, so we stopped and
came in to the park - it was free. Both shots were taken very close to one of the ponds.

Nov25th_FuchuuNo
MoriPark049_FallColorsRC
Nov25_055_Tonogayto
GardenFallColorsRC

Nov25_066_Higashi
FuchuFallColorsRC

The first image in this row is a High Dynamic Range Photo - created from 3-exposure bracketed shots with Photomatix Pro using the Tone-Compressor Option. WOW! If you are
somewhat confused - it is a reflection on the pond. The 2nd shot exhibits some nice colors. The 3rd shot was adjusted with Shadow Illuminator Pro - a reflection shot on a different pond,
but also in Fuchu no Mori Park.

Nov25_078_79_80_TMTC_
HigashiFuchuFallColorsRC_1

Nov25_081_Higashi
FuchuFallColorsRC

Nov25_108_Higashi
FuchuFallColorsRC

End November 25th, Begin November 26th
On Saturday, the 26th, we went for our final outing of the month. We had talked about taking the Seibu Train line several times in the past - out to the Seibu Chichibu Area of
Saitama Prefecture, but we had never done it before because it's a 2 hour trip and due to the fact that it's not so very far from home we had never thought it to be worth the effort.
Well, we finally did it. It was worth the effort, but we probably won't do it again in the near future. The first shot in this row shows the Arakawa River taken from the Iwadatami (Rock
Ledges) at Nagatoro. The beautiful blue sky is reflected in the river and you can also see one of the old style tour boats which people pass down this canyon in. We did not take the boat
trip. The 2nd shot is Tone-mapped from 3-exposure bracketed shots with Photomatix Pro's Details-Enhancer Option. The 3rd shot is the same thing, but in a slightly different location.
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Nov26th_
Nagatoro005RC

Nov26_014_015_016_TMDE
_BC_Nagatoro_IwadatamiRC
Nov26_006_007_008_
TMDE_Nagatoro_IwadatamiRC

In this shot you can very clearly notice these Rock Ledges at Iwadatami and the sun's rays. The 2nd shot, taken a bit further upstream, shows the rock ledges, a rest hut and
the beautiful river. There are not many people wandering yet - there will be later on though. The 3rd shot shows another tour boat in the river canyon.

Nov26_020_Nagatoro
_IwadatamiRC

Nov26_024_Nagatoro
_IwadatamiRC

Nov26_035_Nagatoro
_IwadatamiRC

The first image in this row is another High Dynamic Range photo created with Photomatix Pro from 3-exposure bracketed shots of the Fall Colors and the Arakawa River. For
this one the Tone-Compressor Option was used. The 2nd image was created by FUSING 3-exposure bracketed shots with Photomatix Pro. The 3rd shot has not been manipulated in any
way.

Nov26_043_044_045_
TMTC_Nagatoro_IwadatamiRC

Nov26th_
Nagatoro017RC
Nov26_039_040_041_
Fused_Nagatoro_IwadatamiRC

The first 2 in this row are very similar, but the 1st photo has not been manipulated in any way and the 2nd image was created - once again - from 3-exposure bracketed shots
using the Tone-Compressor Option of Photomatix Pro. The 3rd shot was taken further up-river and has not been enhanced.
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Nov26_055_Nagatoro
_IwadatamiRC

Nov26_056_057_058_
TMTC_Nagatoro_IwadatamiRC

Nov26_059_Nagatoro
_IwadatamiRC

Here are 3 un-enhanced Fall Color shots at Nagatoro. The 2nd image is a 2 shot panorama.

Nov26_065_066_Panorama
_Nagatoro_IwadatamiRC
Nov26_062_Nagatoro
_IwadatamiRC

Nov26_069_Nagatoro
_IwadatamiRC

Getting closer to some beautiful red-leaved trees and taking photos of them as we walk along.

Nov26_071_Nagatoro
_IwadatamiRC

Nov26_080_Nagatoro
_IwadatamiRC
Nov26_072_Nagatoro
_IwadatamiRC

Continuing to walk up-river and take photos of those beautiful red colors as we hike. The 3rd shot was taken looking down-river.

Nov26_084_Nagatoro
_IwadatamiRC

Nov26_088_Nagatoro
_IwadatamiRC

Nov26_090_Nagatoro
_IwadatamiRC

Now we have arrived as far up-river as we will go and we are at Tsuki-no-ishi Momiji (Maple Tree) Park. They have lots of lights here for night viewing. These 3 photos are of
the most incredible Red Maple Tree which I believe I have ever seen. Nothing was done to increase the saturation of these photos - that tree was truly THIS red, if you can believe it!
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Nov26_091_Nagatoro_Iwadatami
_Area_MapleParkRC

Nov26_092_Nagatoro_Iwadatami
_Area_MapleParkRC

Nov26_093_Nagatoro_Iwadatami
_Area_MapleParkRC

Here are 3 additional shots taken in Tsuki-no-ishi Momiji (Maple Tree) Park - the final three. After this we hiked back down-river to our starting point. The light has now
changed angles considerably, so we are hoping for some better views of areas which were in the shade before.

Nov26th_
Nagatoro070RC

Nov26_105_Nagatoro_Iwadatami
_Area_MapleParkRC
Nov26_114_Nagatoro_Iwadatami
_Area_MapleParkRC

The first image in this row is another which was created from 3-exposure bracketed shots with the Details-Enhancer Option of Photomatix Pro. The next 2 shots were taken
from the Iwadatami Rock Ledges as we hiked back down-river. You'll notice that there are now more people wandering around.

Nov26_121_122_123_TMDE
_BC_Nagatoro_IwadatamiRC

Nov26_136_Nagatoro
_IwadatamiRC

Nov26_138_Nagatoro
_IwadatamiRC

Please notice the colors reflected in the river here in the first shot. When we started this morning, the area in the 2nd and 3rd shots was totally shaded and we could not get
any decent photos at all. Now, it's sunny and beautiful.
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Nov26_139_Nagatoro
_IwadatamiRC

Nov26_142_Nagatoro
_IwadatamiRC
Nov26_148_Nagatoro
_IwadatamiRC

This 3-exposure bracketed image (Photomatix Pro - Tone Compressor Option) shows some amazing color - it shows a zoomed in area of the previous photo, the 3rd shot in
Row 15. The 2nd shot is the same area - zoomed out to show a tour boat passing by. After this we ate lunch and then went back to the Nagatoro Train Station for a continuation of our
trip. We bought a day-ticket this morning, so we need to go to as many areas as we can to pay for our ticket.

Nov26_153_154_155_TMTC
_BC_Nagatoro_IwadatamiRC

Nov26th
_Nagatoro121RC
Nov26th
_Nagatoro117RC

Now we are en-route to Mitsumine Guchi and the first shot in this row was taken from the train window as we traveled across a bridge. In the 2nd shot we have arrived at
Mitsumine Guchi - the end of the train line - and we are hiking along the highway. We are not familiar with this area, not exactly sure what we should be looking for, but the 2nd shot
shows an interesting lighting effect in the bamboo trees as the sun gets lower in the sky. The 3rd shot was taken from the bridge we crossed as we hiked beside the road. You can see
the shadow of the bridge, which gives you a very clear idea of how far above the river we are.

Nov26_157_Wires_Vib_
Nagatoro_To_Mitsumine_TrainRC

Nov26_170_Mitsumine
GuchiAreaRC
Nov26_163_Mitsumine
GuchiAreaRC

And, here are the final 2 shots from this one-day adventure. These were also both taken from the bridge. We could not find anything amazing to look at here, so after about 45
minutes we went back to the station and took the next train headed for home.
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Nov26_168_Mitsumine
GuchiAreaRC

Nov26_176_Mitsumine
GuchiAreaRC

End November 26th, End Page 4, End November 2011's Photos
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our
Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the
weekend). The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php DVD
Profiler, which is much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of our entire
DVD collection.

February 22, 2009 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a not so subtle hint that we'd love you to buy our book "Outdoor Photography of Japan: Through the Seasons". Here is a
272 page SAMPLE PDF file of this 362 page book (new window). Note that it is 28.3 MB in size!! I suggest that you right click on
the link and select "Save Link As". Then after it's downloaded to your Hard Drive in a place where you can find it again, open it in
Adobe Reader - version 9 or later (very important - it most likely will not open in a version earlier than 9). The best way to use
Acrobat Reader to see what the book looks like as a book is to choose "View", "Page Display", "Two-Up Continuous" and also
"Show Cover Page During Two-Up" and that way you'll see it exactly as the book will appear in print (odd numbered pages on the
right and even numbered pages on the left).
Here is the front and rear cover of Daniel & Kazuya's Outdoor Photography of Japan: Through the Seasons.
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Go to the publisher's e-store sales page.
(Here is a $10.00 (14.36%) discount code PPULQ955.)
Go to the Amazon.com sales page.
Note that this book is also now available as an E-Book.
Click on the "Our Books" Button at the bottom of this page for more details.
We have a 2nd book which we'd also love you to buy. It is entitled "Some Violets of Eastern Japan". Here is a 74 page SAMPLE
PDF file of this 104 page book (new window). Note that it is 6.93 MB in size!! I suggest that you right click on the link and select
"Save Link As". Then after it's downloaded to your Hard Drive in a place where you can find it again, open it in Adobe Reader version 9 or later (very important - it most likely will not open in a version earlier than 9). The best way to use Acrobat Reader to
see what it really looks like is to choose "View", "Page Display", "Two-Up Continuous" and also "Show Cover Page During TwoUp" and that way you'll see it exactly as the book will appear in print (odd numbered pages on the right and even numbered
pages on the left).
Here is the front and rear cover of Daniel & Kazuya's Some Violets of Eastern Japan.

Go to the publisher's e-store sales page.
(Here is a $3.90 (17.85%) discount code XFRRJKG8.)
Go to the Amazon.com sales page.
Note that this book is also available as an E-Book.
Click on the "Our Books" Button at the bottom of this page for more details.
An animated gif of all of our publications

We support

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

Image From the Imagination and Graphic
Artistry of K.A. M'Lady & P.M. Dittman
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Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you
might have.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google it

✔

Search danwiz.com   

Google it

✔

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
Click the photo to go to the newest pages.

November 2012 - Favorite Photo
"Inamura Rock Fall Color."   Fine Autumn Colors at
Higashi Nippara - Inamura Rock. November 18th,
2012.
Click below if you don't want to go to the newest
photos

NOVEMBER 2012: FOUR Pages This Month FEATURING A Trip to the Daibosatsurei Area in Yamanashi Prefecture for Fall Colors on November 3rd * Fall Colors at Mt. Takao on November 9th
* Fall Colors at Okutama Lake and Mitake on November 10th * Fall Colors at Higashi Nippara, Okutama and Mitake on November 18th * Fall Colors at Nogawa and Musashino Parks on November
24th * More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the November photos)

This is Page 1 of 4 - the best of November
2012!

Go To Page:

posted: November 30th, 2012

This page begins and ends with November 3rd and a trip to Daibosatsurei, in Yamanashi Prefecture. The first
photo on this page was taken at 9:17 AM and the final photo on this page was taken at 1:03 PM. The weather
ranged from nearly 100% cloudy to nearly 100% sunny. By the way, all together we saved over 600 photos
from this trip, so these have really been culled to show you only the best ones. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin November 3rd
Well, as the header says, on Saturday, November 3rd, Kazuya and I took a trip to Daibosatsurei, in Yamanashi Prefecture for Autumn Color viewing. We had planned to climb
up to the summit of Daibosatsurei (2,056.9 m = 6,748 ft), but we took a bus from Kai-Yamato Station and when we arrived at the end of the bus line we realized that all of the good fall
colors were already below us. We looked up at the mountain and the trees were bare up there, so what to do?! We discussed it and decided to just hike down the road which we had
just come up in the bus. It was mostly cloudy when we started out and the first photo shows colors, but they are very subdued due to the cloudy skies. The 2nd shot was taken using
the "Vivid Mode" of my camera and although it was not THAT colorful, it gives a better idea of what we were seeing than the first photo does. The 3rd shot is a Japanese Larch (Larix
kaempferi) forest, it was so very yellow.
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Nov03_02_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC

Nov03_03_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC

Nov03_11_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC

The first 2 photos in this row show that we were starting to get some sun. That's a Japanese Larch forest up there. The 3rd photo is looking up at the summit of Daibosatsurei,
doesn't look very colorful, eh.

Nov03_13_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC

Nov03_17_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC

Nov03rd_11_Daibosatsurei
FallColorsRC

The first photo in this row shows some pretty good color. The 2nd photo is Kazuya - he looks warmly dressed because it was only 5° Centigrade (41° F) here. The 3rd photo
shows some more nice colors.

Nov03_20_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC

Nov03rd_13_Daibosatsurei
FallColorsRC
Nov03_23_Daibosatsurei
_FallColors_KazuyaRC

Some nicely colored Japanese Larch (Larix kaempferi) in the first 2 photos. The 3rd shot is a nicely colored Red Maple.

Nov03_25_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC
Nov03_24_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC
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More Larch Forest in the 1st photo, followed by a nice red maple and then a yellow maple.

Nov03_46_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC

Nov03rd_34_Daibosatsurei
FallColorsRC
Nov03rd_32_Daibosatsurei
FallColorsRC

Mixed species of trees in this row, nice colors, eh?

Nov03rd_36_Daibosatsurei
FallColorsRC
Nov03_47_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC

Nov03rd_35_Daibosatsurei
FallColorsRC

Maple and Larch colors in all 3 of these photos.

Nov03_59_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC

Nov03rd_40_Daibosatsurei
FallColorsRC
Nov03_66_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC

Colors. The 2nd photo shows Daniel (me). The 3rd image is made up of 3 exposure-bracketed photos, combined in Photomatix Pro using the Tone Compressor Option. The
grass is Susuki Grass (Miscanthus sinensis).
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Nov03rd_47_Daibosatsurei
FallColorsRC

Nov03rd_50_Daibosatsurei
FallColorsRC

Nov03_76_77_78_TMTC_
Daibosatsurei_FallColorsRC

Nov03rd_55_Daibosatsurei
FallColorsRC

Nov03_85_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC

I'll just say WOW for this row.

Nov03rd_53_Daibosatsurei
FallColorsRC

In first position in this row is a close-up of a Susuki Grass Head (Miscanthus sinensis). In 2nd position is some kind of oak - possibly a Chestnut Oak. The 3rd shot is obviously
a Red Maple.

Nov03rd_64_Daibosatsurei
FallColorsRC

Nov03rd_71_Daibosatsurei
FallColorsRC

Nov03_112_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC

There was such a huge Japanese Larch (Larix kaempferi) Forest on this side of the mountain that it was amazing. The 3rd shot shows some nice red.

Nov03rd_78_Daibosatsurei
FallColorsRC

Nov03rd_81_Daibosatsurei
FallColorsRC

Nov03_115_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC

Amazing Japanese Larch forest, eh? The 2nd and 3rd shots show you the top of Daibosatsurei again. The 3rd photo is zoomed in, of course.
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Nov03_119_120_121_TMTC_
Daibosatsurei_FallColorsRC

Nov03rd_112_Daibosatsurei
FallColorsRC

Nov03_126_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC

The first shot shows some mixed forest, Larch, Maple, Birch and more. The 2nd and 3rd shots were taken from near a reservoir which we passed. The 3rd shot is looking down
into the water with some nice colors between us and the water.

Nov03_127_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC

Nov03rd_117_Daibosatsurei
FallColorsRC

Nov03_138_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC

The first shot in this row is another with the reservoir behind the nicely colored maple tree. The 2nd and 3rd shots show more of an overview of the reservoir.

Nov03rd_130_Daibosatsurei
FallColorsRC

Nov03rd_134_Daibosatsurei
FallColorsRC
Nov03_140_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC

Now let's continue down the road. What can I say about these 3 photos? I'll let the photos themselves do the talking.

Nov03_155_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC

Nov03rd_152_Daibosatsurei
FallColorsRC
Nov03rd_140_Daibosatsurei
FallColorsRC

More colors. The 3rd shot is a Thistle - a really huge one! Possibly it's a Fuji Thistle (Cirsium purpuratum). It looks like the same one we saw last month on Mt. Fuji.
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Nov03rd_156_Daibosatsurei
FallColorsRC

Nov03_172_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC

Nov03rd_159_Daibosatsurei
FallColorsRC

Here are 2 more shots of the (maybe) Fuji Thistle (Cirsium purpuratum). The first one has a nice colorful background and the 2nd one shows Kazuya for scale. The 3rd shot
shows more nice colors.

Nov03_179_Daibosatsurei_
FallColors_ThistleRC

maple.

Nov03_173_Daibosatsurei_
FallColors_Kazuya_ThistleRC

Nov03rd_167_Daibosatsurei
FallColorsRC

More nice yellows. Nice wires and tower in the 2nd shot, eh. I tried to Photoshop them out, but it was too big of a job and I finally gave up on it. The 3rd shot is a nice red

Nov03rd_172_Daibosatsurei
FallColorsRC

Nov03_188_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC

Nov03_189_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC

Here are 3 very nice maple shots. Such wonderful Autumn Colors this year it seems.

Nov03_195_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC

Nov03_197_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC
Nov03rd_177_Daibosatsurei
FallColorsRC
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A beautiful Red Maple in first position, then some more larch trees with a jet vapor trail and then more red maple leaves.

Nov03_198_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC

Nov03_208_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC

Nov03_210_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC

Another Oak in first position, maybe Chestnut Oak. More Japanese Larch forest (Larix kaempferi) in 2nd position.

Nov03_220_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC

Nov03_225_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC

Here are two 16:9 shots. The 2nd one was taken using Vivid Mode, but I reduced the saturation with Photoshop so that it looks much more like what our eyes actually saw.

Nov03_228_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC

Nov03_237SatReduce_
Daibosatsurei_FallColorsRC

A Red Maple, Susuki Grass (Miscanthus sinensis) and another yellow colored maple tree.

Nov03_244_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC

Once again, I'll let the photos do the talking.
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_FallColorsRC

Nov03_253_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC
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Nov03_256_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC

Nov03rd_255_Daibosatsurei
FallColorsRC

Nov03_260_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC

And, here too, I'll let the photos do the talking. There are 13 more shots from this trip on Page 2, not so many.

Nov03_261_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC

Nov03_269_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC

Nov03_272_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC

End Page 1, but November 3rd Continues on Page 2
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation and conclusion of today's adventure. This page ends at 1:03 PM and Page 2 picks up at
1:07 PM.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 4 - the best of November
2012!

Go To Page:

posted: November 30th, 2012

This page continues November 3rd and the trip to Daibosatsurei, in Yamanashi Prefecture. The starting time
of this page is 1:07 PM. The final photo of November 3rd - in Row 5 - is 2:38 PM. Then, in Row 6 we'll take
you to Mt. Takao for a mere 6 Fall Color photos. In Row 8 we make a trip out west to Okutama Lake on
November 10th, then hike the old road (Mukashi-Michi) from Okutama Lake to Okutama Station. After we
finish there we take a train back to Sawai and hike along the Tama River from Sawai to Mitake, taking
Autumn Color photos as we hike. Click on any thumbnail to begin.
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November 3rd Continues From Page 1 (1:07 PM)
As it says, both at the end of page 1, and also above, this page starts with the continuation of our trip to Daibosatsurei on November 3rd. There are 13 more photos from that
adventure on this page. We continue in this row at 1:07 PM. Here are 3 more nice Autumn Color photos.

Nov03rd_267_Daibosatsurei
FallColorsRC

Nov03_286_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC

Nov03_291_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC

Here are 3 really nicely colored photos.

Nov03_297_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC

Nov03_300_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC
Nov03rd_278_Daibosatsurei
FallColorsRC

The first shot in this row shows the bright sun reflection on the creek followed by some nice yellows on the mountainside.

Nov03_305_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC

Nov03rd_283_Daibosatsurei
FallColorsRC

Nov03rd_291_Daibosatsurei
FallColorsRC

We were surprised when we came around this curve and there in front of us was a great view of Mt. Fuji with lots of wires for accent!

Nov03rd_300_Daibosatsurei
FallColorsRC

Here are the final 2 shots from the trip to Daibosatsurei, some exquisite yellows on the mountain.
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Nov03_327_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC

Nov03_333_Daibosatsurei
_FallColorsRC

End November 3rd, Begin November 9th
On November 9th Kazuya had to work, but I went out to Mt. Takao (599 m = 1,965 ft) and climbed it for the 84th time. The first 2 shots in this row are right at the beginning
of the climb, very close to Takao-san Guchi Train Station. The 3rd shot is a bit higher on the mountain. I was surprised the colors were so good here.

Nov09_05_Takao_
Kobotoke_FallColorsRC
Nov09_01_Takao_
Kobotoke_FallColorsRC

Nov09_13_Takao_
Kobotoke_FallColorsRC

Here are 3 more Autumn Color shots on Mt. Takao. That's all there is from this trip.

Nov09_14_Takao_
Kobotoke_FallColorsRC

Nov09_18_Takao_
Kobotoke_FallColorsRC

Nov09_25_Takao_
Kobotoke_FallColorsRC

End November 9th, Begin November 10th
On Saturday, November 10th Kazuya and I went out to Okutama Lake to check the Autumn Colors. These 3 photos were taken from the Okutama Lake Dam Road and they
show Fall Colors up on the mountain.

Nov10_08_Okutama
LakeAreaFallColorsRC

Nov10_10_Okutama
LakeAreaFallColorsRC

These 3 photos were also taken from right on the road which crosses on top of the dam.
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LakeAreaFallColorsRC
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Nov10_42_Okutama
LakeAreaFallColorsRC

Nov10_35_36_Okutama
LakeAreaFallColorsRC
Nov10_16_Okutama
LakeAreaFallColorsRC

These 3 photos were also taken from the dam. The 1st and 3rd photos were taken looking towards the sun - very difficult to get true colors.

Nov10_47_Okutama
LakeAreaFallColorsRC
Nov10_43_Okutama
LakeAreaFallColorsRC
Nov10_49Crop_Okutama
LakeAreaFallColorsRC

The first shot here was taken looking towards the sun and the background is a mountainside which is 100% in the shade. The 2nd and 3rd shots show some nice colors.

Nov10_51_Okutama
LakeAreaFallColorsRC
Nov10_61_Okutama
LakeAreaFallColorsRC

Nov10th_
Okutama050RC

The first 2 shots in this row show the blossoms of a Winter Cherry Tree against the autumn yellows of a tree in the background. The 3rd shot is a nice red maple.

Nov10th_
Okutama051RC

Nov10_69_Okutama
LakeAreaFallColorsRC

Nov10_71_Okutama
LakeAreaFallColorsRC

Now we may be hiking the Mukashi-Michi, or Old Road, from Okutama Lake back to Okutama Station, I am not sure. Anyway, they show some nice colors on the mountain.
The 2nd shot is correctly rotated - it was taken looking up a steep slope at the colors above us.
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Nov10_78_Okutama
LakeAreaFallColorsRC

Nov10th_
Okutama060RC
Nov10th_
Okutama057RC

Here are 3 more nice fall color shots. Colors did not seem to show up very brilliantly on this day for some reason. It was a lot prettier than these photos show.

Nov10th_
Okutama069RC

Nov10_81_Okutama
LakeAreaFallColorsRC

Nov10_82_Okutama
LakeAreaFallColorsRC

In first position is a Yuzu Tree (Citrus junos). These fruits are good for making nicely flavored tea and useful for some cooking, they cannot be eaten. Well, you can eat them if
you want to, but they are not very delicious, and they are sour! The 2nd shot shows some nice colors and the 3rd shot is an amazingly red tree. We are most definitely on the Old Road
(Mukashi-Michi) now.

Nov10th_
Okutama072RC

Nov10_83_84_Fused_
OkutamaLakeAreaFallColorsRC

Nov10th_
Okutama075RC

Here are 3 more photos of that amazingly red maple tree. In the foreground of the first and third shots is some Susuki Grass (Miscanthus sinensis).

Nov10th_
Okutama076RC

Nov10_93_Okutama
MukashiMichiFallColorsRC

Nov10th_
Okutama077RC

Along the old road (Mukashi-Michi). In the center photo you can see the Tama River in all of its beauty. The center image was Tone-mapped from 3 exposure-bracketed shots
using Photomatix Pro software and utilizing the Tone-Compressor Option.
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Nov10th_
Okutama083RC

Nov10th_
Okutama092RC
Nov10_100_101_102_TMTC_
OkutamaMukashiMichiFallColorsRC

Three more nicely colored shots. That's Daniel in the 3rd photo.

Nov10_121_Okutama
MukashiMichiFallColorsRC

Nov10_126_Okutama
MukashiMichiFallColorsRC

Nov10th_
Okutama122RC

Nov10_130_Okutama
MukashiMichiFallColorsRC

Nov10_133_Okutama
MukashiMichiFallColorsRC

And 3 more nicely colored shots with Kazuya in the center photo.

Nov10_128_Okutama
MukashiMichiFallColorsRC

WOW! Enough said?

Nov10th_
Okutama139RC
Nov10th_
Okutama135RC

Colors on the mountain and color in front of us very close.
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MukashiMichiFallColorsRC
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Nov10_158_Okutama
MukashiMichiFallColorsRC

Nov10th_
Okutama146RC

Nov10_165_Okutama
MukashiMichiFallColorsRC

A little bit hazy, maybe that's why colors are not showing so great today. The 3rd shot was taken as we neared Okutama Station. That image is again Tone-mapped from 3
exposure-bracketed shots. It was done with Photomatix Pro using the Tone-Compressor Option.

Nov10_181_Okutama
MukashiMichiFallColorsRC

Nov10th_
Okutama170RC

Nov10_183_184_185_TMTC_Okutama
MukashiMichiFallColorsRC

The first shot in this row is a single shot taken at the same place as the previous Tone-mapped image. The 2nd shot was taken an hour or so later and was taken at Sawai. We
took a train back from Okutama Station towards Tokyo and got off at Sawai Station, hiked down to the Tama River trail and then hiked the river trail to Mitake. The 3rd shot shows the
Tama River at Sawai.

Nov10th_
Okutama175RC

Nov10_190_Sawai_
MitakeFallColorsRC

Nov10_193_Sawai_
MitakeFallColorsRC

Nov10th_
Mitake184RC

Nov10_196_Sawai_
MitakeFallColorsRC

Here are 3 shots taken as we hiked up-river from Sawai to Mitake.

Nov10_194_Sawai_
MitakeFallColorsRC

These 3 shots were taken in the same general area as the previous 3 shots. Nice colors! Now please go on to page 3 for the final 12 photos from this adventure.
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Nov10th_
Mitake186RC

Nov10th_
Mitake194RC

Nov10_212_Sawai_
MitakeFallColorsRC

End Page 2, but November 10th Continues on Page 3
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation and conclusion of today's adventure. This page ends at 2:39 PM and Page 3 picks up at
2:40 PM.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 4 - the best of November
2012!

Go To Page:

posted: November 30th, 2012

This page continues November 10th, starting at 2:40 PM. Now we're hiking up the Tama River from Sawai
Station to Mitake Station. There are only 12 more photos from the 10th and then we go to November the
18th and a return trip to the Okutama and Mitake areas. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

November 10th Continues From Page 2 (2:40 PM)
Now we are still hiking up-river from Sawai to Mitake and taking photos of Autumn Colors as we hike. Here are 3 great shots of Fall Colors. The 3rd one is the FAMOUS
GINKGO tree at Mitake. This was already too late in the day to get any really great photos, unfortunately. We'll have to come back to this place, probably next weekend. In the center
photo note what a great multiple use area this is - people practicing their rock climbing skills, 2 rafts full of people coming down-river and, in addition, you can't really see in this photo,
but there was also a kayaking event going on today.
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Nov10th_
Mitake200RC

Nov10_221_Sawai_
MitakeFallColorsRC

Nov10th_
Mitake215RC

Here are 2 shots of the FAMOUS GINKGO Tree. If you're interested, we go to this area every year and you can do a search for the Mitake Ginkgo and find several more visits
here in other years. In 3rd position you can see some of the ropes strung across the river which the kayakers had to go through for their event.

Mitake+Ginkgo
✔

Google Search

only search danwiz.com

Nov10th_
Mitake216RC

Nov10_242_Sawai_
MitakeFallColorsRC
Nov10_234_Sawai_Mitake
FallColors_GinkgoRC

The Mitake Bridge makes a nice frame for the fall colors in the first shot. Such amazing colors!

Nov10th_
Mitake225RC

Nov10_247_Sawai_
MitakeFallColorsRC

Nov10_248_Sawai_
MitakeFallColorsRC

Here are final 3 photos which we'll show you from this adventure - of the 500+ photos which we kept from this date!

Nov10_254_Sawai_
MitakeFallColorsRC

Nov10_260_Sawai_
MitakeFallColorsRC

Nov10_263_Sawai_
MitakeFallColorsRC

End November 10th, Begin November 18th
Now it's November 18th and we have returned to the Okutama Area. We kept nearly 700 photos which we took on this date, we'll show you about 83 of those photos. Today
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we will be taking you up the road which goes to Nippara, in search of Autumn Colors. We were rather surprised that we found such good fall colors here today. After we finish up in the
Nippara Area we'll take the train back to Mitake and visit the Famous Ginkgo tree again. The first photo in this row shows a hill near Okutama Station. You can see where the sun is, so
this side of the hill was totally shaded. I took 3 exposure-bracketed shots and then created this image from those 3 exposure-bracketed shots using Photomatix Pro and the Details
Enhancer option. The 2nd shot is a small Ginkgo Tree near a shrine which is a 5 minute walk from Okutama Station. The 3rd shot was taken from the bridge over the Tama River, also
about a 5 minute walk from Okutama Station

Nov18_06_07_08_TMDE_
OkutamaStationAreaFallColorRC

Nov18th_08_NearOkutama
StationFallColorsRC
Nov18_11_Okutama
StationAreaFallColorRC

The first shot in this row is also very close to Okutama Station. The 2nd shot was taken as we were walking up the road which goes to Nippara and it is actually a 2-shot
panorama. When we arrived at Okutama Station it was 45 minutes before the next bus going this direction, so we decided to walk part way. All 3 of these shots exhibit nice Autumn
Colors.

Nov18_14_Okutama
StationAreaFallColorRC

Nov18th_19_Higashi
NipparaRoadFallColorsRC
Nov18_20_21_Panorama_Higashi
NipparaRoad_FallColorRC

The first shot in this row has some very nice red colors in it. The 2nd shot also shows some nice colors. The 3rd shot is of an old (and obviously, abandoned) railroad bridge. It
was taken looking back towards the sun, so the lighting is interesting (and was a bit difficult).

Nov18_27_Higashi
NipparaRoad_FallColorRC

Nov18th_28_Higashi
NipparaRoadFallColorsRC

Nov18th_31_Higashi
NipparaRoadFallColorsRC

The first 2 shots here were taken while we were still hiking up the road, but the 3rd shot was taken after we caught the bus and took it to the end of the line. This is Inamura
Iwa (Rock). We've brought you here before, most recently in September 2009 HERE starting right in row #1 (new tab or window). You'll note that the peak of Fall Colors has already
passed at the elevations shown here.
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Nov18_35_Higashi
NipparaRoad_FallColorRC

Nov18th_48_HigashiNippara
InamuraRockFallColorsRC
Nov18_37_Higashi
NipparaRoad_FallColorRC

Here are 3 more images of beautiful Inamura Iwa (Rock). All 3 of these images are panoramas. The first image is a 3 shot panorama while the 2nd and 3rd images are 2 shot
panoramas, but taken at significantly different zoom factors.

Nov18_44_45_46_Panorama_Higashi
NipparaRoad_InamuraRock_FallColorRC

Nov18_53_54_Panorama_Cyl_Higashi
NipparaRoad_InamuraRock_FallColorRC

Nov18_49_50_Panorama_Cyl_Higashi
NipparaRoad_InamuraRock_FallColorRC

Now we are hiking down the road from Higashi Nippara Village back towards Okutama. I don't know the name of that river or creek down at the bottom of the valley. This is
some very steep country, wouldn't you agree?

Nov18th_75_Higashi
NipparaRoadFallColorsRC

Nov18_58_Higashi
NipparaRoad_FallColorRC

Nov18_61_Higashi
NipparaRoad_FallColorRC

Some very nice reds in this row.

Nov18_76_Higashi
NipparaRoad_FallColorRC

Nov18_77_Higashi
NipparaRoad_FallColorRC
Nov18th_85_Higashi
NipparaRoadFallColorsRC

Here are 3 more nice shots of red fall colors.
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Nov18_81_Higashi
NipparaRoad_FallColorRC

Nov18_82_Higashi
NipparaRoad_FallColorRC

Nov18th_99_Higashi
NipparaRoadFallColorsRC

Some brilliant yellow colors on the mountain. Nothing was done to enhance these 2 photos to make that yellow more brilliant, the photos just came out like that. The 3rd shot
is another nice Red Maple.

Nov18_88_Higashi
NipparaRoad_FallColorRC

mystery!

Nov18_89_Higashi
NipparaRoad_FallColorRC

Nov18_94_Higashi
NipparaRoad_FallColorRC

These 3 shots are of Bald Cypress (Taxodium distichum). This patch of these trees was obviously planted, this is not a naturally occurring species here. Why and when is a

Nov18_97_Higashi
NipparaRoad_FallColorRC
Nov18th_116_Higashi
NipparaRoadFallColorsRC

Nov18_100_Higashi
NipparaRoad_FallColorRC

The first shot shows the Limestone Quarry which is apparently the reason for this road's existence. The 2nd shot is Kazuya standing on a bridge. The 3rd shot shows more
colors on the mountain.

Nov18th_124_Higashi
NipparaRoadFallColorsRC

Nov18_111_Higashi
NipparaRoad_FallColorRC
Nov18_105_Higashi
NipparaRoad_FallColorRC

These 3 shots all show the same valley, taken at different zoom levels and different angles.
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Nov18th_147_Higashi
NipparaRoadFallColorsRC

Nov18_117_Higashi
NipparaRoad_FallColorRC

Nov18_120_Higashi
NipparaRoad_FallColorRC

The first 2 images in this row were both made with Photomatix Pro software from 3 exposure-bracketed photos using the Details Enhancer Option. It's been a few years since I
have shown what this software actually does, so I have shown the 3 original exposure-bracketed shots which were used to make the center image. The 3rd shot has had nothing done to
it, just some nice colors.

Nov18_132_133_134_TMDE_Origs
_HigashiNipparaRoad_FallColorRC
Nov18_122_123_124_TMDE_
HigashiNipparaRoad_FallColorRC

Nov18_142_Higashi
NipparaRoad_FallColorRC

Some nice colors.

Nov18_147_Higashi
NipparaRoad_FallColorRC
Nov18th_189_Higashi
NipparaRoadFallColorsRC

Nov18th_190_Higashi
NipparaRoadFallColorsRC

The first 2 shots in this row were taken very near the Kawanori Bridge Bus Stop, from where we took the bus back to Okutama Station so that we would have time to go to
Mitake and see the Famous Ginkgo Tree once again (remember, we went there on November 10th and the colors were not so great yet). The 3rd shot was taken after we arrived at
Mitake. The angle looks strange because it was taken from the Mitake Bridge over the Tama River, looking down at that fabulously Red Maple Tree.

Nov18_161_Higashi
NipparaRoad_FallColorRC

Nov18_176_Higashi
NipparaRoad_FallColorRC

Nov18th_225_Mitake
SawaiFallColorsRC

The first shot in this row is the Famous Ginkgo Tree, taken from the Mitake Bridge. The 2nd shot is another taken looking down from the bridge. The 3rd shot shows me taking
photos from the bridge, looking down at the Red Maple Tree. Now you can imagine exactly why the angle of some of these photos looks so strange.
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Nov18_178_Mitake
Sawai_FallColor_GinkgoRC

Nov18th_229_Mitake
SawaiFallColorsRC
Nov18_184_Mitake
Sawai_FallColorRC

The 1st and 3rd photos in this row show that fabulously red maple tree shown just above, from under it. Now we are on the walking trail you saw in the previous photos. The
center photo is obviously the Famous Ginkgo Tree. It's VERY YELLOW this weekend!

Nov18_196_Mitake
Sawai_FallColor_GinkgoRC
Nov18_190_Mitake
Sawai_FallColorRC

Nov18th_242_Mitake
SawaiFallColorsRC

The 3 photos in this row all show the Famous Ginkgo Tree. These images are all larger than regular size, I hope that they fit on your monitor.

Nov18_207_Mitake
Sawai_FallColor_GinkgoRC

Nov18th_253_Mitake
SawaiFallColorsGinkgoRC

Nov18_215_Mitake
Sawai_FallColor_GinkgoRC

Three more shots of the Famous Ginkgo Tree.

Nov18th_271_Mitake
SawaiFallColorsGinkgoRC
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Nov18th_276_Mitake
SawaiFallColorsGinkgoRC

And 3 more Famous Ginkgo Tree photos.

Nov18_217_Mitake
Sawai_FallColor_GinkgoRC

Nov18_219_Mitake
Sawai_FallColor_GinkgoRC

Nov18_240_Mitake
Sawai_FallColor_GinkgoRC

The 3 final shots (on this page) of the Famous Ginkgo Tree. Daniel is shown in the 1st photo and Kazuya is shown in the center photo.

Nov18th_287_Mitake
SawaiFallColorsGinkgoRC

Nov18th_292_Mitake
SawaiFallColorsGinkgoRC
Nov18_243_Mitake
Sawai_FallColor_GinkgoRC

End Page 3, but November 18th Continues on Page 4
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 4 for the
continuation and conclusion of today's adventure and also the conclusion of November's photos. This
page ends at 12:55 PM and Page 4 picks up at 1:01 PM.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 4 of 4 - the best of November
2012!
posted: November 30th, 2012
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This page continues the Autumn Color tour of November 18th, starting at 1:01 PM. Now we're at Mitake
taking photos of the Famous Ginkgo Tree, which we visit every year in November. There are 20 additional
photos from the 18th on this page. After that we jump forward in time to November 24th and a trip to our
local Nogawa and Musashino Parks. We went for a quick look to see if there were any fall colors yet and we
ended up with over 200 photos in total for the 2 of us. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

November 18th Continues From Page 3 (1:01 PM)
Here is another shot of the Famous Ginkgo Tree from the small pedestrian bridge we used to cross the river. The 2nd photo shows the Famous Ginkgo on the left, the highway
bridge over the Tama River and the Red Maples, used to frame the Ginkgo photos, on the right. The 3rd photo shows the Red Maples which everybody uses to frame their Ginkgo photos.
Such amazing Fall Colors.

Nov18_250_Mitake
Sawai_FallColor_GinkgoRC

Nov18th_299_Mitake
SawaiFallColorsGinkgoRC

Nov18_267_Mitake
Sawai_FallColorRC

The first 2 shots show the Red Maples, on the opposite side of the river now. Those are the Red Maples which we (and everybody else) use to frame our shots of the Famous
Ginkgo Tree. The 3rd shot is the Famous Ginkgo Tree, from under it.

Nov18_270_Mitake
Sawai_FallColorRC
Nov18_272_Mitake
Sawai_FallColorRC

Nov18_276_Mitake
Sawai_FallColor_GinkgoRC

The first 2 shots show you the Famous Ginkgo, from under it. The 3rd shot shows the Red Maples on the opposite side of the Tama River.

Nov18_278_Mitake
Sawai_FallColor_GinkgoRC

Nov18_279_Mitake
Sawai_FallColor_GinkgoRC

Nov18_282_Mitake
Sawai_FallColorRC

Kazuya and the Famous Ginkgo and then some Red Maple Trees and their reflections in the Tama River. The 2nd photo is a panorama - I took one shot of just the water and a
2nd shot of the trees and joined them - I thought that might enhance the reflection more, but it did not. I increased the vibrance and saturation to make the reflection show up as much
as it does in the 2nd image. The 3rd image is made up of 3 exposure-bracketed images merged into an HDR image with Photomatix Pro using the Details Enhancer Option.
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Nov18_286_Mitake
Sawai_FallColor_GinkgoRC

Nov18_299_300_Panorama_
MitakeSawai_FallColorRC

Nov18_303_304_305_TMDE_
MitakeSawai_FallColorRC

The 1st and 3rd photos show the Famous Ginkgo and its reflection in the river. The 2nd photo shows some very nice reds.

Nov18th_356_Mitake
SawaiFallColorsRC
Nov18_306_Mitake
Sawai_FallColor_GinkgoRC

Nov18_308_Mitake
Sawai_FallColor_GinkgoRC

Here are the final 2 photos of the Famous Ginkgo for 2012. The 3rd shot is a nice Red Maple.

Nov18_315_Mitake
Sawai_FallColor_GinkgoRC

Nov18_317_Mitake
Sawai_FallColor_GinkgoRC

Nov18th_367_Mitake
SawaiFallColorsRC

Here is kind of a close-up of a brilliantly colored Red Maple branch and then a relatively close photo of an amazingly Orange Maple branch.

Nov18_328_Mitake
Sawai_FallColorRC

Nov18_331_Mitake
Sawai_FallColorRC

End November 18th, Begin November 24th
On November 18th Kazuya and I bicycled to 2 of our local parks - Nogawa Park and Musashino Park. We did not really expect to find much yet in the way of Autumn Colors,
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but we were surprised. In this row are 2 shots of a Ginkgo tree and a Red Maple tree which came out quite nice. In 3rd position is a red berried tree which I have no idea what it is. Ah,
thanks very much to a reader - the red berried tree is Idesia polycarpa. Google it if you would like more details.

Nov24_03_Nogawa
MusashinoPark_FallColorsRC

Nov24th_NogawaPark
002_FallColorsRC

Nov24_05_NogawaMusashino
Park_FallColorsRC

In 1st and 3rd positions are shots of a Winter Cherry Tree. This is more blossoms than we have EVER seen before on Winter Cherry Trees.

Nov24_11_NogawaMusashino
Park_FallColors_WinterCherryRC

Nov24_16_NogawaMusashino
Park_FallColors_WinterCherryRC
Nov24_08_NogawaMusashino
Park_FallColorsRC

leaves.

In first and second positions are some amazing orange colors on Zelkova serrata (Japanese zelkova) leaves. In 3rd position is a nice red maple as seen through some green

Nov24th_NogawaPark
015_FallColorsRC

Nov24_18_NogawaMusashino
Park_FallColorsRC
Nov24th_NogawaPark
018_FallColorsRC

tree.

Here is one more shot of the orange leaves of a Zelokva serrata tree and then in 2nd and 3rd positions are shown the male flowers of the Cedrus deodara (Himalayan Cedar)

Nov24_20_NogawaMusashino
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Park_FallColorsRC

_FallColors_Cedrus_deodaraRC

_FallColors_Cedrus_deodaraRC

WOW! A photograph cannot begin to show the actual beauty of this row of Red Maple Trees along the No River (Nogawa in Japanese).

Nov24_25_NogawaMusashino
Park_FallColorsRC

Nov24th_MusashinoPark
024_FallColorsRC
Nov24_36_NogawaMusashino
Park_FallColorsRC

Two more beautiful shots of the Red Maples and then a shot of a yellow Ginkgo tree.

Nov24_38_NogawaMusashino
Park_FallColorsRC

Nov24_44_NogawaMusashino
Park_FallColorsRC

Nov24_46_NogawaMusashino
Park_FallColorsRC

Maples and a Ginkgo.

Nov24_47NoWires_Nogawa
MusashinoPark_FallColorsRC

Nov24_54_NogawaMusashino
Park_FallColorsRC
Nov24_58_NogawaMusashino
Park_FallColorsRC

An orange leaved maple and some red colored maple leaves followed by 3 exposure-bracketed photos which have been Tone-mapped with Photomatix Pro using the Details
Enhancer Option. Note the weird clouds in this image.

Nov24_60_NogawaMusashino
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Park_FallColorsRC

Park_FallColorsRC

MusashinoPark_FallColorsRC

Nov24th_MusashinoPark
051_FallColorsRC

Nov24_90_NogawaMusashino
Park_FallColorsRC

I'll let the photos tell their own story.

Nov24th_MusashinoPark
047_FallColorsRC

I was kind of disgusted with that person for sitting in my photo, but it ended up looking nice - somebody sitting and enjoying the fall colors. The 2nd shot shows a man on his
bicycle so that you can get a nice idea of the scale of things. The 3rd shot is very similar to the first shot in this row, but without the person in it - which shot do YOU think tells a more
interesting story?

Nov24th_MusashinoPark
055_FallColorsRC
Nov24_99_NogawaMusashino
Park_FallColorsRC

Nov24_101_NogawaMusashino
Park_FallColorsRC

SO AMAZING!

Nov24_108_NogawaMusashino
Park_FallColorsRC

Nov24th_MusashinoPark
060_FallColorsRC
Nov24_102_NogawaMusashino
Park_FallColorsRC

Red and then a bunch of yellow on the ground.
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Nov24th_MusashinoPark
062_FallColorsRC

Nov24_110_NogawaMusashino
Park_FallColorsRC

A close shot of a red leaved maple tree and then a close shot of an orange leaved maple tree.

Nov24_113_NogawaMusashino
Park_FallColorsRC

Nov24_115_NogawaMusashino
Park_FallColorsRC

End November 24th, End Page 4, End November 2012's Photos
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our
Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the
weekend). The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php DVD
Profiler, which is much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of our entire
DVD collection.

February 22, 2009 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information please click the
"General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page or click on any title's image in the below mosaic to
see more information (and in some cases DISCOUNT CODES) for that title.
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An animated gif of all of our publications

We support

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

Image From the Imagination and Graphic
Artistry of K.A. M'Lady & P.M. Dittman

Browse by Category

Daniel & Kazuya's Book Store
Our Kindle Books

Shopping Cart
Our Kindle Books
Our Print Books

Outdoor Photography of
Japan: Through the S...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek
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Outdoor Photography of
Japan: Through the S...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

Some Violets of Eastern
Japan
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

A Book of Anagrams An Ancient Word Game
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

A Book of Anagrams An Ancient Word Game:
...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

Forest Resource &
Allowable Cut - Fairb...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

English-Ilokano and
Ilokano-English
Diction...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

1   2   Next > >

Daniel & Kazuya's Book Store | Shopping Cart

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you
might have.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search
Google Search

Search danwiz.com    

✔

✔

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
November 2013 - Favorite Photo
"Yellow Hilltop" - A Colorful Hilltop among the Cedar Trees. November 23rd, 9:29 AM.

NOVEMBER 2013: THREE Pages This Month FEATURING A Visit to Jindai Botanical Garden * Chrysanthemums * Chrysanthemum Waterfall * Pampas Grass (Cortaderia selloana) *
Trip to & Climb of Mt. Takao * Autumn Colors * Sunset Photos * A Trip to Higashi Nippara for Autumn Colors * Bright Orange Persimmons in the Tree * Inamura Rock (Inamura Iwa
in Japanese) * A Wasp Nest * Autumn Colors in the Mitake/Sawai Area * The Famous Ginkgo Tree at the Tama River in Mitake * Amazing Colors in the Red Maple Trees * Yuzu
(Citrus junos) Tree & Fruits * Quince Tree (Chaenomeles sinensis) & Fruits * A Trip to Mt. Mitake * More Autumn Colors * More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go
directly to the November photos)
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This is Page 1 of 3 - the best of November
2013!

Go To Page:

posted: November 30th, 2013

This page begins with November 3rd and a trip to Jindai Botanical Gardens. There was nothing which was
really amazing, but we took a few shots. Then on November 8th, a Friday, Kazuya had to work and I had
the day off, so I went out and climbed Mt. Takao for the 97th time, specifically to catch the sunset and also
to check and see if there were any autumn colors yet. After that, on November 16th, Kazuya and I traveled
out to the Okutama Area and took a bus to Higashi Nippara in search of Autumn Colors. WOW! Click on any
thumbnail to begin.

Begin November 3rd
On Sunday, November 3rd, Kazuya and I went to Jindai Botanical Garden on our bicycles. Just by coincidence it happened to be at the time of the annual
Chrysanthemum Fair. The first photo in this row shows some kind of very fancy Chrysanthemum, as does the 2nd photo. The 3rd photo shows the biggest patch of Pampas
Grass (Cortaderia selloana).

Nov03_02Crop_JindaiBot
Garden_ChrysanthemumRC

Nov03_06_JindaiBot
Garden_PampasGrassRC

Nov03_03Crop_JindaiBot
Garden_ChrysanthemumRC

WOW! This species of Oak Tree (Quercus sp.) has a bumper crop of acorns this year! The 2nd image shows a 2 photo panorama of their annual Chrysanthemum
Waterfall. It did not seem as large this year as it has been in past years, but we were not 100% certain about this.

Nov03_14_15_JindaiBotGarden_Auto_
Panorama2_ChrysanthemumWaterfallRC
Nov03_10_JindaiBot
Garden_AcornsRC

End November 3rd, Begin November 8th
On Friday, November 8th, Kazuya had to work and I went out and climbed Mt. Takao (599 m = 1,965 ft.) for the 97th time! I went up there specifically to catch
the sunset, so I did not leave the house until around 2:00 PM. The first shot in this row shows the area around the entryway to the trails, which is called Takao-san Guchi.
The building you see on the left houses the cable car, which I did not ride and which we very rarely use to go up. The 2nd shot shows a colorful Ginkgo Tree at Takao-san
Guchi. There were no photos taken on the climb, so the 3rd shot was taken at the summit of the mountain, and of course it is a Red Maple.
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Nov08_01a_MtTakao_
Guchi_FromDNGRC

Nov08_06_Mt
Takao_GuchiRC

Nov08_10_Mt
Takao_SummitRC

Here are 2 more shots of Red Maple leaves at the summit of Mt. Takao. The time here is about 3:40 PM and the sun will not set until around 4:40 PM. I took the
camping stove with me and some coffee, hot chocolate and a cup of "Cup Noodles" and warmed up while I waited for the sun to go down. The 3rd shot was taken at 4:31
PM. Mt. Fuji is hiding behind that bank of clouds to the left of the sun.

Nov08_12_Mt
Takao_SummitRC

Nov08_16_Mt
Takao_SummitRC

Nov08_20_Mt
Takao_SunsetRC

The first image here is a 3 shot panorama of portrait mode photos taken at 4:32 PM. The 2nd photo was taken at 4:37 PM and Mt. Fuji is still hiding from us. The
3rd shot was taken at 4:38 AM and is zoomed in quite a bit

Nov08_24_25_26_Mt
Takao_Sunset_PanoramaRC

Nov08_32_Mt
Takao_SunsetRC

Nov08_38_Mt
Takao_SunsetRC

The first shot here was snapped at 4:41 PM as the sun slides behind the horizon. The second shot was taken at 4:43 PM and the sun is gone. The 3rd shot was
taken a couple of seconds after the 2nd one and came out very nicely - I did not do anything to this photo, it is exactly as shot. It came out nicely red.

Nov08_45_Mt
Takao_SunsetRC

Nov08_51_Mt
Takao_SunsetRC

Nov08_52_Mt
Takao_SunsetRC

And then, suddenly Mt. Fuji appeared! That cloud bank dissipated over the course of less than 3 minutes and there was Mt. Fuji! The first shot here was taken at
4:50 PM and was processed from a Digital Negative. The 2nd image is a 2 shot panorama that was actually taken before the 1st shot in this row, but is out of order to
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achieve balance. It was taken at 4:44 PM and has been brightened up a bit using Shadow Illuminator Pro. Today is November 3rd. In about 7 weeks, on about December
21st, the sun will set directly behind Mt. Fuji. I hope that I can witness it this year. The 3rd shot, of a Red Maple, was taken with my flash as an experiment - it came out
pretty good.

Nov08_54_55_SIP_MtTakao
_Sunset_PanoramaRC
Nov08_63_MtTakao_
Sunset_FromDNGRC

Nov08_68_MtTakao
_RedLeavesRC

End November 8th, Begin November 16th
On November 16th Kazuya and I went out to Okutama on the train and then took a bus to Higashi Nippara. From there we hiked up the road, taking fall color
photos as we went along. We visited here last year at about this time too (on November 18th) and if you're interested you can find those photos HERE. The first 2 shots
here show a beautifully colored persimmon tree (Diospyros sp.). The 3rd shot shows Inamura Rock (Inamura Iwa in Japanese), but the colors did not come out like they were
in real life.

Nov16_02_Higashi
Nippara_PersimmonRC

Nov16_03_Higashi
Nippara_PersimmonRC

Nov16th_04_Higashi
Nippara_FallColorsRC

Here are 3 images, all of which center on Inamura Rock. The 2nd and 3rd images were created from 3 exposure-bracketed photos and combined using Photomatix
Pro and the Details Enhancer Option. They came out quite nicely.

Nov16th_21_Higashi
Nippara_FallColorsRC

Nov16_10_11_12_TMDE_
HigashiNippara_InamuraRockRC

Nov16_13_14_15_TMDE_
HigashiNippara_InamuraRockRC

Here are 3 more images, all of which center around Inamura Rock. The 1st and 3rd images were created from 3 exposure-bracketed photos and combined using
Photomatix Pro and the Details Enhancer Option. The center image is a 2 shot panorama which has had its saturation bumped up a bit.

Nov16_25_26_Panorama_
HigashiNippara_InamuraRockRC
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Nov16_16_17_18_TMDE_
HigashiNippara_InamuraRockRC

Nov16_22_23_24_TMDE_
HigashiNippara_InamuraRockRC

Now we're continuing to hike up the road and Inamura Rock is behind us. The 1st shot shows Autumn Colors. The 2nd shot was zoomed in to the mountain tops
and shows that up there the trees are bare of leaves already. The 3rd shot shows an entire mountainside.

Nov16th_33_Higashi
Nippara_FallColorsRC

Nov16_34_HigashiNippara
_Scenery_FromDNGRC

Nov16th_38_Higashi
Nippara_FallColorsRC

We're continuing to hike up the road and continuing to take fall color shots. The 2nd shot is zoomed in to the rocky area which you can see in the first shot pretty bare country up there, eh. The 3rd shot was taken looking back down the road and you can once again see Inamura Rock.

Nov16_39_Higashi
Nippara_SceneryRC

Nov16_60_Higashi
Nippara_FallColorsRC

Nov16_54_HigashiNippara
_Scenery_FallColorRC

In the 1st shot here you can once again see Inamura Rock. The 2nd and 3rd shots are nice fall color images.

Nov16th_50_Higashi
Nippara_FallColorsRC

Nov16th_58_Higashi
Nippara_FallColorsRC

Nov16th_61_Higashi
Nippara_FallColorsRC

Here are 3 fall color shots. In the center photo you can see the road. The 3rd shot shows a small area of the 2nd shot.

Nov16_64_Higashi
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Nippara_FallColorsRC

Nippara_FallColorsRC
Nov16th_73_Higashi
Nippara_FallColorsRC

Red, orange, purple, yellow, green - you can find them all in these 3 shots of Autumn Color!

Nov16_68_Higashi
Nippara_FallColorsRC

Nov16_69_Higashi
Nippara_FallColorsRC
Nov16_66_Higashi
Nippara_FallColorsRC

The 1st image in this row is a 2 shot panorama of fall colors. The 2nd shot has some nice colors and the 3rd shot is zoomed in to a mountainside which has some
nice yellow larch trees (Larix sp.) on it. You might note that as the clock ticks along that there is a little haze starting to appear.

Nov16_70_75_Panorama_Sph_
HigashiNippara_FallColorsRC

Nov16_79_Higashi
Nippara_FallColorsRC
Nov16_76_Higashi
Nippara_FallColorsRC

Here is another 2 shot panorama in 1st position. That is followed by nice colors in the 2nd and 3rd shots.
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Nov16th_81_Higashi
Nippara_FallColorsRC
Nov16_81_82_Panorama_SIP_AT_
HigashiNippara_FallColorsRC

Nov16_85_Higashi
Nippara_FallColorsRC

The first photo in this row has some brilliant reds. The 2nd and 3rd shots are of me and then Kazuya, respectively.

Nov16_88_Higashi
Nippara_FallColorsRC

Nov16th_90_Higashi
Nippara_FallColorsRC

Nov16_99_HigashiNippara
_FallColors_KazuyaRC

It's so amazing how God makes the countryside so beautiful at this time of the year!

Nov16_95_Higashi
Nippara_FallColorsRC

Nov16_97_Higashi
Nippara_FallColorsRC

Nov16th_93_Higashi
Nippara_FallColorsRC

First, some nice colors, then me with some nice colors and then an entire hillside of nice colors.

Nov16_98_Higashi
Nippara_FallColorsRC

Nov16_110_Higashi
Nippara_FallColorsRC
Nov16th_105_Higashi
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Nippara_FallColorsRC

End Page 1, but November 16th Continues on Page 2
Go To Page:

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this Autumn Color Tour adventure.

(will open in new window)

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 3 - the best of November
2013!

Go To Page:

posted: November 30th, 2013

This page continues November 16th at 11:31 AM at Higashi Nippara. Then we'll take the train back from
Okutama to Mitake and see some Autumn Colors there. We'll walk along the riverside trail (Tama River) to
Sawai and take the train home from there. That's all that is on this page. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

November 16th Continues From Page 1 (at 11:31 AM)
Now we have come to the end of this road and are headed back to the bus stop. The time is now 11:33 AM. There are now some clouds casting shadows across
the landscape, but it's still pretty enough to keep taking photos. All 3 of these photos show Inamura Rock and the 3rd shot was taken from just at the entrance to the village
of Higashi Nippara. We have already passed the bus stop and learned that the next bus will not be for nearly 2 hours, so we are hiking down the road until we come to a
bus stop where we will only have to wait a few minutes for the next bus.

Nov16_126_Higashi
Nippara_FallColorsRC

Nov16_130_Higashi
Nippara_FallColorsRC
Nov16_124_Higashi
Nippara_FallColorsRC
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The first shot here shows me on the road. The 2nd shot shows a small bridge across a steep gorge and the 3rd shot is zoomed in to the Red Maple which you can
see under the bridge in the 2nd photo.

Nov16th_126_Higashi
Nippara_FallColorsRC

Nov16_139_Higashi
Nippara_FallColorsRC

Nov16_141_Higashi
Nippara_FallColorsRC

Note in these photos how steep this area is. The 3rd shot shows the drop to the creek or river below us.

Nov16th_127_Higashi
Nippara_FallColorsRC

Nov16th_125_Higashi
Nippara_FallColorsRC

Nov16th_143_Higashi
Nippara_FallColorsRC

The first shot was processed from a Digital Negative. The 1st and 2nd shots are looking down into the valley, which is 100% shaded, so the shooting is difficult. In
the 3rd shot note the white circle near the center of the photo - what's that hanging in the tree?

Nov16_151_HigashiNippara
_FallColors_FromDNGRC

Nov16th_146_Higashi
Nippara_FallColorsRC

Nov16th_168_Higashi
Nippara_FallColorsRC

The 1st and 2nd shots are zoomed in to the circle shown in the 3rd shot in the previous row! WOW! That's a pretty large wasp nest. In the 3rd shot the colors are
in the sun, so they came out nicely.
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Nov16_175_HigashiNippara
_FallColors_BeesNestRC

Nov16th_174_Higashi
Nippara_FallColorsRC
Nov16th_169_Higashi
Nippara_FallColorsRC

And here are the final 2 shots from this part of the adventure to the Higashi Nippara Area. The 2nd shot was taken at 1:09 PM and we have nearly arrived at the
bus stop where we'll wait for the bus and eat the lunch we brought with us while we are waiting. The bus was to come at 1:41 PM and it did so! We took it back to Okutama
Station and took a local train from there to Mitake. Keep reading in the next row to see what we did there.

Nov16_165_Higashi
Nippara_FallColorsRC

Nov16_180_Higashi
Nippara_FallColorsRC

End Higashi Nippara Area, Begin Mitake-Sawai Area
We took that local train from Okutama to Mitake and got off there. We left the station and went out on the Mitake Bridge which crosses the Tama River and took
our first photos here at 2:40 PM - it's already getting late and the sun is already getting lower in the sky than we had hoped it to be when we got here. Oh well, nothing can
be done, we can't wish the sun higher into the sky! The first shot in this row was taken from the bridge, as was the 3rd. The center shot, out of sequence for portrait and
landscape mode balance, was taken from the trail below the bridge.

Nov16th_181_Mitake
Sawai_FallColorRC

Nov16th_182_Mitake
Sawai_FallColorRC
Nov16th_186_Mitake
Sawai_FallColorRC

Some nice colors along the river, and also note the people kayaking. What an incredible multiple use area. The 3rd shot is the famous Mitake Ginkgo - several
more shots to follow.
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Nov16th_192_Mitake
Sawai_FallColorRC

Nov16_188_MitakeTama
River_FallColorsRC
Nov16_190_MitakeTama
River_FallColorsRC

Nice colors, followed by the Famous Mitake Ginkgo with Red Maples and a kayaker. The 3rd shot is zoomed in to show the Red Maples and the kayaker - and in
addition, please note the reflection of the yellow Ginkgo Tree in the river.

Nov16_191_MitakeTama
River_FallColorsRC

Nov16_210_MitakeTama
River_FallColorsRC
Nov16th_197_Mitake
Sawai_FallColorRC

The Famous Mitake Ginkgo Tree and some beautiful Red Maples.

Nov16_192_MitakeTama
River_FallColorsRC

Nov16_199_MitakeTama
River_FallColorsRC

Nov16_200_MitakeTama
River_FallColorsRC

Here are 3 shots of the FAMOUS GINKGO Tree. If you're interested, we go to this area every year and you can do a search for the Mitake Ginkgo and find several
more visits here in other years.

Mitake+Ginkgo
✔

only search danwiz.com
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Nov16th_205_Mitake
Sawai_FallColorRC

Nov16th_210_Mitake
Sawai_FallColorRC

Nov16th_213_Mitake
Sawai_FallColorRC

Three more shots of the Famous Mitake Ginkgo tree. In the center shot, note the reflection in the river. This shot was processed from the Digital Negative with an
effort to bring out the reflection.

Nov16th_215_Mitake
Sawai_FallColorRC

Nov16th_219_Mitake
Sawai_FallColorRC
Nov16_216_MitakeTamaRiver
_FallColors_FromDNGRC

Here are 3 additional shots of the Famous Mitake Ginkgo

Nov16th_222_Mitake
Sawai_FallColorRC

Nov16th_224_Mitake
Sawai_FallColorRC
Nov16_229_MitakeTama
River_FallColorsRC

And, another 3 shots of the Famous Ginkgo Tree.
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Nov16_230_MitakeTama
River_FallColorsRC

Nov16_234_MitakeTama
River_FallColorsRC

Nov16th_232_Mitake
Sawai_FallColorRC

Nov16_241_MitakeTama
River_FallColorsRC

Nov16_244_MitakeTama
River_FallColorsRC

Such beautiful reds and yellows, despite the low angle of the sun.

Nov16_240_MitakeTama
River_FallColorsRC

Here are 2 final shots of the Famous Ginkgo Tree. Then we hiked up the riverside trail from Mitake to Sawai and the 3rd shot was taken as we approached Sawai.

Nov16_252_MitakeTama
River_FallColorsRC

Nov16th_236_Mitake
Sawai_FallColorRC
Nov16_247_MitakeTama
River_FallColorsRC

Three nice shots with the sun in front of the camera. You can also see the Tama River in all 3 shots.

Nov16_274_MitakeTama
River_FallColorsRC
Nov16_276_MitakeTama
River_FallColorsRC

Nov16th_243_Mitake
Sawai_FallColorRC

Here is the photo which was the runner-up for the distinction of being placed on the index page for this month! It's very similar to the center photo in
Row #17, but this is the next one in the series. It has been pretty extensively processed to bring out the colors which were hiding in the shadows. What do you
think? Should I have chosen this one or was the one I chose for the index page the best one?
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Nov16_275_Mitake
TamaRiver_FallColors

The final 3 shots from this adventure show fruit trees! The first shot in this row is a "Yuzu" tree (Citrus junos). We bought some of these fruits. The juice,
squeezed into hot water makes an excellent tea, the rind, grated into or on to certain foods is also delicious. The 2nd and 3rd shots show a Quince Tree (Chaenomeles
sinensis) and fruits. It is said that the fruits can be made into a jam, but we've never seen it for sale or tried to make it. The best use we know for Quince fruits is to put 3
or 4 of them in a basket or bowl and place them in the living room, a closet or a bedroom to add a very pleasant fragrance to the room.

Nov16_270_MitakeTama
River_FallColorsRC

Nov16_279_MitakeTama
River_FallColorsRC

Nov16_281_MitakeTama
River_FallColorsRC

End November 16th, End Page 2
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation and conclusion of this month's adventures.

(will open in new window)

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 3 - the best of November
2013!
posted: November 30th, 2013
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This page begins and ends with November 23rd and a trip to Mt. Mitake in search of Autumn Colors. After
that we go down to the Mitake Station Area and take some more photos around the Famous Ginkgo Tree
area. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin November 23rd
On Saturday, November 23rd, Kazuya and I went out to Mitake, took the bus to the bottom of the cable car and then took that to it's terminus near the top of Mt.
Mitake (929 m = 3,048 ft.) in search of fall colors to photograph. As you can see, we were not disappointed. The first photo in this row shows a hilltop with some nice yellows
on it. The 2nd and 3rd shots show some nice reds/oranges in a maple tree.

Nov23_15_Mitake_
Hinode_FallColorsRC

Nov23_19_Mitake_
Hinode_FallColorsRC

Nov23_26_Mitake_
Hinode_FallColorsRC

The first shot here shows a Jack-in-the-Pulpit (Arisaema sp.) plant with its brilliant red seeds. The 2nd image is a 3 photo panorama which shows some nice colors
on a mountain across the valley from our location. The 3 shots were taken as portrait mode photos and merged into this image. The 3rd shot shows some nice colors and
some nice electric wires on the right side of the photo.

Nov23_29_30_31_Panorama_
Sm_Mitake_Hinode_FallColorsRC

Nov23_42_Mitake_
Hinode_Arisaema_spRC

Nov23_47_Mitake_
Hinode_FallColorsRC

The first shot in this row is the final shot on Mt. Mitake. Then we went back down the cablecar and took the bus back to Mitake Station. Then we went back down
to the Tama River, where we were beginning in Row #7 on the previous page. The 2nd shot shows the Mitake bridge over the Tama River, with some nice colors in the
background. The 3rd shot is merely zoomed in and it shows some nice red reflections in the river.

Nov23_34_Mitake_
Hinode_FallColorsRC

Nov23_52_Mitake
TamaRiver_RC

Nov23_53_Mitake
TamaRiver_RC

Here is one more shot of the Famous Ginkgo Tree and then a shot of the Red Maple trees, under which we take the photos of the Ginkgo Tree to get the red
maple leaves in the photos. The 3rd shot shows some nice colors looking down the river.
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Nov23_59_MitakeTama
River__GinkgoRC

Nov23_71_Mitake
TamaRiver_RC

Nov23_75_Mitake
TamaRiver_RC

End November 23rd, End Page 3, End November 2013's Photos
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie
of our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be
good to rent for the weekend). The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire
DVD collection in php DVD Profiler, which is much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show
you the FRONT cover-art of our entire DVD collection.

January 1, 2013 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

HERE IS
Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information please
click the "General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page or click on any title's image in
the below mosaic to see more information (and in some cases DISCOUNT CODES) for that title.
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An animated gif of some of our publications (26 seconds)

We support

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

Image From the Imagination and Graphic
Artistry of K.A. M'Lady & P.M. Dittman

Browse by Category

Daniel & Kazuya's Book Store
Our Kindle Books

Shopping Cart
Our Kindle Books
Our Print Books

Outdoor Photography of
Japan: Through the S...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek
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Outdoor Photography of
Japan: Through the S...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

Some Violets of Eastern
Japan
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

A Book of Anagrams An Ancient Word Game
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

A Book of Anagrams An Ancient Word Game:
...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

Forest Resource &
Allowable Cut - Fairb...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

English-Ilokano and
Ilokano-English
Diction...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

1   2   Next > >

Daniel & Kazuya's Book Store | Shopping Cart

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback
you might have.

(will open in new window)

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
November 2014 - Favorite Photo
"Upper Tama River" - and Autumn Colors (3 exposures; Tone-mapped). November 16th, 1:39 PM.

NOVEMBER 2014: THREE Pages This Month FEATURING A Gecko on the Kitchen Window * Autumn Colors at Okutama Lake * Hiking the Okutama Mukashi-Michi (Old Road) * A Beautiful
Seedpod of an Unknown Plant * An Abundance of Fall Color Photos * Sawai and Mitake Fall Colors * The Famous Ginkgo Tree at Mitake in Autumn Dress * Bouldering Practice * Kayakers * An Old
Wood Piece * Autumn Colors on Mt. Mitake * Autumn Colors on Mt. Hinode * More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the November photos)

This is Page 1 of 3 - the best of November
2014!
posted: November 30th, 2014
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This page begins with a single photo taken on November 1st and then jumps immediately to November 16th and a
trip to Okutama and Okutama Lake and then a hike back along the Okutama Mukashi-Michi (Old Road) back to
Okutama Station. We were out for an Autumn Color Adventure. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin November 1st

  During the evening of November 1st there was this Gecko crawling around on the outside of our Kitchen Window. It was so cute! We see Gecko's from time to time on our porch,
so this was not too much of a surprise, only somewhat of a surprise.

Nov1st_1_Gecko
AtWindowRC

End November 1st, Begin November 16th

  On November 16th we got up at 3:30 AM and got ready and took a 5:00 AM train bound for Okutama. Then we took a bus to Okutama Lake. We got there so early that this first
photo was taken at 7:27 AM, the sun was not yet shining on the lakeside! The pine cones of this Pinus densiflora (Japanese Red Pine) were so fresh and attractive that we thought you might
find this photo appealing. The 2nd image was created (Tone-mapped) from 3 exposure-bracketed photos which were taken at 7:51 AM as we hiked up the hill to start walking the Okutama
Mukashi-Michi - the old road - from when they were building the dam here. You can see that the sun is shining on the mountainside now - a little. The 3rd image is a 2-shot panorama of
photos which were taken at 7:46 AM.

Nov16_08_Okutama
Lake_FallColorsRC

Nov16_15_16_17_Okutama
Lake_FallColors_TMDERC

Nov16th_02_03_Panorama_
Okutama_MukashiMichiHikeRC


  The first two images in this row were both Tone-mapped from three exposure-bracketed photos (3 for each image). The second image was created from photos shot at 7:59 AM
and you can see that the sun is finally shining brightly. The third photo was taken along the old road and shows some nice colors up above us. It was shot at 8:13 AM.

Nov16_18_19_20_Okutama
Lake_FallColors_TMDERC

Nov16_26_27_28_Okutama
Lake_FallColors_TMDERC

Nov16_33_Mukashi
Michi_FallColorsRC


  Here is a very pretty little seedpod of some unknown plant. The outlined area in the first photo shows the area which is included in the second image. In the second image, a small
portion of the first photo the puzzler is - what is holding that upper left seed in the seedpod, it looks like it should have already fallen out. The 3rd photo is a final shot of this plant.
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Nov16_38_Mukashi
Michi_FallColorsRC

Nov16_38_Part_
MukashiMichi_FallColorsRC

Nov16_41_Mukashi
Michi_FallColorsRC


  All three photos in this row show the same tree, above us on the trail. The time is now 8:22 AM.

Nov16_43_Mukashi
Michi_FallColorsRC
Nov16th_18Okutama
_MukashiMichiHikeRC

Nov16_45_Mukashi
Michi_FallColorsRC


  Now (first two photos) it's 8:30 AM and we are passing by some homes which are along this old road. One homeowner had this very pretty vine growing along their wall which
drops off to the trail here. The 3rd image, a 2-shot panorama of photos taken at 8:46 AM, shows a spot along the old road. Most years we pass by here quite a bit later in the day and there
are generally several people resting here, or even eating their lunches if we are hiking from the opposite direction, from Okutama Station to Okutama Lake. However, at this time of the day
we were the only people anywhere near here. You can see why it's a popular spot for people to take a break or eat their lunches.

Nov16_55_56_Panorama_
MukashiMichi_FallColorsRC
Nov16_52_Mukashi
Michi_FallColorsRC
Nov16th_22Okutama_
MukashiMichiHikeRC


  Now it's around 8:50 AM, the sun is getting high in the sky and the day is becoming quite pretty. The center image is pretty amazing - Tone-mapped from 3 exposure-bracketed
photos, it came out very nicely, at least in our opinion.
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Nov16_62_Mukashi
Michi_FallColorsRC

Nov16_64_Mukashi
Michi_FallColorsRC
Nov16_58_59_60_Mukashi
Michi_FallColors_TMDE_NoWiresRC


  Here are some more nice red colors and then two shots taken while we were standing on this little old pedestrian bridge which crosses the Tama River here. In past years the sign
at the entrance has warned not to have more than 5 people on the bridge at one time, but this year it said not more than 3 people on the bridge at one time, interesting.

Nov16_70_Mukashi
Michi_FallColorsRC

Nov16th_75Okutama_
MukashiMichiHikeRC
Nov16_75_Mukashi
Michi_FallColorsRC


  Here are two additional shots which were taken from the little bridge and then a very red shot, which started out quite dark, but I adjusted the "exposure" in Photoshop®.

Nov16th_86Okutama_
MukashiMichiHikeRC

Nov16_87_Mukashi
Michi_FallColorsRC
Nov16_80_Mukashi
Michi_FallColorsRC


  Here are three very nice autumn color shots. The third one is a 2-shot panorama, with one photo ABOVE (or below) the other (as opposed to side-by-side). This panorama was
created from 2-photos which were shot from a second pedestrian bridge.
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Nov16th_98Okutama_
MukashiMichiHikeRC
Nov16_88_89_Panorama_
MukashiMichi_FallColorsRC

Nov16th_93Okutama_
MukashiMichiHikeRC


  And here are three more great autumn color shots.

Nov16_91_Mukashi
Michi_FallColorsRC
Nov16_93_Mukashi
Michi_FallColorsRC

Nov16_95_Mukashi
Michi_FallColorsRC


  The first two shots show nice autumn colors and the third image was created by Tone-mapping 3 exposure-bracketed shots of this very old railroad trestle (no longer used) along
the old rail-line which extended out to Okutama Lake. There is presently no working rail line out to Okutama Lake.

Nov16_100_Mukashi
Michi_FallColorsRC
Nov16_99_Mukashi
Michi_FallColorsRC

Nov16_106_107_108_Mukashi
Michi_FallColors_TMDERC


  The first image here is a 2-shot panorama of that same old railroad trestle. These photos were shot at 10:18 AM. The 2nd shot is looking back at that old railroad trestle from
further along the trail, taken at 10:31 AM. The 3rd shot, taken from the same location as the previous shot is merely zoomed-out.

Nov16_109_110_ReposPano
MukashiMichi_FallColorsRC
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Michi_FallColorsRC

Nov16_112_Rotate_AT_
MukashiMichi_FallColorsRC
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  Here are two shots which show the Tama-River, some autumn colors at the lower elevations, and bare trees at the upper elevations. Note that the same long cloud is still present
which you saw above in the center image in Row 7. That shot was taken at 8:50 AM and this one at 10:38 AM - a coincidental jet contrail or... what?

Nov16th_115Okutama
_MukashiMichiHikeRC

Nov16_115_Mukashi
Michi_FallColorsRC


  Here are the two final shots from this portion of the adventure. These two shots are increasingly zoomed-in shots of the area shown in the 2 photos just above. Now we're soon
going to arrive at Okutama Station. From there we'll take a train back to Sawai and from there we'll hike the trail along the Tama River and go from Sawai to Mitake. We'll see the Famous
Ginkgo Tree on that portion of the adventure - hope that it's at its peak of color now, and also nicely lighted.

Nov16th_116Okutama
_MukashiMichiHikeRC

Nov16th_118Okutama
_MukashiMichiHikeRC

End Page 1, but November 16th Continues on Page 2 (at 12:59 PM)
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this adventure, beginning at 12:59 PM, after traveling from Okutama Station to Sawai
Station by train.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single donation
will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or whatever. The
copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and photographer's name.
(Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 2 of 3 - the best of November
2014!

Go To Page:

posted: November 30th, 2014

This page continues our Autumn Color Adventure of November 16th. On this page we begin at 12:59 PM, after
having traveled from Okutama Station to Sawai Station by train. On this page we'll be hiking on the Tama River
trail from Sawai to Mitake. We'll be passing by the Famous Ginkgo Tree on the way. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

November 16th Continues from Page 1 (at 12:59 PM)

  Now we have taken the train from Okutama Station to Sawai Station. We stopped at the Sawanoi Sake Brewery and each had a small cup of sake and now we are standing on the
footbridge over the Tama River at Sawai. The first image is a 2-shot panorama and the 2nd photo is a single shot. Note the pretty nice Fall Colors, the fisherman in the river and the trail in
the lower right corner of the photo. We'll be hiking that trail from here to Mitake.

Nov16_120_Sawai_
Mitake_FallColorsRC

Nov16th_126_128_Panorama
_SawaiMitakeTrailFallColorsRC


  Here are 3 great Autumn Color shots of a beautiful Red Maple. Unfortunately that footbridge over the river is closed at this time. In one of the typhoons last year a tree fell down
across it and although you cannot see any damage in this first photo, the rail is knocked down for around 3 meters.

Nov16th_132_Sawai
MitakeTrailFallColorsRC

Nov16th_137_Sawai
MitakeTrailFallColorsRC

Nov16th_140_Sawai
MitakeTrailFallColorsRC


  These three photos are of the same tree that we showed you in the row just above, but from different angles.

Nov16th_144_Sawai
MitakeTrailFallColorsRC

Nov16th_147_Sawai
MitakeTrailFallColorsRC
Nov16_123_Sawai_
Mitake_FallColorsRC


  These three photos are also of that same tree as in Row 2, but again, from different angles.
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Nov16th_157_Sawai
MitakeTrailFallColorsRC
Nov16_128_Sawai_
Mitake_FallColorsRC

Nov16_134_Sawai_
Mitake_FallColorsRC


  The first shot in this row is the final shot of that same tree. The second shot is looking upriver at a nicely colored riverside. The spot where all of those people are gathered happens
to be popular for bouldering practice. In the 3rd photo you can easily see all of the chalk marks on the rocks there and you can see at least three people climbing up the rocks.

Nov16_141_Sawai_
Mitake_FallColorsRC

Nov16th_159_Sawai
MitakeTrailFallColorsRC

Nov16_146_Sawai_
Mitake_FallColorsRC


  Here is one more shot of the colorful bouldering spot looking upriver. The 2nd image is a Tone-mapped one created from 3 exposure-bracketed photos and it came out very nicely.
This one is looking downriver. The third shot shows that we have arrived at the Famous Ginkgo Tree! The lighting is actually quite poor now (1:39 PM). This location is more photogenic in the
early morning.

Nov16th_161_Sawai
MitakeTrailFallColorsRC

Nov16_155_156_157_Rotate
_Sawai_Mitake_FallColors_TMTCRC

Nov16th_169_Sawai
MitakeTrailFallColorsRC


  Here are three more shots of the Famous Ginkgo Tree at Mitake. We were kind of disappointed in the lighting and, although it doesn't really show up here, the tree still had some
leaves which were somewhat green. What's your opinion of the most stunning shot of the twelve Ginkgo/Red Maple shots that we show you here?

Nov16th_171_Sawai
MitakeTrailFallColorsRC
Nov16th_173_Sawai
MitakeTrailFallColorsRC


  And here are three more shots of the Famous Ginkgo Tree with Red-Maple leaves in the foreground framing in the top of the photos.
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Nov16_173_Sawai_Mitake
_FallColors_GinkgoRC

Nov16_176_Sawai_Mitake
_FallColors_GinkgoRC
Nov16_170_Sawai_Mitake
_FallColors_GinkgoRC


  And three more!

Nov16_188_Sawai_Mitake
_FallColors_GinkgoRC

Nov16_194_Sawai_Mitake
_FallColors_GinkgoRC
Nov16_182_Sawai_Mitake
_FallColors_GinkgoRC


  Here is a shot looking upriver at more Autumn Colors. In this photo you can see some kayakers practicing their sport. The second shot shows the Famous Ginkgo Tree with no RedMaple framing. The third shot is the final one which shows the Famous Ginkgo Tree with Red-Maple framing.

Nov16_197_Sawai_Mitake
_FallColors_GinkgoRC

Nov16th_194_Sawai
MitakeTrailFallColorsRC
Nov16_200_Sawai_Mitake
_FallColors_GinkgoRC


  Now we have moved a ways upriver. What we'd like you to notice in the first and third photos - in addition to the kayakers - is the yellow reflection on the water. In the third shot
you can, of course, see that it comes from the Famous Ginkgo Tree.
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Nov16th_200_Sawai
MitakeTrailFallColorsRC
Nov16th_203_Sawai
MitakeTrailFallColorsRC

Nov16th_206_Sawai
MitakeTrailFallColorsRC


  Both of the images in this row are Tone-mapped from exposure-bracketed photos. I wanted to try this to see if I could really bring out that yellow reflection on the water, but it did
not work as well as I was hoping for. I waited for all of the kayakers to move away so that the photos would not be marred by humanity on the river.

Nov16_222_223_Sawai_Mitake_
FallColors_Ginkgo_TMDERC

Nov16_229_230_Sawai_Mitake_
FallColors_Ginkgo_TMDERC


  The first image in this row is also a Tone-mapped one. The reds are a little oversaturated due to the tone-mapping, but it's pretty (and pretty nice too). The second shot is the
Famous Ginkgo Tree and was shot from above while we were standing on the bridge which you can see in the first photo in this row.

Nov16_211_212_213_Sawai
_Mitake_FallColors_TMDERC

Nov16_240_Sawai_Mitake
_FallColors_GinkgoRC


  I (actually Kazuya) found an interesting piece of wood for me to play with. He spotted it a while after I commented that I should have picked up the very large knot which we had
passed earlier and which I had picked up and studied for a bit, but decided it was too large. This piece is also quite large, but at least I was able to fit it into my pack. Upon close examination
I determined that this is actually s small tree stump and those two "horns" are part of the root structure. I gave it some preliminary work and got rid of all the garbage on it with a large and
coarse wood rasp, but that's all I've done so far. I'll try to remember to take some photos of it after that preliminary work and put them on page 3.
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Nov16_2AT_Wood
PieceCropRC

Nov16_4AT_Wood
PieceCropRC

End November 16th, End Page 2
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for one more
Autumn Color adventure which we were able to enjoy this month.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single donation
will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or whatever. The
copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and photographer's name.
(Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 3 - the best of November
2014!

Go To Page:

posted: November 30th, 2014

This page begins and ends with a final Autumn Color Adventure. On November 23rd we returned to Mitake and
took some more photos along the Tama River in the early morning. Then we went up to the top of Mt. Mitake via
the cable-car and took some photos around the top of the mountain. After that we hiked out to Mt. Hinode, taking
Fall Color photos as we went. From there we hiked down to Tsuru-Tsuru Hot Spring and enjoyed a very relaxing
soak in the hot spring. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin November 23rd

  On November 23rd we again got up at 3:30 AM, got ready, went to the station and again took a 5:00 AM train bound for Okutama. Today, however, we got off at Sawai. We were
hiking along the Tama River from Sawai to Mitake too early. The sun was not up yet! We took our first photos at 6:47 AM, a bit after the sun started shining on the mountains within our field
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of vision, but down here at river level it was pretty dark. This first photo shown here was shot at 6:53 AM and I used the flash. We arrived at the Famous Ginkgo Tree at 7:07 AM and took
the second photo. The 3rd image is actually 2 photos which have been aligned and then merged together in Photoshop®. One photo was shot with the Ginkgo tree in focus and the 2nd photo
was taken with the Red-Maple leaves in focus. Photoshop® is smart enough so that it automatically merged the two photos to make one image which is entirely in focus, pretty amazing. This
photo was a very, very close runner-up for "Favorite Photo of the Month" and you can find a larger version of it - the one I prepared for the Index Page - HERE (new window or tab).

Nov23_01_Sawai
MitakeFallColorRC

Nov23_08_SawaiMitake
_GinkgoFallColorRC

Nov23_14_15_Merge_SawaiMitake
_GinkgoFallColorRC


  Here are two more shots of the Famous Ginkgo Tree with Red-Maple leaves used as framing. Enjoy them, this is the final view until next year - life permitting! The third shot was
taken from the Mitake Bridge over the Tama River and shows some nice mountainside color.

Nov23_28_SawaiMitake
_GinkgoFallColorRC

Nov23_32_Sawai
MitakeFallColorRC
Nov23_19_SawaiMitake
_GinkgoFallColorRC


  Now we are on Mt. Mitake. We took a bus to the bottom of the cable-car at 7:50 AM, a cable-car to the top and then hiked around taking Autumn Color photos around the cable-car
top for a while. The third shot shows the view from the mountain looking back down into the Tama River Valley.

Nov23_38_Mt
MitakeFallColorRC

Nov23rd_42_MtMitake
MtHinodeFallColorsRC
Nov23rd_36_MtMitake
MtHinodeFallColorsRC


  The first shot in this row shows the housing area on Mt. Mitake. What do you think? Would this be a nice place to live? We think it probably would be, maybe except for all of the
tourists! The second and third shots show some beautiful yellows and oranges.
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Nov23rd_46_MtMitake
MtHinodeFallColorsRC

Nov23rd_56_MtMitake
MtHinodeFallColorsRC
Nov23rd_55_MtMitake
MtHinodeFallColorsRC


  Here is a shot of Kazuya taking a photo looking towards the housing area and then two very attractive Fall Color shots.

Nov23_39_Mt
MitakeFallColorRC

Nov23rd_60_MtMitake
MtHinodeFallColorsRC

Nov23rd_69_MtMitake
MtHinodeFallColorsRC


  Here are three photos of beautiful Fall Colors on the mountain. In the third photo note that the highest mountains in the background are already bare of leaves.

Nov23rd_62_MtMitake
MtHinodeFallColorsRC

Nov23_50_Mt
MitakeFallColorRC
Nov23_46_Mt
MitakeFallColorRC


  This mountain rose in the housing area had the most amazingly colorful leaves. The third shot was taken as we hiked from Mt. Mitake to Ht. Hinode. Nothing has been done to this
photo - those leaves really were THAT red!

Nov23rd_86_MtMitake
MtHinodeFallColorsRC

Nov23_63_Mt
MitakeFallColorRC

Nov23_68_Mt
HinodeFallColorRC


  Here is a closer shot of that amazingly red-leaved tree. It was not very large, but it was most amazing to see. The second and third shots show more color along the trail.
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Nov23_69_Mt
HinodeFallColorRC

Nov23_76_Mt
HinodeFallColorRC
Nov23rd_110_MtMitake
MtHinodeFallColorsRC


  Here are three more shots which show beautiful Autumn Colors.

Nov23_85_Mt
HinodeFallColorRC

Nov23_86_Mt
HinodeFallColorRC

Nov23_88_Mt
HinodeFallColorRC


  Now we're hiking from Mt. Hinode down to the Tsuru-Tsuru Hot Spring. This was so absolutely amazing to see, but unfortunately none of our photos even came close to capturing
what we saw with our unaided eyes. The time was around 11:00 AM. We wondered if there was a prime time of day for being able to capture this area in a photo. I even took several
exposure-bracketed photos and attempted Tone-mapping them, but they too were disappointing, as you can see by examining the 3rd shot in this row. In the first and third photos you can
see a clear-cut in the lower-right portion of the photos which was most certainly planted - note how all of the new trees are in lines.

Nov23rd_120_MtMitake
MtHinodeFallColorsRC

Nov23rd_121_MtMitake
MtHinodeFallColorsRC

Nov23_106_107_108_MtHinode
_TsuruTsuru_FallColor_TMDERC


  Here are two more shots that do not adequately capture what we wanted to capture, but the photos are still nice. In the first two photos you can again see the planted clear-cut.
The third photo is the final one and it shows a nicely colored patch of hardwood trees on the ridgeline.

Nov23rd_133_MtMitake
MtHinodeFallColorsRC

Nov23rd_140_MtMitake
MtHinodeFallColorsRC

Nov23_123_MtHinode
_TsuruTsuru_FallColorRC


  Hopefully you remember that piece of wood that I brought home from our November 16 adventure (Page 2, Row 14 HERE) (new window or tab). If you still have that page open in
a different browser tab then please compare the images. If you do not still have that page open, then please click the HERE button to see it again. Note how much decayed wood was easily
removed. From the color which is now exposed, it appears that this may be cedar. The third shot shows how I deduced that this tree was probably growing several years ago.
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Nov16_3_WoodPiece
CropWorked_resize

Nov16_1_WoodPiece
CropWorked_resize

Nov16_2_WoodPiece
CropWorked_resize

End November 23rd, End November 2014's Photos, Begin Miscellaneous Links
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home
Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the weekend).
The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php DVD Profiler, which is
much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of our entire DVD collection.

January 1, 2013 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

HERE IS
Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding any title
(and in some cases DISCOUNT CODES) please click the "General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this
page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com webpage.
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An animated gif of some
of our publications
(32 seconds)
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An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(24 seconds)
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For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

End Miscellaneous Links, End Page 3 of 3, November 2014
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you
might have.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single donation
will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or whatever. The
copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and photographer's name.
(Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
November 2015 - Favorite Photo
"Red Maple Leaves" - Close-up. November 22nd, 11:04 AM.

NOVEMBER 2015: ONE Page This Month FEATURING A Bicycle Trip to Musashino and Nogawa Parks as well as Jindai Botanical Garden in Search of Autumn Colors * Fall Susuki Grass (Miscanthus
sinensis) * Fall Colors in the Red Maple Trees * An Evolutionary History of the Book Covers of the Climbing a Few of Japan's 100 Famous Mountains Book Series * More     (Click on the Photo
or on this text to go directly to the November photos)
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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of November 2015!
posted: November 30th, 2015

This page begins (and ends) with November 22nd and a bicycle trip to Musashino and Nogawa Parks and then a
trip to Jindai Botanical Garden. We had so much rain this month that every weekend was pretty miserable and it
was impossible to do very much. Due to the lack of any decent weather we were not even able to make it out to
Mitake and see the amazingly beautiful Famous Ginkgo Tree with the Red Maples. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin November 22nd

  As the header says, we only made it out to search for autumn colors one time this month, and even then it was a 100% cloudy day, so we just went to our local Musashino and
Nogawa Parks. The three shots of Susuki Grass (Miscanthus sinensis) in this row were taken in Musashino Park. Each shot is increasingly zoomed in.

Nov22_02_FallColors
_MusashinoParkRC

Nov22_03_FallColors
_MusashinoParkRC


  At one place the Dogwood Trees were filled with beautiful red berries, and at this
point there were nearly as many on the ground as there were in the trees so I took a photo
of the ones on the ground and it came out better than the photos I took of the ones in the

Nov22_06_FallColors
_MusashinoParkRC

Nov22_05_FallColors
_MusashinoParkRC

trees. Then we found a few autumn colors in the Maple Trees, but there had not even been a
frost yet, so the colors were scarce. As you can see in the center photo in this row, more
than one-half of the leaves on this tree were still green.

Nov22_09_FallColors
_MusashinoParkRC

Nov22_11_FallColors
_MusashinoParkRC


  Zooming in specifically to the branches which had red leaves was the only way to get any decent shots at all. This was the most disappointing autumn color trip to here which
we've ever made - blame it on global warming!

Nov22_12_FallColors
_MusashinoParkRC
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_MusashinoParkRC

Nov22_15_FallColors
_MusashinoParkRC
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  Here are two more shots which show some red leaves and then one shot of a Ginkgo Tree and its yellow colors.

Nov22_17_FallColors
_MusashinoParkRC

Nov22_22_FallColors
_MusashinoParkRC

Nov22_23_FallColors
_MusashinoParkRC


  In this row are two more red leaf shots.

Nov22_26_FallColors
_MusashinoParkRC

Nov22_27_FallColors
_MusashinoParkRC


  That's Kazuya walking along the Nogawa (= No River (in Japanese) = Field River (in English) and then a close-up shot of a red branch.

Nov22_28_FallColors
_MusashinoParkRC

Nov22_34_FallColors
_MusashinoParkRC


  After we finished up in Musashino Park we bicycled through Nogawa Park, but the colors were so scarce there that we didn't even stop. We went to our favorite Ramen Shop - the
Oguni Ramen Shop - and ate ramen for lunch and then continued on to Jindai Botanical Garden. The Chrysanthemum Displays were still out, but they've been out since early November, so
they were getting pretty ugly looking. These were two of the best looking displays.

Nov22_39_Jindai
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BotanicalGardenRC

BotanicalGardenRC


  We walked through the Maple Garden, but there was nothing to speak of at all for
autumn colors, we didn't even take one photo in the Maple Garden. We went over to the
small pond to check on the usually gold/red colors of the Bald Cypress (Taxodium distichum)
(Left) and Metasequoia (Metasequoia glyptostroboides) (Right). As you can see in the first

photo in this row - the Bald Cypress needles had reached their peak of color and were falling
to the ground, but the Metasequoia needles were still green. The second and third photos in
this row were taken on November 26, 2010 and are shown here so that you can get some
idea of what we expected to see on this visit here. Again, I'll blame it on global warming.

Nov26_2010_119_
JindaiBG_FallColorsRC

Nov22_42_Jindai
BotanicalGardenRC

Nov26_2010_120_
JindaiBG_FallColorsRC

End November 22nd, End November 2015's Photos, Begin 100 Mountains Series Book Cover
History

  There is so very little to show you this month, and it was such a generally boring
month that I had too much time on my hands and was reading too much. I learned how
important a "blurb" is on the back cover of a book. One of my "book forum" readers offered
this for me to consider using as a blurb on Volume 1 of the 100 Famous Mountains Series.
"Not everyone summits mountains and not everyone can capture the experience with
stunning photographs. Daniel and Kazuya have done just that! Join them in Japan and view
through their camera's eye several of Japan's treasured landmarks. They've captured Mt.
Asahidake, the highest peak in Daisetsuzan National Park in unique photos. Get an up close
look at the scenery on Mt. Kurodake, Mt. Hokkaidake, Mt. Hakuundake, Mt. Hokuchindake,
Mt. Nakadake, and Mt. Mamiyadake. No matter where you are in the world you'll savor a

PaperbackClimbing
Books_Originals_Sm


  Here are the original and latest covers for the 6.14 x 9.21 inch (15.6 x 23.4 cm)
Hardcover Editions. The Hardcover Editions have only gone through three covers - the
original and 2 revisions. In fact, on this date, not all of the Hardcover Editions have been
approved for distribution - Volumes 10 and 13 are still being processed by the printer. Once

HardcoverClimbing
Books_Originals_Sm


  The two images in this row are animated GIFs and show the evolutionary history
of the Paperback Editions of Volumes 1 and 7 of the 100 Famous Mountains Series. The
first cover had quite small title text. It was not until I saw the thumbnail images on Amazon
that I realized that title text has to be big so that it is readable in a thumbnail image. My 1st
revision (2nd cover), therefore had larger text for everything. The 2nd revision (3rd cover)
http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[11/29/2015 9:17:28 AM]

one-of-a-kind chairside adventure. You're sure to find a favorite from their sixty-three
photographs and enjoy reading their accompanying informative comments on each of their
climbs." I revised it a bit and used it. If you visit the Publications Page and click on the
details page for the 100 Famous Mountains Volume 1 you can learn what I revised it to.
Anyway, the two collages in this row contrast the very first covers of the 100 Famous
Mountains Series of Books with the present covers of the 8 x 10 inch (20.3 x 25.4 cm)
Paperback Editions. If you inspect each of the covers, you'll undoubtedly notice that all of
the blurbs are quite similar. This project consumed many hours. I also solicited opinions
about whether the covers should be black with white text or vice-versa. Most people said
white text on black. Oh, this is the 4th cover for this series!

PaperbackClimbing
Books_New_Blurb_Sm

they are processed then I have to either approve or disapprove them. I just disapproved
Volume 10 due to a typo on the spine and then I uploaded a new PDF - It's fortunate that I
noticed it yesterday, before I approved it.

HardcoverClimbing
Books_New_Blurb_Sm

had what's referred to as an "Outer Glow" on some of the text. Then, the present cover - the
3rd revision - has some photos replaced and/or their position adjusted, has the blurb and in
addition, the logo has been moved to the rear cover (one book forum member said that the
author names on the front, very close to the logo is redundant.)
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Volume1_CS_Evolution

Volume7_CS_Evolution


  The first image here shows the evolutionary history of the Paperback Edition of Volume 13 of the 100 Famous Mountains Series. The second image shows the evolutionary
history of the Hardcover Edition of Volume 1 of the 100 Famous Mountains Series. The Hardcover Editions have only gone through 3 covers - the original and 2 revisions.

Volume13_CS_Evolution
Volume1_IS_Evolution


  The two images in this row show the evolutionary history of the Hardcover
Editions of Volumes 7 and 13 of the 100 Famous Mountains Series. Maybe you noticed
that the tiny D over K logo has been incorporated into the spine of these Hardcover Editions
on the present covers. You might notice the difference in the "blackness" of the most recent

Volume7_IS_Evolution


  The first image here shows the method I finally figured out for letting people know
what cover they are getting. See the very tiny "Cover Rev. 2" below the ISBN? Maybe it
http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[11/29/2015 9:17:28 AM]

cover. The printing company for hardcovers is not the same as the one for paperbacks. The
hardcover printer requires that the PDF's of the covers be submitted as CMYK with a
maximum of 240% ink coverage. That's tricky!

Volume13_IS_Evolution

Editions were completed, uploaded and approved. I only came up with this idea for the the
final 4 volumes of the Hardcover Editions! The 2nd image shows the D over K logo on the
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won't even actually be readable without a magnifying lens, I don't know. Unfortunately I did
not think of this unobtrusive method until after the latest covers for ALL of the Paperback

spine of the Hardcover Editions. Only the final 3 volumes of the Paperback Editions are thick
enough to have spine text, and I did not want to use spine text on only 3 out of 13 volumes.

End Book Cover History, Begin Miscellaneous Links
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home
Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the weekend).
The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php DVD Profiler, which is
much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of our entire DVD collection.

January 1, 2013 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

HERE IS
Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding any title
(and in some cases DISCOUNT CODES) please click the "General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this
page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com webpage.
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An animated gif of some
of our publications
(Does Not Include 100 Mountains Series)
(28 seconds)

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Paperback Editions)
(28 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Hardcover Editions)
(26 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

End Miscellaneous Links, End Page 1 of 1, November 2015
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found something which you enjoyed. You can use
the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you might have.

(will open in new window)
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single donation
will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or whatever. The
copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and photographer's name.
(Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Alaska - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
November 2016 - Favorite Photo
"Beauty in the Snow" - Chena Hot Springs. November 25th, 2:36 PM.

NOVEMBER 2016: FOUR Pages This Month FEATURING The Aurora Borealis * Sunrise Colors
* Pumpernickel Bread * Morning & Afternoon Sun * Birds Eating From Kazuya's Hand * Pine
Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) * Black-capped Chickadees (Poecile atricapillus) * Ice Blobs
Floating in the Air * Cross-Country Skiing * A Present From Oregon * Thanksgiving Dinner * Twin
Bears Camp * Chena Hot Springs * The Rock Lake * Kazuya's Baked Delights * Cream Puffs *

Eclairs * Banana-Lingonberry Tart * Lemon Curd Cakes * Butter-Cream Rose Cake * Pear Tart *
Swiss Roll with Raspberry Curd * Swiss Roll with Kirschwasser * Chocolate-Mini Cakes with Grand
Marnier * Lotus Root * Yu-Choy Sum * Squash-Curry Croquettes * More     (Click on the Photo
or on this text to go directly to the November photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 4 - the best of November
2016!

Go To Page:

posted: November 30th, 2016

This page actually begins with October 27th - Aurora
photos taken too late last month to make it in to the
October Photo pages. Then there is a November 4th
sunrise photo, November 5th Pumpernickel bread

photos, more sunrise color photos taken on November
8th, sun and snow photos shot on November 9th and
also Kazuya feeding Black-capped Chickadees from his
hand on November 9th.  Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin October 27th - November 5th

  As you can see, these first two photos are of the Aurora Borealis. The first one also shows my upper torso and the Big Dipper (Ursa Major). The second one has been manipulated
enough, especially the lower portion, so that you can see our house plus the aurora and stars overhead. The first shot was taken from about 500 feet up the road from our house and the
second one was taken from our driveway.

Oct27th_006
Curves_AuroraRC

Oct28th_001Curves
_SIP_AuroraRC


  Here are two more Aurora Borealis, or Northern Lights, shots. These shots were taken from our driveway looking through the trees.

Oct28th_004
Curves_AuroraRC

Oct29th_005
Curves_AuroraRC


  Here are two shots taken on November 2nd. Are the colors actually different from those above or is the difference in color primarily due to the processor in each of our cameras?
These two shots were also taken from our driveway.

Nov2_2_
Aurora_CurvesRC


  Here is a very nice sunrise shot from November 4th.
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Nov4th_001_
SunriseRC


  On November 5th I made two loaves of Pumpernickel Bread. It was so very delicious when hot from the oven!

Nov5_3_
PumpernickelBreadRC

Nov5_5_
PumpernickelBreadRC


  On the same day that I made Pumpernickel Bread it was also snowing lightly. As you can see here, we did not get much, but it was better than none!

Nov5_6_
SnowDay_ExpRC

End October 27th - November 5th, Begin November 8th and 9th

  Here are three sunrise color images taken on November 8th. The center shot is a 2-shot panoramic image of two portrait mode photos. I could have made the power pole disappear
with Photoshop, but why fake it, this is what it looks like from our bathroom window.

Nov8_2_
SunriseColorsRC

Nov8_4_5_AutoPano
_SunriseColorsRC

Nov8_7_
SunriseColorsRC


  Here are two shots of the sun on November 9th. The first shot was taken in late morning and the second shot was taken later on in the afternoon. You can see that the sun does not
get very high in Fairbanks, Alaska on November 9th.
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Nov9_1_
SnowySceneryRC

Nov9th_001_
SunInTheSnowRC


  These shots were also taken on the 9th. The first shot shows the one-and-only pine tree on our property and the second shot shows the white tree tops with snow on them.

Nov9_2_
SnowySceneryRC

Nov9_4_
SnowySceneryRC


  Here are the final two shots from November 9th - Kazuya feeding a Black-capped Chickadee (Poecile atricapillus) from his hand. The second shot is so very cute with the little bird
looking up at the big human, what is that bird thinking?

Nov9_5_Kazuya
_ChickadeeRC

Nov9_6_Kazuya
_ChickadeeRC

End November 8th and 9th, End Page 1
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this month's photos and happenings.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single donation
will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or whatever. The
copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and photographer's name.
(Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 2 of 4 - the best of November
2016!

Go To Page:

posted: November 30th, 2016

This page begins with November 13th and photos of
Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator). Bird photos are
the predominant type of photo on this page, but there
are also some interesting and beautiful snow shots and

even some shots which were taken while we were out
Cross-Country skiing on November 17th.  Click on any
thumbnail to begin.

Begin November 13th and 14th

  Here are three shots of Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator). We had never seen
this bird before this winter. We noticed some of them on the ground under the hanging bird
feeder (see photo in Row 9) trying to find Black Oil Sunflower Seeds which were knocked out

Nov_13_2SIP
_PineGrosbeakRC

of it by the Black-capped Chickadees. We saw one Pine Grosbeak trying to feed from the
hanging feeder, but this bird is just too large to be able to succeed in standing on the lip and
being able to bend over to get the seeds. All of these birds are males.

Nov_13_3SIP
_PineGrosbeakRC

Nov_13_4SIP_Exp
_PineGrosbeakRC


  Here are three more shots showing male Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator).

Nov_13_5Exp_SIP
_PineGrosbeakRC

Nov_13_7SIP_
PineGrosbeakRC
Nov_13_6Crop_SIP
_PineGrosbeakRC


  And three more shots of Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator). Notice that the center shot also includes a Black-capped Chickadee (Poecile atricapillus).

Nov13th_002_
PinicolaEnucleatorRC

Nov13th_011_
PinicolaEnucleatorRC
Nov13th_003_
PinicolaEnucleatorRC
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  This shot of a Pine Grosbeak came out very nicely. I drove this iron pipe into the ground and at this point I was in the process of making a platform feeder which will sit on it so that
the Pine Grosbeaks can have their own feeder without having to spend all of their time on the ground searching for seeds dropped by the Chickadees.

Nov14th_003_
PinicolaEnucleatorRC

End November 13th and 14th, Begin November 17th

  In the late morning of November 17th I looked out the south window into the rays
of the sun coming through the trees and saw what looked like ice crystals floating gently
through the air. In the first photo here these ice crystals are nearly impossible to see. In the
second photo they are quite evident. The outlined area of the second photo has been cropped

Nov17_2_Ice
CrystalsInTheAirRC

out and the full size version of it is shown in the third image. In the third image you can see
that the little floating "ice crystals" are not crystals at all, but just little round blobs. Wonder
what these are called, anybody know?

Nov17_3_Ice
CrystalsInTheAirRC
Nov17Part_3_Ice
CrystalsInTheAirRC


  Here are three more images of the ice blobs in the air. Again, please note the outlined area in the first photo. This area has been cropped out and is shown full size in the second
image. It is again obvious that they are not "ice crystals", but just little ice blobs. In the third photo you cannot see the ice blobs, but they are still there.

Nov17_4_Ice
CrystalsInTheAirRC

Nov17_5_Ice
CrystalsInTheAirRC
Nov17_4Part_Ice
CrystalsInTheAirRC


  In the afternoon of the 17th we went out Cross-Country skiing, starting from our porch. These two photos show the beauty we were allowed to see on this date.
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Nov17th_001_
SnowAndSkiRC

Nov17th_002_
SnowAndSkiRC


  Here are two more shots that were taken while we were x-c skiing. The second shot is me.

Nov17th_004_
SnowAndSkiRC

Nov17th_006_
SnowAndSkiRC

End November 17th, Begin November 18th

  On the 18th I had completed making the platform bird feeder for the Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) and got it up on the iron pipe shown above in Row 4. The first shot in this
row shows a male Grosbeak sitting in a tree getting ready to come down and feed. The second and third shots show a female of the species.

Nov18th_017_
PinicolaEnucleatorRC
Nov18th_004_
PinicolaEnucleatorRC

Nov18_1SIP_
PineGrosbeakRC


  All three shots in this row show either a female or a first-year Pine Grosbeak (Pinicola enucleator), from the colors I cannot be sure which. The center shot shows that the Blackcapped Chickadees (Poecile atricapillus) also feed at the platform feeder. They do, however, seem to prefer the hanging feeder.

Nov18_2SIP_Crop
_PineGrosbeakRC

Nov18_3SIP_
PineGrosbeakRC

End Page 2, but November 18th Continues on Page 3
http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[11/30/2016 4:37:24 PM]
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Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation of November 18th and also the continuation of this month's photos and happenings.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single donation
will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or whatever. The
copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and photographer's name.
(Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 4 - the best of November
2016!

Go To Page:

posted: November 30th, 2016

This page continues November 18th (from Page 2) with
more photos of snow and birds (Pine Grosbeaks =
Pinicola enucleator). Then there is a single photo of a
present of vegetables and then a few photos which

were taken over our amazing Thanksgiving adventure.
After that, we end the page with more bird shots.  Click
on any thumbnail to begin.

November 18th Continues From Page 2

  The first shot in this row shows the sun through the trees at about noon! The second shot shows a really nice pose by a female Pine Grosbeak (Pinicola enucleator).

Nov18_5_
AfternoonSunRC

Nov18_13SIP_
PineGrosbeakRC


  Here are two more shots of Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator). The first shot shows two males and a female and the second shot shows two male birds. They're so beautiful.
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Nov18_15SIPNew
_PineGrosbeakRC

Nov18_7_
PineGrosbeakRC

End November 18th, Begin November 22nd

  On November 22nd we received a package of fruit and vegetables in the mail from Eastern Oregon - WOW! This shot shows only part of the bounty. Just in time for Thanksgiving
Dinner cooking.

Nov22nd_004_
SandyPresentRC

End November 22nd, Begin November 24th

  For Thanksgiving Day we joined with 23 or so friends at Twin Bears Camp (Google
it) at Milepost 30 on the Chena Hot Springs Road for a dinner that could not possibly have
been beat! The first photo in this row shows one friend and her husky dog. The second photo

Nov24_Klara_Zena_
TwinBears_ThanksgivingRC

shows the dinner table all set up for eating! There was every traditional Thanksgiving Dinner
food that you can think of and some untraditional ones! The company was as fine as was the
food! An amazing time was had by all.

Nov24_TwinBears_
ThanksgivingRC

End November 24th, Begin November 25th

  On Friday the 25th, the day after Thanksgiving, most people stayed at Twin Bears
Camp, but we headed for Chena Hot Springs at around noon. The first shot in this row shows
a strange kind of halo part way around the sun. The second shot shows the lake at Twin
Bears and the hockey and ice-skating rink which we spent several hours shoveling off on
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Thursday. The third shot shows a few of the buildings at Twin Bears Camp. The remainder of
the folks also came out to Chena Hot Springs later in the afternoon. We all met there once
again and then we all went back to Twin Bears for supper. After that Kazuya and I headed for
home, but several of the people stayed at Twin Bears until Saturday.
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Nov25th_003_
TwinBearsCamp_HaloRC

Nov25th_007_
TwinBearsCampRC

Nov25th_008_
TwinBearsCampRC


  These three shots were all taken as we walked around the Chena Hot Springs resort area. Amazingly beautiful snowy scenery, would you not agree?

Nov25th_016_
ChenaHotSpringRC

Nov25_06_
ChenaHotSpringsRC
Nov25_05_
ChenaHotSpringsRC


  The first and third shots in this row show what the resort calls the "Rock Lake", probably because they have surrounded it with huge rocks. Look at all of the people enjoying the hot
water. Oh, by the way, the outside temperature here was about -10 F = -23 C. Quite cold, but not terrible. The center shot is another snowy scenery shot.

Nov25_09_
ChenaHotSpringsRC

Nov25th_024_
ChenaHotSpringRC
Nov25_07_
ChenaHotSpringsRC


  The first shot here shows ice crystal growth on one of the rocks surrounding the "Rock Lake". The center shot is another of the "Rock Lake". The third photo is of a hot pool that is
unused for anything.

Nov25_10_
ChenaHotSpringsRC

Nov25_11_
ChenaHotSpringsRC

End November 25th, Begin November 26th

  Here are two more Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) shots which show a male and a female.
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ChenaHotSpringsRC
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Nov26_01_
PineGrosbeakRC

Nov26_04_
PineGrosbeakRC


  The final two shots are two more of Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) and Black-capped Chickadees (Poecile atricapillus). Now please go on to page 4, don't worry - there are no
more bird photos!

Nov26_06_
PineGrosbeakRC

Nov26_13_
BlackCappedChickadeeRC

End November 26th, End Page 3
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Please continue on to page 4 for the conclusion
of this month's photos and happenings.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single donation
will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or whatever. The
copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and photographer's name.
(Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 4 of 4 - the best of November
2016!

Go To Page:

posted: November 30th, 2016

This page features most of the amazing confections
http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[11/30/2016 4:37:24 PM]

Mini-Chocolate Cakes were the talk of every single
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which Kazuya baked during the month of November.
Rows 8 and 9 show what he made for a huge
Thanksgiving Party which we went to. There were
around 25 people present and Kazuya's Swiss Rolls and

person at the table when it came to desserts. It was
amazing to hear what people were saying. I was so
proud of my partner.  Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Kazuya's Baked Delights - October 31st through November 24th

  In this first row on this page you can see Kazuya's Cream Puffs and Eclairs. WOW!

Oct31st_014_
CreamPuffsAndEclairsRC

Oct31st_015_
CreamPuffsAndEclairsRC


  He also made some donut shaped cream puffs. So, these are not just dough, with the cream spread on them, they are hollow like creak puffs, cut open and filled with the cream.
The third shot shows a Cream Puff and an Eclair on a plate. They were yummy.

Oct31st_017_
CreamPuffsAndEclairsRC

Oct31st_028_
CreamPuffsAndEclairsRC

Oct31st_027_
CreamPuffsAndEclairsRC


  This is a banana and lingonberry tart. Sounds rather strange, but believe me, it was super delicious. If you've never had a single thing in your life made with lingonberries, then you
owe yourself a special treat!

Nov3rd_001_
BananaLingonberryTartRC

Nov3rd_005_
BananaLingonberryTartRC


  Kazuya called these Lemon Curd Cakes, but that name certainly does not do them justice, not at all!

Nov7th_003_
LemonCurdCakesRC

Nov7th_006_
LemonCurdCakesRC


  This is a Butter-Cream Rose Cake. The purple roses were blueberry flavored, the pink ones were lingonberry flavored and the yellow ones were apricot flavored. We took this with
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us to a dinner which we were invited to and people could not get enough of it!

Nov11th_003_Butter
CreamRoseCakeRC

Nov11th_007_Butter
CreamRoseCakeRC

Nov11th_009_Butter
CreamRoseCakeRC


  Here is a Pear Tart. It was made with canned pears and like all things made by Kazuya, it was amazing.

Nov15th_003_
PearTartRC

Nov15th_005_
PearTartRC


  These two photos are of a Swiss Roll with Raspberry Curd, need I even say that it was delicious.

Nov17th_010_Swiss
RollWithRaspberryCurdRC

Nov17th_011_Swiss
RollWithRaspberryCurdRC


  The next two rows show what Kazuya made for the Thanksgiving Dinner at Twin Bears Camp which we were a part of. In this row you can see Swiss Rolls and Chocolate-mini
Cakes! WOW! The Chocolate Cakes had Grand Marnier in them and the Swiss Rolls had Kirschwasser in them! These were the talk of that table full of people shown in Row 4 on Page 3 for
about 10 - 15 minutes as people ate them!

Nov24th_001_Thanksgiving_
SwissRollAndChocolateCakeRC

Nov24th_002_Thanksgiving_
SwissRollAndChocolateCakeRC


  The first shot in this row shows a dish that you will probably not recognize - it is
Lotus Root, cut thin and cooked in a way that I don't truly know. People love it, The greens
are Yu-Choy and the name of this dish is Yu-Choy Sum. It was gone before it made it all the
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Nov24th_003_Thanksgiving
_ChocolateCakeRC

way around the table. The second and third photos show Squash and Curry Croquettes.
Everybody was trying to guess what they contained besides Squash! When everything was
finished Kazuya ended up with a nickname - "Chef".
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Nov24th_012_Thanksgiving
_LotusRootsAndYuChoySumRC

Nov24th_013_Thanksgiving_
SquashCurryCroquetteRC

Nov24th_014_Thanksgiving_
SquashCurryCroquetteRC

End Kazuya's Baked Delights, End November 2016's Photos, Begin Miscellaneous Links
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or
new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our
Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire
DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the
weekend). The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to

sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php DVD
Profiler, which is much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it.
The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of our entire
DVD collection.

January 1, 2013 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

HERE IS
Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding any title
(and in some cases DISCOUNT CODES) please click the "General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this
page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com webpage.
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An animated gif of some
of our publications
(Does Not Include 100 Mountains Series)
(28 seconds)

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Paperback Editions)
(28 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Hardcover Editions)
(26 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

End Miscellaneous Links, End Page 4 of 4, November 2016
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you
might have.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single donation
will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or whatever. The
copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and photographer's name.
(Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Mitake+Ginkgo

Google Search

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Alaska - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
November 2017 - Favorite Photo
"Warm & Cozy" - Our House. November 26th, 12:09 PM.
Sun Reflecting off the Southeast Window

NOVEMBER 2017: TWO Pages This Month FEATURING A Peek at Our Only 2018 Print Calendar
* A Snowstorm on November 12th * The Results of the November 12th Snowstorm * A Halloween
Present from Northeastern Oregon * Results of a November 24th - 25th Snowstorm * Kazuya's
Baked Delights * Pineapple Rum Bundt Cake * Bear Claws * Cinnamon Rolls * Our Table at the

Tanana Middle School Sales Event * Nutella Babka * Our Table at the November 11th Ski Swap
Event * Our Table at the November 18th Barnette Elementary School Winter Bazaar * A Special
Order Birthday Cake * Kazuya's Donation to a Local Business Event * More     (Click on the Photo
or on this text to go directly to the November photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 2 - the best of November 2017!

Go To Page:

posted: November 30th, 2017

This page begins with an advertisement which we hope
entices you to purchase our only 2018 print calendar.
Then we go to November 12th and 13th and our first real
snowstorm of the winter 2017-18 season. After that, we

jump to November 26th and even more snow. Every
photo on this page was taken at home. Click on any
thumbnail to begin.

(will open in new window)

Our Only 2018 Print Edition Calendar

  Here are three shots which show various aspects of the only 2018 PRINT
EDITION Calendar that we've made. This is available now, the Amazon link to it is
HERE. 
This calendar is available only with USA Holidays. Of course it can be ordered
through your local bookstore, just go to the Amazon link, write down the ISBN
number and ask your local bookstore to order it for you. If you prefer not to look at
Amazon, the ISBN is 978-0-9969810-5-7. HERE is a PDF file which shows what this
calendar will look like when hanging on your wall (new window). It is 1.3 MB in

size. It's COMPLETE, but Watermarked, secured against printing, reduced in size to
3.95 inches in width and PDF'd at the VERY lowest possible quality - all in an attempt
to prevent theft. I suggest that you right click on the link and select "Save Link As".
Then after it's downloaded to your Hard Drive in a place where you can find it again,
open it in Adobe Reader - version 9 or later (very important - it most likely will not
open in a version earlier than 9).

2018_IS_Calendar_9780996
981057-ColorSS_CroppedRC
2018Calendar_
The12Photos_RGBRC
2018Print
Calendar_JanRCRC

End Our 2018 Print Edition Calendar, Begin November 12th and 13th

  We started getting snow on around October 26th, but at that time it was wet and
even mixed with rain at times. Then, on November 11th and 12th it snowed quite a bit around 6 - 8 inches (15 - 20 cm). In the first photo in this row, taken at 8:52 PM on the 12th,
you see the garden spot and you can see the snow falling. In the center photo you can see

Nov12_02_SnowStormRC

that a small part of the driveway has been shoveled. In the third photo those rounds of birch
lying on the ground are about 15 inches in diameter, so the snow is getting pretty deep
already.

Nov12_03_SnowStormRC

Nov12_04_SnowStormRC


  The three photos in this row show our pickup truck covered with new snow and then a 2-shot panorama of the garden spot and driveway. The third shot shows the driveway, and you
can know, by the lack of a pile of snow beside the driveway in the area beyond the shoveled area, that this is the first time it's being shoveled this winter.
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Nov12_09_10_Panorama_SnowStormRC
Nov12_06_SnowStormRC

a while.

Nov12_08_SnowStormRC


  Here are two more shots which were taken at around 9:00 PM on the 12th of November. The third shot was taken at 11:01 AM on the 13th - the snow has stopped falling, at least for

Nov12_11_SnowStormRC

Nov12_12_SnowStormRC

Nov13_01_SnowStormRC


  The first shot here shows how much snow has piled up on the suet bird feeder. The second shot shows those same 15 inch rounds of birch firewood as shown above and the third shot
shows the garden spot that was filled with great food a month and one-half ago.

Nov13_03_SnowStormRC

Nov13_04_SnowStormRC

Nov13_06_SnowStormRC


  Here is a shot of the house - quite a bit of snow already on the roof. Kazuya is sweeping the snow off the porch. The second shot shows what came in a box from a friend. This was a
Halloween present from Northeastern Oregon.

Nov13_07_SnowStormRC

Oct31st_002_HolloweenGifFromSandyRC

End November 12th and 13th, Begin November 26th

  Now it's November 26th and the driveway has been shoveled in its entirety three
times already. We've had 29.3 inches (74.4 cm) of snow so far in November, up from the
average of 23.3 inches (59.2 cm) by this date. Last year we'd only had 4.4 inches (11.2 cm)
by this date. At this time our November is the 8th snowiest on record in the past 100 years. If
we get another 1.4 inches (3.6 cm) by the end of the month, we'll move to the 7th snowiest
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November on record for the past 100 years. The first image in this row is a 2-shot panorama
taken at 12:06 PM, the sun is not going to get much higher than this. The second shot shows
the garden spot and the third shot shows the driveway after being shoveled by hand that third
time.
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Nov26_01_02_AutoPano_SnowyPropertyRC

Nov26_04_05_AutoPano_SnowyPropertyRC
Nov26_03_SnowyPropertyRC


  The first shot in this row is a 2-shot vertical panorama which shows the sun reflecting off our southeast window and also shining in the trees. The second shot shows the depth of the
snow on a tree branch on our property and the third shot shows the sun shining through the trees.

Nov26_12_SnowyPropertyRC
Nov26_10_11_AutoPano_SnowyPropertyRC

Nov26_13_SnowyPropertyRC


  Here are two shots of our road. The first one is looking south and the second one is looking north. The closest mailbox is ours. Due to mail-theft problems we do not get mail to this
address other than junk mail.

Nov26_14_SnowyPropertyRC

Nov26_15_SnowyPropertyRC


  The first shot here was taken while looking down our driveway and the second shot shows a spruce tree beside our driveway.

Nov26_16_17_AutoPano_SnowyPropertyRC

Nov26_18_SnowyPropertyRC

End November 26th, End Page 1
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the continuation
of this month's photos.
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single donation
will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or whatever. The
copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and photographer's name.
(Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 2 - the best of November 2017!

Go To Page:

posted: November 30th, 2017

This page begins and ends with Kazuya's Baked
Delights. On this page you'll find his business card, a
link to his Facebook page and several photos of baked
goods which he made and sold at various events we

attended during the month of November. Things are off
to a pretty good start for his business - he already has a
following of people who seek him out to buy things and
place special orders. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin Kazuya's Baked Delights

  As most of you already know, Kazuya has started a business, which is called "Kazuya's Baked Delights". Here is his business card. Note the Facebook web address. HERE is a hot
link to his Facebook page.

Kazuya
BusinessCard_2RC

Begin November 4th Event

  On November 4th Kazuya and I attended another selling event for Kazuya's Baked Delights at the Tanana Middle School. The first shot in this row shows a Pineapple Rum Bundt
Cake, the center shot shows some of the Bear Claws which Kazuya made and the third shot is another of the Pineapple Rum Bundt Cake.
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Nov4th_003_PineappleRumBundtCakeRC

Nov4th_004_PineappleRumBundtCakeRC
Oct30_BearClawsRC

Bazaar.


  The first shot in this row shows two Bear Claws and two Cinnamon Rolls on a plate at home. The second shot shows packaged Bear Claws for the Tanana Middle School Holiday

Nov5th_01_BearClaws_CinnamonRollsRC

Nov4th_006_BearClawWithAlmondNutellaFillingRC


  The first shot here shows our table at the Tanana Middle School Holiday Bazaar with Daniel at it and the second shot shows our table with Kazuya manning it.

Nov4th_009_TananaMiddleHolidayBazaarRC
Nov4_1_TananaMiddleSchoolEventRC

End November 4th Event, Begin November 11th Event

  On November 11th we were the only events invited to sell goodies at the local Ski
Patrol's Annual Ski Swap. We were very fortunate to receive this invitation from the local Ski
Patrol and we donated a bit more than 10% of our take for the day to them to show our

Nov9th_001_NutellaBabkaRC

appreciation. The first shot here shows a Nutella Babka before it was baked, the second shot
shows it after baking and the third shot shows a loaf being sliced up for samples.

Nov9th_007_NutellaBabkaRC

Nov9th_012_NutellaBabkaRC


  The first shot in this row shows both of us at the table we used at the Ski Swap. The second shot shows Kazuya with the few goods that remained as we were closing up. A good day!
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Nov11_2_SkiSwapEventRC
Nov11_3_SkiSwapEventRC

End November 11th Event, Begin November 18th Event

  On November 18th we attended another event, this one at the Barnette Elementary
School, in Fairbanks. There were about 70 vendors at this event, Santa Claus came, there
were elves, and Santa had Hot Chocolate with the young children and listened to their

Nov18_BarnetteElementarySchoolEventRC

table.

Christmas Wishes. The first shot in this row shows our table at this event, the second shot
shows some Stollen which was baked for the event, and the third shot shows a closer shot of
the table and the Baked Delights.

Nov18th_01_BarnetteElementarySchoolRC

Nov18th_02_BarnetteElementarySchoolRC


  Here is one shot of a tray of Pineapple Hamantaschen which Kazuya baked for this event at the Barnette Elementary School. That is followed by two closer shots of the items on the

Nov18th_002_Hamantaschen_PineappleRC

Nov18th_06_BarnetteElementarySchoolRC

Nov18th_07_BarnetteElementarySchoolRC


  After we finished up this event we went to a birthday party for a friend. Kazuya was commissioned to bake the cake - a beautiful German Chocolate one. The third shot shows the
items he donated to the "Seniors Gift Wrapping" volunteer party at the "Rings and Things" Shop in downtown Fairbanks on the following day.

Nov18th_010_GermanChocolateCake_BirthdayCakeRC

Nov18th2017_02_Jim_GermanChocolateCakeRC

Nov19th_2_ToRings_ThingsRC

End November 18th Event, End November 2017's Photos, Begin Miscellaneous Links
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home
Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the weekend). The
DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php DVD Profiler, which is much
more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of our entire DVD collection.
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January 1, 2013 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

HERE IS
Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding any title
please click the "General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its
Amazon.com webpage.
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An animated gif of some
of our publications
(Does Not Include 100 Mountains Series)
(34 seconds)
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An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Paperback Editions)
(28 seconds)

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Hardcover Editions)
(26 seconds)
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For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

End Miscellaneous Links, End Page 2 of 2, November 2017
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you
might have.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single donation
will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or whatever. The
copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and photographer's name.
(Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Mitake+Ginkgo

Google Search

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Alaska - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
November 2018 - Favorite Photo
"Chena River" - From Angel Rocks Parking Lot. November 24, 12:11 PM.

NOVEMBER 2018: TWO Pages This Month FEATURING Several Photos of November 4th
Aurora Borealis * Kazuya's Baked Delights November Gigs * Black-capped Chickadee on our
Suet Feeder * Eating Ice Cream in the Snow * Our Annual Thanksgiving Party at Twin Bears

Camp * Individual Snowflakes * Scenery at Twin Bears Camp * Driving From Twin Bears Camp to
Chena Hot Springs * Angel Rocks Parking Lot Photos * Rock Lake at Chena Hot Springs * More    
(Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the November photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 2 - the best of November
2018!

Go To Page:

posted: November 30th, 2018

This page begins with a preview of our only 2019 Print
Edition Calendar and then we jump to November 4th, a
night when we walked up the road to a large field and
took photos of the Aurora Borealis. The Aurora shots
end at Row #10 and then we show you some Kazuya's

Baked Delights photos, a photo of a Black-capped
Chickadee feeding at one of our suet feeders, and then
some photos of us eating ice cream cones in the snow.
Click on any thumbnail to begin.

(will open in new window)

Our Only 2019 Print Edition Calendar

  Here are three shots which show various aspects of the only 2019 PRINT
EDITION Calendar that we've made. This is available now, the Amazon link to it is
HERE. 
This calendar is available only with USA Holidays. Of course it can be
ordered through your local bookstore, just go to the Amazon link, write down the
ISBN number and ask your local bookstore to order it for you. If you prefer not to
look at Amazon, the ISBN is 978-0-9969810-8-8. HERE is a PDF file which shows
what this calendar will look like when hanging on your wall (new window). It is

1.35 MB in size. It's COMPLETE, but Watermarked, secured against printing,
reduced in size to 3.95 inches in width and PDF'd at the VERY lowest possible
quality - all in an attempt to prevent theft. I suggest that you right click on the link
and select "Save Link As". Then after it's downloaded to your Hard Drive in a place
where you can find it again, open it in Adobe Reader - version 9 or later (very
important - it most likely will not open in a version earlier than 9).

2019 Calendar - Alaska Outdoor Photos
The Entire Cover
2019 Calendar - Alaska Outdoor Photos
The Photos
2019 Calendar - Alaska Outdoor Photos
The January Page

End Our 2019 Print Edition Calendar, Begin November 4th

  All three photos in this row are the same, or at least they were all processed from the same original, but by different amounts and using somewhat different methods. This photo
was shot while standing in our driveway.

Nov4th_004Adj_
SteeleCreekRd_AuroraRC
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SteeleCreekRd_AuroraRC

Nov4th_004Curves2_
SteeleCreekRd_AuroraRC
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  Here are three more aurora shots - all three of these are different photos. These were also all taken from our driveway. When we go out to shoot the aurora we sometimes get
stuck in our driveway because the lights are so intense we just want to take photos, and we have to convince ourselves that the views up the road will be better.

Nov4_05Curves_Aurora_
SteeleCreekRoadRC

Nov4th_007Curves_
SteeleCreekRd_AuroraRC

Nov4th_008Curves_
SteeleCreekRd_AuroraRC


  Now we have walked up the road a ways and set up our tripods, but we still have not made it to the big field which is our goal.

Nov4th_010Curves1_
SteeleCreekRd_AuroraRC

Nov4_07Curves_Aurora_
SteeleCreekRoadRC

Nov4_09Curves_Aurora_
SteeleCreekRoadRC


  Here are three additional aurora shots, still not from the field where we want to end up at.

Nov4_10Curves_Aurora_
SteeleCreekRoadRC

Nov4th_015Curves_
SteeleCreekRd_AuroraRC

Nov4_25Curves_Aurora_
SteeleCreekRoadRC


  Now we have arrived at the field where we went to be and now we can take photos in any direction. I believe that these three were all taken while looking towards the south.

Nov4th_019a_
SteeleCreekRd_AuroraRC

Nov4th_033a_
SteeleCreekRd_AuroraRC

Nov4th_037a_
SteeleCreekRd_AuroraRC


  The first shot in this row was again, taken while looking more or less to the south. The second and third images are from the same original, just processed differently. That shot was
taken while looking more or less to the north, notice the Big Dipper (Ursa major).
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Nov4_26Curves_Aurora_
SteeleCreekRoadRC

Nov4_31ACDSEE_Aurora_
SteeleCreekRoadRC

Nov4_31Curves5_Aurora_
SteeleCreekRoadRC


  Here are two more aurora shots, I believe that they were both taken while looking more or less to the north.

Nov4th_039a_
SteeleCreekRd_AuroraRC

Nov4_34Curves_Aurora_
SteeleCreekRoadRC


  Here are the final two shots of the aurora for this month. Both of them were taken while looking more or less to the north.

Nov4th_042a_
SteeleCreekRd_AuroraRC

Nov4th_043a_
SteeleCreekRd_AuroraRC

End November 4th, Begin November 10th - 21st

  On November 10th Kazuya had an opportunity to sell his Kazuya's Baked Delights at the Ski Patrol's Ski Swap. This took place at Pioneer Park and the center shot shows the
outside of the building we were in.

Nov10_1_2018
_SkiSwapRC

Nov10_2_2018
_SkiSwapRC

Nov10_3_2018
_SkiSwapRC


  On November 17th Kazuya's Baked Delights was at the Barnette Magnet School Bazaar. The first shot shows our table. By the end of the day it was nearly an empty table. We
also sold some books. he second shot shows a Black-capped Chickadee on one of our suet feeders. What amazing birds!
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Nov17_1_Kazuya_Barnette
MagnetSchoolBazaarRC

Nov19_1_Chickadee
_SuetFeederRC


  On November 21st we walked the 1 mile to our nearest convenience store to get a
couple of items. It was a warm day, around 17° F (-8.33° C) and we got rather warm, so
while we were at the store we got ice cream cones to eat while walking home. Nice! Eating

ice cream in the snow is so enjoyable - there is no need to rush - it's not going to melt and
start running down the cone and dripping on your clothes or anything. Alaska has the highest
per capita ice cream consumption of any state, according to Alaskans anyway.

Nov21_1_Eating
IceCreamInTheSnowRC

Nov21_2_Eating
IceCreamInTheSnowRC
Nov21_4_Eating
IceCreamInTheSnowRC

End November 21st, End Page 1
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation and conclusion of this month's adventures.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 2 - the best of November
2018!
posted: November 30th, 2018
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This page begins with a few photos taken while at our
Annual Thanksgiving Party at the Twin Bears Camp and
then it jumps to a trip from Twin Bears Camp, at
milepost 30 on the Chena Hot Springs Road out to

Chena Hot Springs itself. There are then a few photos
of the "Rock Lake", the largest hot pool at Chena Hot
Springs Click on any thumbnail to begin.

(will open in new window)

Begin November 22nd and 23rd

  This is the third year in a row that we have gone to Twin Bears Camp, at 30 mile
on the Chena Hot Springs Road, to celebrate Thanksgiving with 20 - 30 of our friends. This is
a tradition that has been going on for about 25 years, and that means that in 2018 we were
able to see 3 generations of people in the same family gathered here for the occasion. The
gentleman on the right side of the table with the red shirt is an example of this - he is the

son of one of the people who have been coming here for many years, and the child beside
him is his daughter. His father is not visible in either of these photos. These two photos were
taken as the food was being placed on the table. I did not take any photos of everybody
seated at the table, I was too busy eating the fantastic dinner. There were 24 people present
for dinner this year.

Nov22_1_Twin
BearsThanksgivingRC

Nov22_2_Twin
BearsThanksgivingRC


  Now it's after dinner and people are seated at several different tables and there are several games going on. In the first photo, on the right is a game of Catan taking place and on
the left people are playing Bananagrams. The second photo concentrates on the Bananagrams game.

Nov22_3_Twin
BearsThanksgivingRC
Nov22_4_Twin
BearsThanksgivingRC


  On the day after Thanksgiving many folks chip in to make a breakfast which is fit
for kings and queens and after that is finished and the dishes are cleaned up, some people
go out cross-country skiing on the trails, some people play hockey on the lake and we always
leave at around noon and head for Chena Hot Springs, which is only another 27 or 28 miles

Nov23_4_Preparing

http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[11/30/2018 8:33:19 PM]

further out the Chena Hot Springs Road. The first two photos in this row show the perfectly
formed snowflakes on our rig as we were packing up to leave. The third shot shows the
hockey playing area on the lake, which has to have the snow shoveled away every year.

Nov23rd_007_Twin

Nov23_5_Preparing
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LeaveTwinBearsRC

BearCampgroundRC

LeaveTwinBearsRC


  The first shot in this row shows some of the buildings at Twin Bears Camp, all of which have wood heating stoves in them. The eating/cooking building is the second one. The
second shot shows Kazuya looking surprised - the cabin behind him is the sleeping cabin. The third shot again shows the lake and the hockey playing area.

Nov23_6_Preparing
LeaveTwinBearsRC

Nov23_7_Preparing
LeaveTwinBearsRC

Nov23rd_010_Twin
BearCampgroundRC


  Now we are traveling out the Chena Hot Springs Road on our way to the hot springs.

Nov23_9_Twin
Bears_TO_CHSRRC

Nov23rd_011
_CHSRRC

Nov23rd_013
_CHSRRC


  Here are three more shots which were taken as we traveled out the Chena Hot Springs Road. The second shot again shows Kazuya. The third shot shows an area called Granite
Tors; up on that far ridgeline you can see a couple of the Tors.

Nov23_10_Twin
Bears_TO_CHSRRC

Nov23_11_Angel
RocksPkingLotRC

Nov23rd_016
_CHSRRC


  In first position in this row is another shot which shows a couple of the Granite Tors. The second and third shots were taken at the Angel Rocks parking lot. The second shot shows
the Chena River, with some open water towards the background.

Nov23rd_017
_CHSRRC


  All three shots in this row were taken from the Angel Rocks parking lot.
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BearCampgroundRC

Nov23rd_020_Twin
BearCampgroundRC
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Nov23rd_021_Twin
BearCampgroundRC

Nov23_12_Angel
RocksPkingLotRC

Nov23_13_Angel
RocksPkingLotRC


  Here are two shots which show the "Rock Lake", the largest hot pool at Chena Hot Springs. It is called the "Rock Lake" because of the fact that it is surrounded by huge rocks.
Those people are not naked - it's a mixed gender pool, so everybody has swim wear on.

Nov23_15_At
ChenaHotSpringRC

Nov23_16_At
ChenaHotSpringRC


  The first shot in this row is of a tree which is adjacent to the "Rock Lake" and is coated with rime from the steam which rises from the hot pool. The second photo shows a distant
mountainside.

Nov23_17_At
ChenaHotSpringRC

Nov23rd_029_
ChenaHotSpringRC

End November 23rd, End November 2018's Photos, Begin Our Publications Links
We'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding any title please click the "General Information"
tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com webpage.
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End Our Publications Links, End Page 2 of 2, December 2018
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you
might have.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Mitake+Ginkgo

Google Search

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Alaska - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next
month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
November 2020 - Favorite Photo
"Inverted Sunrise Colors" November 18, 9:56 AM.

NOVEMBER 2020: ONE Page This Month FEATURING A Sales Pitch For Our Newest
Two Books * Photos During A Heavy Snowstorm * Snow Work After Heavy Snowstorm * A
Walk Up The Road * Gettinger's Field Photos * The Aurora Borealis or Northern Lights *
Kazuya's Thanksgiving Flower Arrangements * Our Thanksgiving Dinner of a COVID-19

Year * The Original of this Cover Page Photo is in Row #14 (This Photo has Colors Inverted
and Also Has an Artistic Filter Applied to it) * More     (Click on the Photo or on this
text to go directly to the November photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of November 2020!
posted: December 1st, 2020

This page begins with a sales pitch for our 2021
Alaska Nature Photos Calendar Book and also a new
version of our Twelvemile: Summit to Summit
book. After that we jump to photos taken during
and after our heavy snowstorm of November 6th.
Following that are some photos which we took
while on a walk up the road from our house on

November 17th. After that there are three photos
which were taken on November 18th, and then
there are two Aurora Borealis photos which were
taken on the 21st. The next photos after that were
shot on November 25th and 26th - a Thanksgiving
Dinner with just the two of us at home due to the
coronavirus. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

(will open in new window)

New Books Pitch

  This 2021 calendar is not intended to be hung on your wall, instead, it is intended to be kept on your desk or in your desk drawer and used as a kind of private
calendar. This Calendar Book shows 12 photos of Alaska Outdoor/Nature Scenery, primarily mountains and flowers. Click HERE to go the Amazon page.

8.25x6_
Color_30RC

CalendarBook
JanuaryPageRC
The12
PhotosRC


  This is the same old Twelvemile: Summit to Summit" Book, but this version is a smaller size than the original one. The size of the original version was 11 inches x 8.5
inches, but the size of this one is 8.25 inches x 6 inches, like a pocket-size version, so to speak. I replaced just one image with a better image and that image is shown below.
Click HERE to go the Amazon page.

Twelvemile_825x6
_Color_240_Rev1RC

Twelvemile_825x6
_LyingOnDeskRC
Jun20_13_Jun21_04_18_24_
33_36_38Foreground300RC

End Books Pitch, Begin November 6th & 7th

  On November 6th and 7th we had a total snowfall of about 14 inches, with wind. The first and second shots show that even though our porch is covered, with the wind,
we still had a fair amount of snow on it. The third shot was taken while looking west from the porch, at this point the snow was about 6 inches deep.
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Nov6_01_Heavy
SnowAtHomeRC

Nov6_08_Heavy
SnowAtHomeRC

Nov6_03_Heavy
SnowAtHomeRC


  Here is one more photo which was taken during the storm. In second position is a 2-shot panoramic image, the individual shots were taken from our window. The third
image is also a 2-shot panorama created from photos which were taken from our window.

Nov6_09_13AdjSIP_Auto
Pano_HeavySnowAtHomeRC
Nov6_05_06_ManualPano
_SnowStormAtHomeRC

Nov6_06_Heavy
SnowAtHomeRC


  Snow work is now in progress, beginning with the removal of snow from our pickup truck. In the second and third photos, that jug you see on the hood is our snow
gauge, which we put there every single day. Ha, it only measures to 6 inches!

Nov7_03_iPhone_
SnowWorkAtHomeRC

Nov7_04_iPhone_
SnowWorkAtHomeRC

Nov7_05_iPhone_
SnowWorkAtHomeRC


  Here is a close-up photo of our snowfall depth gauge. You can see that it's only effective for measuring if the depth is 6 inches or less. The second and third shots are
shown for comparison - the center shot was taken on October 29th and the third shot was taken on November 7th.

Oct29_1_West
YardSnowRC

Nov7_10_iPhone_
SnowWorkAtHomeRC

Nov7_12_iPhone_
SnowWorkAtHomeRC

End November 6th & 7th, Begin November 17th - 21st
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  Now it's November 17th. The first shot was taken while the sun was rising, so it shows some nice orange-red colors. The second shot was taken from our porch, and
the third shot was also taken from the porch, but zoomed-in. By the way, the second and third shots were taken at around solar-noon, but on November 17th the sun only rises
to 6° above the horizon here in Fairbanks.

Nov17_01_Snowy
WalkFromHomeRC

Nov17_02_Snowy
WalkFromHomeRC

Nov17th_004
_SnowRC


  These three photos all show snow, rime, hoarfrost or whatever it is, in the upper reaches of the trees. So beautiful!

Nov17_03_Snowy
WalkFromHomeRC

Nov17_04_Snowy
WalkFromHomeRC

Nov17_05_Snowy
WalkFromHomeRC


  The first shot here shows Kazuya taking a photo from the upper edge of Gettinger's Field, east of Fairbanks. The center shot shows snow on a small bush and the third
shot is simply a snowbank.

Nov17_08_Snowy
WalkFromHomeRC

Nov17th_010
_SnowRC
Nov17th_008
_SnowRC


  These three shots were all taken from the upper edge of Gettinger's Field.
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Nov17_09_Snowy
WalkFromHomeRC

Nov17th_012
_SnowRC

Nov17_10_Snowy
WalkFromHomeRC


  The first photo here shows the Eastern Alaska Range - Hess Mountain (11,940 ft = 3,639 m) on the left and Mt. Deborah (12,339 ft = 3,761 m) on the right. The
second and third photos just show more snowy beauty at Gettinger's Field.

Nov17th_014
_SnowRC

Nov17th_013
_SnowRC

Nov17th_015
_SnowRC


  These images are both the same photo of some snow on a small bush, but the second image was converted to an HDR (High Dynamic Range) image with Photoshop®.

Nov17th_016
_SnowRC

Nov17thHDR_016
_SnowRC


  The first photo here is a 2-shot vertical panorama (one shot stacked on above another, not beside it) taken from our porch and looking south. The second shot is a
close-up of snow.

Nov17_15_16_AutoPano_
SnowyWalkFromHomeRC

Nov17th_017
_SnowRC


  The first image here is a 2-shot panorama at sunrise time and looking west. The center shot is another which was shot from our porch and zoomed to some extent. The
third shot shows the sun and snow.
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Nov18_5_6_ReposPano
_SunriseTime

Nov18th_006
_SnowRC
Nov18th_009
_SnowRC


  Here are two Aurora Borealis shots which were taken on the night of November 21st. The Aurora was super for just a few minutes, but these were the two best shots
which Kazuya managed to capture - all of mine were nothing.

Nov21st_
001Adj_AuroraRC

Nov21st_
002Adj_AuroraRC

End November 17th - 21st, Begin Thanksgiving Season

  On the day before Thanksgiving we went to town and bought a bunch of flowers and then Kazuya spent the rest of the day putting them together into these two
beautiful and amazing arrangements. He made one for us and one for a friend. The first one in this row is the one which the friend selected. The second shot shows both
arrangements.

Nov25th_007a_Thanks
givingFlowersRC


  The first shot in this row shows the flower arrangement which we kept. The
center shot shows Kazuya at our dinner table with the Thanksgiving Dinner which he
prepared. This was our first Thanksgiving spent alone, and that was due, of course, to
the coronavirus. The pie which you can see in the center photo was a delicious apple
pie made for us by the friend to whom we gave one of the flower arrangements. The
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Nov25th_008b_Thanks
givingFlowersRC

third shot shows what our first plateful looked like. The meat is a Costco rotisserie
chicken, served with Dijon Mustard and homemade Lingonberry sauce. There is a nice
green salad, the white chunks are yam, there is a side of cooked vegetables, and you
can also see au-gratin scalloped potatoes.
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Nov25th_002_Thanks
givingFlowersRC

Nov26_1Adj_Thanks
givingDinnerAtHomeRC

Nov26_1_Thanks
givingDinnerRC

End Thanksgiving Season, End November 2020's Photos, Begin Our Publications Links
We'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding any title please click the "General
Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com
webpage.
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End Our Publications Links, End Page 1 of 1, November 2020
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found something which you enjoyed.
You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you might have.
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Mitake+Ginkgo

Google Search

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Alaska - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next
month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
November 2021 - Favorite Photo
"Aurora Borealis" - The Northern Lights. November 3rd, 10:45 PM.

NOVEMBER 2021: ONE Page This Month FEATURING A Sunrise Photo * November 3rd
Aurora Storm * Photos by Moonlight * Black-capped Chickadees (Poecile atricapillus)
Enjoying the 'peanut butter stick' * A November 18 - 19 Lunar Eclipse Collage * Sun and

Snow Dust * More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the
November photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of November 2021!
posted: November 30th, 2021

This page actually begins with a single sunrise time
photo which was taken on October 30. After that
we show you 27 absolutely amazing Aurora Borealis
photos which were taken on the night of November
3rd. Then there are a couple of photos taken by
moonlight later on in the month, and those are
followed by a few shots at one of our bird feeders.

There is then a collage of photos which were taken
by Kazuya during the night of the partial lunar
eclipse on November 18 - 19. The final 4 shots this
month were taken while I was using our snow
blower in the driveway. Click on any thumbnail to
begin.

Begin October 30th - November 3rd

  Here is a single sunrise time photo which was taken on October 30th.

Oct30_4_Sunrise
TimeAtHomeRC


  During the night of November 3rd - 4th the world experienced one of the most incredible aurora storms of the past several years, and we were fortunate to have been
able to have advance notice of the storm and then actually witness it. All of these photos were adjusted at least a tiny bit. In most cases they had to actually be toned down a
bit, if you can imagine that.

Nov3rd_05Adj_
AuroraAtHomeRC

Nov3rd_07_
AuroraAtHomeRC

Nov3rd_09Adj_
AuroraAtHomeRC


  People all over the world -- from Alaska, Sweden, Norway, Finland, even northern Michigan, Minnesota and so on posted photos the next day.

Nov3rd_10_
AuroraAtHomeRC

Nov3rd_11_
AuroraAtHomeRC

Nov3rd_14_
AuroraAtHomeRC


  We were most fortunate to have just purchased new iPhones (iPhone 12-mini) just a few days previous to this date. All of these photos were taken with our new
iPhones. Our other cameras could never have captured what our new iPhones did. WOW!
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Nov3rd_22_
AuroraAtHomeRC

Nov3rd_26_
AuroraAtHomeRC
Nov3rd_20_
AuroraAtHomeRC


  We noted that our iPhones captured most of these images at between 1/5 second and 1.1 seconds exposure time, so you can easily note some movement, as we were
holding our phones in our hands, but please note that the stars are not too wiggly.

Nov3rd_28_
AuroraAtHomeRC

Nov3rd_32_
AuroraAtHomeRC
Nov3rd_29_
AuroraAtHomeRC


  Things were happening so quickly that even the exposure time noted above resulted in significant movement of the Aurora bands, waves, curtains and coronas. This
was too amazing.

Nov3rd_35_
AuroraAtHomeRC

Nov3rd_36_
AuroraAtHomeRC

Nov3rd_37_
AuroraAtHomeRC


  This night's display was, without a doubt, the most amazing display of the Aurora that Kazuya had ever seen, and I believe that it was the most amazing that I have
ever seen too, though I once saw a display which was similar, back in the mid-1980's.

Nov3rd_47_
AuroraAtHomeRC
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Nov3rd_38Adj_
AuroraAtHomeRC

Nov3rd_43_
AuroraAtHomeRC


  Hope that you're not bored yet.

Nov3rd_49_
AuroraAtHomeRC

Nov3rd_50_
AuroraAtHomeRC

Nov3rd_53Adj_
AuroraAtHomeRC

Nov3rd_55Adj_
AuroraAtHomeRC

Nov3rd_58_
AuroraAtHomeRC


  The photos speak for themselves.

Nov3_03LevelsCurvesVibCrop_
AuroraFromDrivewayRC


  Here are the final three Aurora shots. We hope to get another chance to see something like this in our lifetime.

Nov3_05_
AuroraFromDrivewayRC

Nov3_09_
AuroraFromDrivewayRC

End November 3rd, Begin November 17th - 25th

  Here are two shots taken with the iPhone 12-mini - the only light is moonlight. The exposure time on these photos was 1/2 second.
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Nov3rd_76_
AuroraAtHomeRC
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Nov17_4_iPhone
_MoonlightRC
Nov18_1_iPhone
_MoonlightRC


  Here are two shots of Black-capped Chickadees (Poecile atricapillus) enjoying our "peanut butter stick".

Nov18_09_BlackCapped
Chickadee_PButterStickRC
Nov18_01_BlackCapped
Chickadee_PButterStickRC


  Look at this tiny creature working for a very tiny bit of peanut butter at 20° below zero. In the second shot you can see the tiny bit of peanut butter in its mouth.

Nov18_17_BlackCapped
Chickadee_PButterStickRC

Nov18_23_BlackCapped
Chickadee_PButterStickRC


  You're probably aware of the partial lunar eclipse (97% complete) which happened during the night of November 18 - 19. Kazuya was very patient and managed to get
plenty of photos so that he could create this fine collage of the event.

Nov19th_Lunar
EclipseCollage01TextRC


  On November 25th I used our snow-blower to clear the driveway of snow. The temperature was at 18° below zero and the snow was so fine that it was like fog in the
air. Kazuya noticed it and shot some photos, which came out very nice.
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Nov25th_001_
SunAndSnowRC

Nov25th_004_
SunAndSnowRC


  Here are two final shots of powder snow filling the air while I was using the snow blower.

Nov25th_006_
SunAndSnowRC

Nov25th_019_
SunAndSnowRC

End November 25th, End November 2021's Photos, Begin Our Publications Links
We'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding any title please click the "General
Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com
webpage.
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End Our Publications Links, End Page 1 of 1, November 2021
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Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found something which you enjoyed.
You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you might have.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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